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The primary objectives of this study were to provide

detailed understanding of:

(1) the processes by which Virginia's student assess-

ment policy developed;

(2) the current expectations and intentions of policy

makers in regard to assessment; and

(3) the anticipated direction of state policy in regard

to uses of and further ·requests for information

documenting institutional processes and quality.

Primary data for this study included over 100 document

sources, supplemented by interviews with 61 individuals

involved in the policy making process.

Virginia's assessment policy was shaped by a national

trend toward state efforts to stimulate reform and "quality

assurance" procedures in higher education, as well as the

interests of the State Council of Higher Education staff in

using assessment to advance an agenda for review and renewal

of undergraduate curricula. Student assessment has been

marked in Virginia by efforts to maintain an institution-



centered approach to the process. As a result of the desire

not to characterize assessment as an accountability mecha-

nism, these activities have been guided by general and some-

what vague guidelines and expectations from SCHEV and other

state officials.

Assurances that institutions have meaningful and appro-

priate programs in place were desired, but most officials

had limited concepts of what would constitute such processes

and further indicated little concern with obtaining or using

specific data. Assessment and related activities were seen

by state officials as positive and logical components of

necessary self—evaluation undergone by any agency or organi-

zation. As SCHEV officials awaited the first full institu-

tional reports in summer 1989, it was apparent that only a

very negative report on the quality of institutional efforts

might spur prescriptive action on the part of the General

Assembly.
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The Development of Student Assessment Policy in Virginia

Introduction

Since the late 1960s concerns have frequently been

articulated in various forums over the quality and public

accountability of institutions of higher education. Journal

articles, state and national commissions, educational orga-

nizations and agencies both public and private have asserted

the need for colleges and universities to provide clear and

broadly acceptable measures of what they do and how they do

it (Association of American Colleges, 1985; Bowen, 1977;

Corson, 1975; Drucker, 1969; Ewell, 1987a; McConnell, 1981;

National Governor's Association, 1986; Resnick, 1987; State

Council of Higher Education for Virginia, 1972a). In the

early 1970s the focus of accountability interests tended to

be on efforts to quantify the inputs and general outputs of

higher education (Brubacher & Rudy, 1976; Lawrence, Weath-

ersby, & Patterson, 1970). In the 1980s such interests have

not abated, but have shifted from scrutiny of measures of

faculty workload, uniform fiscal data systems, and economic

efficiency measures. Greater attention has instead been

directed toward obtaining evidence of the effectiveness of

colleges and universities in educating students. As a

result, many states have adopted measures of various kinds

intended to enhance institutional accountability, provide

impetus for the reform and improvement of educational prac-

1
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tice, or both (Banta & Moffett, 1987; Boyer, Ewell, Finney,

& Mingle, 1987; Ewell & Boyer, 1988; Ewell, 1987a). The cur-

rent interest of state officials in student assessment as a

measurement of effectiveness or "quality control" mechanism

is only one of the more recent manifestations of a long

standing tension between concepts of institutional autonomy

and accountability to governmental authorities (Duryea,

1981; Mingle, 1983; Resnick, 1987). Concerns for the quality

of higher education outcomes seem to have risen in tandem

with increased demands on public resources, creating an

environment in which requests for evidence of both budgetary

efficiency and educational effectiveness have become compel-

ling to legislators and governors in many states (Bender,

1977; Bowen, 1974; McConnell, 1981; National Governor's

Association, 1986; SCHEV, 1972a, 1973, 1981; Southern

Regional Education Board, 1988).

Assessment in the States

The wide variance among states in terms of their politi-

cal culture, economic/social circumstances, and traditional

relationships with higher education is highlighted in the

case of assessment. As Lenth (1989) of the State Higher

Education Executives Organization (SHEEO) noted, there is

great diversity in state activities relating to assessment,

with "very different issues being raised in different

states." States have varied significantly in the types of

models they have applied to assessment as well as the fund-
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ing levels they have provided institutions for these activi-

ties. The "bewildering complexity" described by Ewell

(1987a) as lying beneath the surface of assessment activi-

ties across the country in 1987 was described as having not

diminished a year later, and had perhaps even increased

(Carlisle, 1988; Ewell & Boyer, in press-a).

In some states, officials have criticized higher educa-

tion and demanded greater accountability on the parts of

institutions (Bottum, 1988; Leatherman, 1989). In Virginia,

however, leaders in the General Assembly as well as gover-

nors have long praised the quality and diversity of higher

education in the Commonwealth. In spite of these attitudes,

a general sense grew in the 1980s that activities ought to

be underway that could help insure that public funds pro-

vided to higher education were being invested in programs

that effectively transferred essential skills, knowledge,

and attitudes to students enrolled at Virginia colleges and

universities.

It was thought that such activities would provide valu-

able information in at least three respects:

1) as "consumer information" to improve the level and

quality of information from which individuals could make

choices about which institution to attend:

2) to gain a sense of whether students were obtaining

the necessary skills and knowledge to enter the work force

and contribute to the economic health of the Commonwealth;
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and 3) to help determine whether students in a given program

were learning the fundamentals of their discipline, acquir-

ing the skills to apply their specialized knowledge, i.e. -

writing, reading, thinking, research skills, and developing

attitudes of tolerance, civic-mindedness, openness to new

ideas, and critical thinking that are taken to characterize

the educated mind (Bowen, 1977).

The Beginnings in Virginia

Serious discussions of a statewide student assessment

policy for Virginia first took place within the General Pro-

fessional Advisory Council (GPAC) in 1985. GPAC is composed

of the presidents of the sixteen senior public institutions

of higher education in Virginia, the Executive Director of

the State Council of Higher Education for Virginia (SCHEV),

and the Chancellor of the Virginia Community College System

(VCCS). At that time there was growing, but still modest,

interest within the state legislature in the assessment

issue. Key legislators were familiar with the activities of

national and regional education organizations, and SCHEV

officials were asked to respond to questions from senators

on how Virginia colleges and universities were addressing

the issues raised in the 1984 National Institute of Educa-

tion report Involvement in Learning. Most significantly,

however, a senator indicated interest in the possibility of

introducing legislation that might link assessment of stu-

dent learning to institutional funding, along the lines of
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the model advocated by the Southern Regional Education Board

and used by Tennessee.

Initial discussion of the assessment issue led to a

study resolution, Senate Joint Resolution 125 (1985), which

called upon SCHEV to conduct a study of approaches to meas-

uring student learning. The resulting report was accepted

in 1986 as Senate Document 14. In it, SCHEV reiterated its

long held contention that statewide testing was not an

attractive option for Virginia. Instead, it was suggested

that institutions be allowed to develop their own means of

assessing student achievement. Legislators accepted this

approach, and in Senate Joint Resolution 83 (1986) requested

that all public institutions of higher education in Virginia

"establish programs to measure student achievement." SCHEV

was called upon to work with the institutions in developing

guidelines for assessment programs, and to report the

results of these programs in the biennial editions of ggg

Virginia Plan for Higher Education.

From this basis SCHEV worked through the first half of

1987, in cooperation with public institutions of higher edu-

cation, to establish guidelines intended to recognize both

the diversity of Virginia's system of higher education and

the desire to provide for some degree of consistency across

the institutional plans that would be developed (Ewell &

Boyer, 1988). At the same time SCHEV hoped to provide

greater incentives to institutions to make progress on
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assessment by linking these activities to the 1988-1990

biennium budget. In May 1987 Governor Gerald Baliles issued

a guidance memorandum to the institutions regarding develop-

ment of the 1988-1990 budget requests that gave SCHEV some

of the fiscal leverage it had sought. In it, he indicated

that institutional eligibility for incentive funding would

depend, among other considerations, on having an institu-

tional plan for student assessment approved by SCHEV by June

30, 1987.

Assessment in the Context of State Government

The goodwill of the Virginia legislature toward higher

education is often noted by education officials and by leg-

islators themselves. Legislators emphasize their unwilling-

ness to dictate policy to institutions of higher education.

In fact, SCHEV officials have indicated that the legislature

has so far sought little more than assurance that assessment

efforts would be undertaken in good faith (Davies, 1988a).

The attitudes of legislators seem to be in harmony with

those expressed by a senior SCHEV official who suggested

that while the Council would be interested in looking at

aggregate scores for institutions, there would be
“no

inter-

est in data" per se (Miller, 1988a).

The ambivalence of many actors at the state level as to

the intended uses of assessment data is due at least partly

to their many possible applications, as well as the limited

perspectives on the potential applications demonstrated by
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most policy makers in Virginia. Detailed program informa-

tion could be used for almost any of the legitimate func-

tions of the state in regard to institutions of higher edu-

cation. The contributions of higher education to the cul-

tural, intellectual, and economic well being of Virginia's

citizens are emphasized in legislative and executive docu-

ments. However, higher education may at the same time be

seen to serve as a means of easing the flow of high school

graduates into the work force, as a stimulus for the con-

struction industry in the Commonwealth, or as a way in which

elected officials may cultivate important constituent sup-

port (Keppell, 1988).

Advocates of assessment have touted it as a process that

can inform decision and policy making in a number of impor-

tant ways, including applications in improvement of academic

programs and accountability to the state, improved student

and faculty development opportunities, and improved institu-

tional budget and planning processes (Astin, 1985; Banta &

Moffett, 1987; Banta, 1986; Cross, 1988; Davies, 1988a,

1988b; El-Khawas, 1988; Ewell, 1985; Halpern, 1987; Hartle,

1986; Jones, 1984; Loacker & Mentkowski, 1986; National Gov-

ernor's Association, 1986; Terenzini, 1987).

Past Difficulties in Using Assessment

In spite of the general favor with which assessment is

viewed by many state officials and administrators in higher

education (El-Khawas, 1988), past efforts to devise and
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implement assessment programs at individual institutions

have often met with mixed results. Institutional assessment

activities have been described as "rarely related to a coh-

erent, useful planning venture", resulting in a lack of well

thought out rationales or technical expertise to see such

efforts through in a meaningful way (Kells, 1980). Data col-

lected by unenthusiastic faculty for obscure purposes may

provide information of little utility.

Though testing addresses only a limited dimension of the

intended outcomes of higher education, unsophisticated uses

of standardized tests have resulted in attempts to interpret

hopelessly confounded outcomes measures (Astin, 1987; Bowen,

1977; McConnell, 1981). Problems associated with the "val-

ue-added" approach to assessment have been thoroughly dis-

cussed in the literature (Terenzini, 1987).

Institutions have frequently been tempted to mimic other

"successful" institutions, and in the push to proceed with

assessment activities before they have been well thought out

have run into situations in which unclear purposes, data

with no clear use, and alienation of faculty caused diffi-

culties in making local assessment efforts useful (Curry &

Hagen, 1987; Ewell, 1987c; Kells, 1980). When the "value-

added" model, as developed and used at Northeast Missouri

State University, was promoted by enthusiastic elected offi-

cials for use by the other state institutions it resulted in

serious problems linked to faculty resistance, uncertainty
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of application in other settings, and unclear motivation for

undertaking this kind of assessment effort (Ewell & Boyer,

1988; Lucas, 1988). Opposition from faculty has been found

to be a common phenomenon (Astin & Ayala, 1987), particu-

larly where retrenchment issues and program cutbacks have

occurred. Faculty have tended to be suspicious of assess-

ment as a veiled means of cutting back support, evaluating

them, or undercutting their integrity and authority (Adel-

man, 1986; Lucas, 1988).

The "non-rational" nature of decision making in many

organizations has been a source of difficulty in developing

information systems based on input from assessment activi-

ties (Astin & Associates, 1987). Decision making in educa-

tional institutions often tends to follow the "garbage can"

model described by Cohen, March, and Olsen (1972). This

model postulates that institutions are faced with constant

flows of both problems and solutions, although the two are

seldom related. That is, individuals within the system have

"solutions" for which they seek an appropriate "problem."

Decisions are made on at least two levels, or sets of pre-

mises. The first is a factual premise subject to empirical

verification and amenable to the "facts". The second is a

value premise not easily subject to testing or empirical

confirmation or refutation (Simon, 1957). Management infor-

mation systems that would arise out of assessment as

described by Astin (1981) are necessarily subject to the
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vicissitudes of the political reasoning and compromise that

often characterize decision making in organizations (Alli-

son, 1971). Dill (1984) found that academic decision makers

tend to use information for its symbolic value and as a sup-

port for decisions already made

In Virginia, assessment has been taken seriously enough

by state officials to commit public resources to its devel-

opment and implementation. The potential impacts of assess-

ment policy and uses of the data produced will affect and be

affected by the dynamics of state government and its rela-

tionship with the system of public colleges and universi-

ties. This study investigated assessment in light of the

dynamics of the relationship between the state and higher

education in Virginia.

Statement of Purpose:

The purposes of this study were to

1) explain the origins of assessment policy in Virginia

by integrating information from interviews, public docu-

ments, and other published materials;

2) determine the expectations of state policy makers

regarding institutional data generated by assessment; and

3) review the implications of this policy and predict

its future direction.

The research was guided by the following questions:

1. How did Virginia's assessment policy develop? What

explanation of the origins of this policy is most plausible
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in light of the evidence?

2. What do state policymakers expect from assessment?

Are there specific uses planned for these data? What are

the attitudes of key elected and appointed officials in Vir-

ginia government toward institutional reporting of assess-

ment data to the state?

3. What are the implications of decision makers' expec-

tations and intended uses of assessment data for future

higher education policy directions in Virginia?

Significance:

The significance of the study arises out of a situation

in which Virginia's student assessment policy, and the con-

cept of student assessment in general, are subject to wide

Variations in interpretation and application by those who

have responsibility for overseeing their implementation and

use. Opponents view the Virginia policy as an unwarranted

and ill—conceived intrusion on institutional autonomy that

will result in undesirable homogenization of academic pro-

grams statewide and the unwarranted expansion of central

authority. In contrast, supporters of Virginia's assessment

policy see it as a boon to institutions that will stimulate

curricular reform and renewal as well as new faculty devel-

opment opportunities, without undue pressure or influence

from state agencies or officials.

whether those at the state or at the institutional level

should best frame and interpret student assessment policy
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and other measures that reach into the inner workings of

institutions of higher education is a normative question

that has been roundly debated. In Virginia, even the most

vitriolic critics of assessment concede that institutions

are accountable to the state. It is clear that the state

has the prerogative to review the effectiveness and effi-

ciency of publicly supported institutions of higher educa-

tion. However, the line between accountability and intru-

sion is not amenable to precise definition (Newman, 1987).

The subject of the study is particularly significant in

that it is an area of considerable interest to state govern-

ments and the public. Virginia's approach has provided an

impetus for other states to step back from more prescriptive

plans for student assessment (Ewell & Boyer, in press - b).

As such, a detailed understanding of the development of this

policy in Virginia is significant in primary political and

practical terms, and provides a basis from which to review

an important model of assessment policy that will be closely

observed by other states.

Research Design:

The three research questions lent themselves to a quali-

tative research approach. Understanding of the policy envi-

ronment from which assessment emerged was essential to clar-

ify the current status and future developments of such acti-

vities on the part of the state. The qualitative approach

emphasized the importance of the contexts in which decisions
A
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and activities have occurred. Understanding the policy pro-

cess from which assessment has emerged required the inter-

pretation of facts, attitudes, and expectations. To address

the first research question the viability of the following

rival explanations of the origins and motivations behind

student assessment in Virginia higher education were inves-

tigated. These explanations were developed from review of

the literature and exploratory interviews with informants

knowledgeable of the Virginia system of higher education:

1) Assessment developed as a logical state response to a

“national mood“ that demanded assessment as part of a

greater degree of accountability to state officials on the

part of higher education.

2) Assessment developed as part of a plan by an entre-

preneurial institutional president and the director of SCHEV

for the state to call for institutional information in such

a way that it could be used to enhance institutional status

and competitive position for the institution in seeking

state resources, enhance the president's intra-institutional

power, and at the same time increase SCHEV's influence

within state government and the system of higher education.

3) Assessment was adopted to provide output measures

that had been sought for years by state planners who have

established a series of input measures for higher education

over the past decade. Acceptable output measures permit the

application of a general evaluation model, described in the
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Commonwealth Planning and Budgeting Manual, to questions

regarding the efficiency and effectiveness of institutions

of higher education.
n

4) Assessment was adopted as a result of the desire of

powerful operatives in the Legislature and in the state

planning bureaucracy to obtain data with which to justify

desired, but perhaps controversial, actions regarding the

status of certain state institutions of higher education.

5) The adoption of assessment exemplified the “garbage

can" process described by Cohen, March, and Olsen (1972) and

Kingdon (1984). The interest in obtaining more accurate

input/output data on higher education is long standing in

state government. Input measures were established over time

as part of the budgeting process. Output measures were

desired, but were problematic to find and implement without

outcry from the higher education community. When calls for

student assessment emerged as a national trend it presented

a “problem“ to which some state planners and perhaps legis-

lators had long had a “solution“: evaluation of the effec-

tiveness of academic programs in Virginia's postsecondary

institutions. With assessment in place, higher education

could be made subject to the same general evaluation model

applied to other state agencies.

certain assumptions were made and delimitations observed

in the conduct of this study:

a) Political operatives may be unwilling to discuss or
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describe assessment and state planning in higher education

in details beyond political assurances and rhetoric; how-

ever, the data from interviews are taken to be that a sub-

ject said or did not say something, not exclusively what

they said.

b) If Explanation 4 proved to be one of the underlying

motives for the collection of assessment data, that is, that

the documentation of poor output by certain institutions

was to justify closing or reducing the scope of those insti-

tutions, assumption a) may be even more the case.

c) If explanation 3) holds, then indications of previous

efforts at the centralization of planning for higher educa-

tion should be traceable through state planning documents,

and the recollections, observations, and perceptions of

state planners and political operatives.

The study did not include analysis of the Virginia Com-

munity College System. The very different structure of the

community college system and differences in mission and cur-

ricula across two and four year institutions led to a deci-

sion to focus on the state and its relationship with the

public four year colleges and universities of Virginia.

Interviews and review of documents and other published

materials also provided the basis from which the second and

third research questions were addressed. Interview ques-

tions for subjects within SCHEV, the institutions of higher

education, the legislative branch, and the executive branch
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are outlined in Appendices 5 through 8. The questions pro-

vided a framework for extensive interviews with individuals

involved with the development and ultimate applications of

assessment and state planning for higher education in Virgi-

nia. A list of individuals interviewed appears in Appendix

2.

Extensive interviews with key actors at the state level

and within institutions provided substantial information

from which to evaluate the accuracy of each of the proposed

explanations. Those interviewed were identified primarily

through a process of identification by other principals - a

networking or “snowball" approach. This established a basis

for a substantive study of the political and governmental

processes by which the Virginia model for assessment devel-

oped and evolved.

Definitions of Terms

The national discussion of student assessment in higher

education has seen the frequent use of a number of key

terms. For the sake of addressing the issues under consider-

ation with a common language, the following terms are def-

ined.

Assessment. From the wording of Senate Joint Resolution

83 (1986) assessment is taken to mean in Virginia "proce-

dures and programs consistent with each institution's mis-

sion and educational objectives to measure student achieve-

ment." Optimally these procedures are expected to be
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related "directly to teaching and learning in the classroom,

include assessments of entry-level skills of students who

might have difficulty doing college work, identify a minimum

threshold of achievement for students to qualify for college

degree-credit courses, and establish standards for student

progress to higher levels of the curriculum."

Accountability. State authorities believe that institu-

tions of higher education have a responsibility to explain

to the public, and particularly to elected or appointed rep-

resentatives of the public, what they are doing and how they

are doing it; they are concerned with the quality of the

outcomes of education in relation to the state's investment

of resources. Gutmann (1988) has suggested that account-

ability means making the standards and contentions of the

institution open to public discussion. The Virginia assess-

ment plan asks essentially that institutions will (1) make

clear what they think they are doing; (2) conduct studies to

ascertain, to the degree possible, the success of their

efforts to do what they think they should be doing; and (3)

report broad summaries of these activities and findings to

SCHEV.

Student Achievement. The degree of student mastery of

defined skills, knowledge, and attitudes is taken to be an

indication of student achievement. It is assumed that

achievement results from, or is at least enhanced by, an

active learning process involving instruction and educa-
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tional activity.

Student Outcomes. Astin and Associates (1987) have

referred to student outcomes as "the wide range of phenomena

that can be influenced by the educational experience." Out-

comes generally refer to the skills, knowledge, or charac-

teristics a student takes from the college experience. As

Astin and Bowen have pointed out, "there is simply no way to

determine whether outcomes are a reflection of institutional

impact, entering levels of competence, or both" (Astin,

1987; Bowen, 1977). Employers or graduate schools would be

expected to be particularly interested in outcomes, since

they are concerned with knowledge and skills people bring to

the job, and have no need to be concerned with how or where

they acquired such knowledge or skills.

Virginia legislative documents favor the use of the term

"achievement", while SCHEV assessment guidelines frequently

use the term "outcomes" to refer to what seems to be

intended as the same construct.

Effectiveness. In regard to student outcomes or

achievement in higher education, concern with institutional

effectiveness refers to the degree to which students actu-

ally obtain the skills, knowledge, and attitudes that are

the intended and expected results of post-secondary educa-

tional experience. The Commonwealth Planning and Budgeting

Manual (1986) defines effectiveness as "the extent to which

programs and/or subprograms are meeting the needs or condi-
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tions which the programs and/or subprograms were created to

address" (p. I—6-6)

Efficiency. Often described simply as a ratio between

inputs and outputs, efficiency is taken in a general sense

as the maximization of output at a defined level of input or

achievement of a standard level of output at a minimum input

(Bowen, 1980; Wise, 1979). From this standpoint, increased

efficiency means producing or achieving more with given lev-

els of investment of time and resources or producing or

achieving at the same level with smaller investments of time

and resources. Efficient operation includes production or

achievement of what is valued by society or its represent-

atives (Green, 1980). Therefore, efficiency in the context

of higher education refers to the inputs of resources and

time invested in the achievement or "production" of students

who demonstrate levels and kinds of knowledge, skills, and

attitudes intended and expected as a result of fulfillment

of program completion requirements within institutions of

higher education. The Commonwealth Planning and Budgeting

Manual (1986) defines efficiency as "the extent to which

services are being provided in the most economical manner

possible" (p. I—6-6).



Chapter Two

Higher Education and the State

The relationship between institutions of higher educa-

tion and government has been affected by a number of devel-

opments in society at large in this century. Rising costs

and expectations for all public enterprises have signalled

increasing levels of interest on the parts of public offi-

cials in the effectiveness and efficiency of higher educa-

tion. These interests have given impetus to ongoing debate

over issues concerning needs for institutional accountabil-

ity and their counterpoints in institutional requirements

for autonomy.

Institutional Accountability

Higher education expanded dramatically in size and scope

in the three decades following World War II (Edwards, 1980;

Ewell, 1985C; Resnick & Goulden, 1987). This rapid growth

brought with it pressures not simply to provide more spaces

for sheer numbers of students, but also amplified questions

of access for minority groups, women, and those of low

socio-economic status. The pressures of rapid growth also

raised questions of how to insure and maintain the quality

and coherence of academic programs. The greater presence of

colleges and universities in the mainstream of American

society also promoted the expansion of institutional ser-

vices to a broader range of constituencies, making higher

20
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education more costly and more visible, thus compelling it

to bear the heightened expectations of more people than ever

before (Brubacher & Rudy, 1976; Edwards, 1980; Mcconnell,

1981; Tollett, 1970; Working Party, 1986). Criticism of

higher education in regard to both access and quality led to

calls for reform and for greater accountability to the pub-

lic and its representatives in government. The drive for

accountability also grew out of the desire of state govern-

ments to know more about what institutions of higher educa-

tion did, how they managed their affairs, and how they spent

the monies they were appropriated. In the late 1960s and

early 1970s, accountability was concerned largely with cost

studies, fiscal auditing, including performance and manage-

ment accounting information, and expectations that higher

education demonstrate its worth and justify its expanding

public budgets in the face of limited public resources (Bal-

_ derston, 1974; Brubacher & Rudy, 1976; Lawrence & Green,

1980; Lawrence, Weathersby, & Patterson, 1970; Mingle,

1983). Even the staunchest defenders of the autonomy of

higher education conceded that the dependence of public

institutions on public funding made them subject to greater

public scrutiny, particularly in light of competing social

needs. (Bender, 1977; Lawrence & Green, 1980; Resnick &

Goulden, 1987).

Concerns about the quality of higher education and grow-

ing skepticism about its ability to police itself also
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fueled the determination of state legislators and other

officials to obtain a greater degree of information about

and control over higher education (Bottum, 1988; Ewell,

1987; Folger, 1977; Mingle, 1983; Tollett, 1970). This set

the stage for continuing legislative involvement and was

interpreted by many as an expression of public dissatisfa-

ction with what was being done on the campuses of public

colleges and universities (Mingle, 1983; Nowlan, 1976).

Among the ways states sought to better oversee higher

education were continual efforts to shape it in the likeness

of other government agencies by establishing central coordi-

nating or governing boards and creating uniform budgeting

and reporting systems (McConnell, 1981; Newman, 1987). In

spite of the diversity that is the hallmark of higher educa-

tion in the United States, state governments have tended to

employ blanket policies in the effort to rationalize and

systematize higher education (Bender, 1977).

The evolving relationship between higher education and

state governments was strongly affected by the growth of the

states' capacities to monitor and analyze the activities and

functions of colleges and universities. At the same time

that increased analytic capabilities and more searching

attitudes were coming to the fore in state governments,

principles of public accountability were being more rigo-

rously defined for all public agencies (Comptroller General,

1974; Herbert, Killough, & Steiss, 1984). Better trained and
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larger staffs and the spread of computer technology per-

mitted far more sophisticated data analyses.

In addition, since the 1960s redistricting, reflecting

urban growth and changing demographics, has altered the com-

position of state legislatures. One result has been an

increased willingness on the parts of legislators and their

staffs to investigate all aspects of public higher education

and greater confidence in their capacities to make wide

ranging education policy (Lawrence & Green, 1980; McConnell,

1981; Mingle, 1983; Newman, 1987). Beyond the legislature,

state bureaucracies have also become more assertive in their

dealings with higher education, in many cases because they

reason that colleges and universities should not be per-

mitted to avoid the requirements that govern other state

agencies (Leatherman, 1989; Newman, 1987).

In higher education, the late 1960s saw the development

of the Western Interstate Consortium on Higher Education

(WICHE) and later the National Center for Higher Education

Management Systems (NCHEMS), organizations devoted to the

more systematic and rational management and governance of

higher education (Brubacher & Rudy, 1976). These organiza-
i

tions epitomized what had become a powerful force in state -

higher education relationships: the desire to eliminate

waste and duplication and the belief that operations could

be improved through application of systems management theory

to institutions and statewide systems of higher education
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(Mingle, 1983).

Institutional Autonomy

Whenever a state government mandates review of the inner

workings of institutions of higher education, long standing

tensions between the dynamics of institutional autonomy and

public accountability may surface (Duryea, 1981). Colleges

and universities are often wary of state directives that

affect their internal functions or activities. Of particu-

lar concern to institutions is maintenance of educational

programs, or specifically, what has been called the "aca-

demic core" of the university. This core is composed of

what is taught and researched, who teaches and conducts

research, who is admitted to study, and what academic stan-

dards are maintained (Bender, 1977; Newman, 1987; Sweezy v.

New Hampshire, 354 U.S. 234, 1957). It has been suggested

that this list should include assessment of academic perfor-

mance as well as control over the conduct of research and

communication of its results (Carnegie Foundation for the

Advancement of Teaching, 1982).

What constitutes inappropriate intrusion by the state

into the affairs of institutions of higher education is dif-

ficult to define in any consistent manner, since such a def-

inition varies by context and perspective. A recent review

of these issues sought to define the parameters of both

appropriate and inappropriate involvement in higher educa-

tion by government. Appropriate public policy for higher
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education was summarized as involving broad goal setting,

resource allocation, reasonable expectations for institu-

tional accountability, and encouragement of those involved

in institutional governance. Inappropriate intrusion was

seen as marked by efforts to interfere in the affairs of

colleges and universities to serve questionable ends or even

to serve appropriate ends through questionable means (New-

man, 1987).

Three kinds of inappropriate state intrusion, not mutu-

ally exclusive and often interrelated, have been described:

1) bureaucratic, most commonly characterized by unneces-

sarily elaborate state or system requirements or processes

that interfere with the core functions of institutions

(e.g., Commission on the Future of the State University,

1985);

2) ideological, involving interference in the affairs of

colleges and universities solely on the basis of ideology

(e.g., Newman, 1987); and

3) political, involving interference in the affairs of

higher education for the sake of promoting the political

interests of some group or individual in government (e.g.,

Jaschik, 1988).

Although state intrusions have been brought about for a

variety of reasons, it has been indicated that inappropriate

intrusions have often been precipitated when institutions

attempt to circumvent the established governance process or
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pursue ambitions beyond their stated missions to achieve

campus goals. Intrusions have frequently been a result of

institutions' inadequate responses to real state needs (New-

man, 1987). Other studies of the politics of higher educa-

tion suggested that colleges and universities have sometimes

precipitated state intervention through internecine squab-

bling that delayed or prevented effective action to address

identified state needs (Bender, 1977).

Active state involvement in higher education has not

always been perceived as inappropriately intrusive. Some

experienced students of higher education have concluded that

colleges and universities, if left to their own devices,

tend toward self absorption and self interest in neglect of

the public interest (Ewell, 1985c; Newman, 1987). Similarly,

a Big Ten university president declared that in his experi-

ence most governmental initiatives had been beneficial, in

spite of the concerns of the institutions (Magrath, quoted

in Bender, 1977). A review of governmental regulation that

directly or indirectly affected institutions of higher edu-

cation led Edwards (1980) to conclude that concerns over

government intervention infringing on the autonomy of higher

education were largely overstated. Bailey perhaps best sum-

marized this line of thinking:

The public interest would not... be
served if the academy were to enjoy
untroubled immunity. Nor could the
public interest be served by the
academy's being subjected to an
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intimate surveillance. Whatever our
current discomforts because of a
sense that the state is crowding us
a bit, the underlying tension is
benign (1975, p. 1).

Generalization concerning the relationship between the

state and higher education is difficult beyond broad compar-

isons. Like political systems, systems of higher education

vary widely from state to state, and none can be fairly

characterized as typical (Bottum, 1988; Newman, 1987; Pet-

tit, 1987). Even within each state, higher education is not

a monolithic entity, but rather an agglomeration of some-

times very different institutions that are often not united

in political goals and strategy and sometimes may even work

against each other (Bender, 1977). These substantial differ-

ences within and among states translate into important vari-

ations in approaches to higher education policy generally,

and assessment of student learning specifically (Ewell &

Boyer, 1988; Ewell, 1987c).

Higher Education and Social Policy

Education has been described as a continuous enterprise

in which higher education cannot be examined in terms of

student learning and achievement without also looking at

elementary and secondary education (Adelman, 1986: Bennett,

1984b; Ewell, 1987a; SCHEV, 1974a). Assessment of educa-

tional achievement became a feature of elementary and sec-

ondary education programs in many states, including Virgi-

nia, in the 1960s and 1970s (Virginia, 1985a). This was
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interpreted by some as evidence that states might expand

such activities to the post-secondary level (Ewell, 1987a;

Folger, 1977; Resnick, 1987).

However, there are some important dissimilarities

between K-12 education and higher education that discourage

such expansion. Perhaps most notably, uniformity of educa-

tional programs and quality statewide has been actively pro-

moted in public elementary and secondary schools; this is

quite the contrary in most state systems of higher educa-

tion, and particularly in Virginia, where diversity has been

encouraged for many decades (Lawrence & Green, 1980). Fur-

thermore, all states have mandatory attendance laws that

make public schooling universal. Most students and their

parents have little choice as to which or what kind of ele-

mentary or secondary school will be attended; this situation

is again contrary to that in higher education. The differ-

ences in student and system characteristics limit.the power

of the K-12 -higher education analogy.

The growth of demands for greater accountability in

higher education was more than mere obtrusiveness or a

desire for power on the part of government. Rising demands

for consumer protection also promoted desires for more

information about the quality of higher education (Cartter,

1966; Stark, 1977), particularly in light of the growth of

student loan and grant programs (Edwards & Nordin, 1979).

The right of the public to know more about institutions,
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including how and how well they were run, was given greater

emphasis (Jones, 1985). The importance of higher education

to regional economic development also stimulated state

involvement in seeking to monitor and promote the quality of

institutions of higher education (Conrad & Pratt, 1985;

Ewell, 1985c; Matthews & Norgaard, 1984; Newman, 1987; Vir-

ginia State Chamber of Commerce, 1963).

The decades of the 1960s and 1970s saw higher education

affected by a number of far reaching Federal policies and

changing social attitudes. Access became a priority as the

states took responsibility to ensure that the benefits of

participation in higher education were equitably available

and distributed (Bowen, 1977; Ewell, 1985; Southern Regional

Education Board, 1985). Higher education was transformed

from a privilege or opportunity for a relative minority of

Americans to an entitlement, supported by such legislation

as the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Higher Education Act of

1965 and the Education Amendments Acts of 1972 and 1976

(Edwards & Nordin, 1979; Ewell, 1985c). These legislative

acts aimed at eliminating discriminatory practices, provided

large amounts of aid to both students and institutions, and

as a consequence generally promoted the development of

greater central planning and data collection by the states

(Lawrence & Green, 1980).

Furthermore, major changes in the course of studies pre-

ferred by undergraduates led to dislocations in the tradi-
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tional arts and sciences curriculum (Davies, 1984; Ewell,

1985c; Rollins, 1984: Working Party, 1986) that also stimu-

lated questions regarding the relevance and quality of the

undergraduate curriculum. The value of a college education

in securing career and material success was also questioned,

leading to some doubts about public investments in higher

education that were not subject to close examination to

determine their benefits (Lawrence & Green, 1980; Rollins,

1984; Working Party, 1986).

The Emergence of a New Concept of Accountability

While budgetary accountability was greatly strengthened

in most states through the course of the 1970s, serious

questions were increasingly raised as to the propriety of

using accounting methods and cost effectiveness approaches

to review the essential purposes and outcomes of higher edu-

cation (Balderston, 1974; Bowen, 1974; McConnell, 1981:

Mingle, 1983). While institutions generally accepted the

need for public accountability, many questioned the appro- _

priateness of the methods used to achieve it (Danforth,

1973; Lorenz, 1983).

A standard work on resource use in higher education pub-

lished in 1971 had defined student attainment in terms of

credit hours (O'Neill, 1971). In the 1980s such definitions

were widely held unsatisfactory. The customary reliance of

American higher education on time measures as units of

achievement left it vulnerable to charges of grade inflation
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and devalued degrees (Adelman, 1986; Harris, 1986).

Although the development of acceptable criteria for pro-

gram review has been a politically volatile process for many

states (Barak & Berdahl, 1978; Lawrence & Green, 1980;

Mingle, 1978), state coordinating agencies have most com-

monly used four general criteria in evaluating higher educa-

tion programs:

1) productivity, in terms of numbers of graduates;

2) program costs;

3) the need for the program and its compatibility with

institutional mission; and

4) program quality (Barak & Berdahl, 1978; Barak, 1977).

In the 1980s, many states sought to move beyond auditing

activities tied to financial regulation, and to establish

more performance-oriented reviews that could provide data on

such factors as student performance, or job and educational

success after graduation (Barak, 1982; Ewell, 1985c; Working

Party, 1986). In Virginia, SCHEV has over the years devel-

oped criteria and techniques to look at productivity, pro-

gram costs, and need for programs in the context of institu-

tional mission. In spite of noting the need for a consis-

tent approach to the evaluation of program quality, SCHEV

had not been able to develop one (SCHEV, 1972a, 1973, 1981).

Assessment may provide data and help define criteria that

will permit much more searching reviews of the quality of

academic programs within institutions (Davies, 1987; Ewell,
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in Magner, 1989).

The focus of the accountability movement from the 1960s

through the 1970s was not exclusively on the analysis of

budgetary efficiency. The quality of teaching and learning

also received critical attention (Brubacher & Rudy, 1976;

Lawrence & Green, 1980), encouraged by reports of declining

standardized test scores (Ewell, 1985c; Hartle, 1986; SCHEV,

1986b); public officials' doubts about the nature and

quality of instruction at public institutions of higher edu-

cation (Jaschik, 1985); accounts in the popular press that

colleges were involved in price gouging, elitist non-

accountability, and graduating underprepared students (Har-

ris, 1986; Hartle, 1986); proclamations of the lack of stu-

dent interest in learning (Hacker, 1986); concerns over a

4
lack of quality controls in higher education (Bloom, 1982);

emphasis on research that was declared to have undermined

the quality of undergraduate instruction (Bonham, 1980); and

reports of the effects of a permissive culture on such ills

as weak curricula, falling standards, and lower expectations

(Austin & Garber, 1982).

As the quality and coherence of undergraduate education

have been criticized, reforms have been urged from various

quarters (Chandler, 1986; Ewell, 1985c; Lawrence & Green,

1980; Resnick & Goulden, 1987; Rollins, 1984; Southern

Regional Education Board, 1985; Working Party 1986). A

series of reports in the mid—1980s from national and
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regional organizations excoriated higher education for not

providing evidence of its relevance, coherence, and value

and emphasized the beliefs that serious reforms were needed

in the nation's colleges and universities (Association of

American Colleges, 1985; Bennett, 1984a; National Governors'

Association, 1986; National Institute of Education, 1985;

Southern Regional Education Board, 1985). Through the 1970s

and into the 1980s budgetary accountability gradually

expanded to include academic accountability. New initia-

tives emerged that were intended to be far more searching

and comprehensive in measuring student learning and promot-

ing curricular reform in higher education. These were the

concerns that in the 1980s came to shape state mandates for »

the assessment of student learning (Bottum, 1988; Ewell,

1985c). Epitomizing this thinking was the call in a 1988

report of the Southern Regional Education Board for "the

quality and effectiveness of all colleges and universities

[to] be regularly assessed, with particular emphasis on the

performance of undergraduate students" (SREB, 1988, p. 14).

Assessment of Student Learning

Against this backdrop, assessment of student learning

emerged as an item on many state policy agendas. Institu-

tions of higher education have been asked by state authori-

ties to address expectations for evidence and assurances

about the fundamental role they fill in society (Jones &

Ewell, 1987). Although these expectations are sometimes
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vague, they seek to stimulate improvement and to engage

institutions in active review of what they do, how well, and

if there are discrepancies, what they ought to be doing to

improve.

Proponents have described a wide array of benefits that

accrue from assessment programs. Assessment of student

learning has been described as an opportunity to focus

renewed attention on teaching and learning as a primary mis-

sion of higher education (Daughdrill, 1988) and has been

recommended as a means of providing useful feedback to stu-

dents, faculty, and the institution as a whole on the pro-

cess and products of education (Astin & Associates, 1987;

Astin, 1980; Banta & Moffett, 1987; Ewell, 1987; Halpern,

1987).

Assessment has had a significant impact on some institu-

tions that have made it an integral part of their programs.

Northeast Missouri State University has used assessment of

student learning since the 1970s as a way to redefine and

revitalize its mission and gain greater support within state

government (Ewell, 1985c: Lucas, 1988; McClain & Krueger,

1985). Alverno College has integrated broad-based assess-

ment processes into its curriculum, giving it a uniquely

defined undergraduate program (Ewell, 1985c; Hartle, 1986;

Loacker, Cromwell, & O'Brien, 1986; Mentkowski & Doherty,

1983; Mentkowski & Loacker, 1985). The University of Ten-

nessee at Knoxville has used student assessment data to help
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shape changes in curriculum and increase faculty involvement

with students (Banta, 1985; Ewell, 1985c; Hartle, 1986).

Although assessment researchers have emphasized that

assessment activities be carefully planned and developed

with some coherent theory or strategy by which the process

is integrated into the program and mission of each institu-

tion (Astin & Associates, 1987; Kells, 1981; Kinnick, 1985),

this has not always been the case. In haste to proceed with

the mechanics of assessment, institutions have sometimes

found themselves in situations in which the first credible

approach within budgetary means was adopted (Kells, 1981).

The "law of the instrument" (Kaplan, 1964) has proven power-

ful in letting available methods dictate the object of

inquiry in assessment (Curry & Hagen, 1987; Ewell, 1987c,

1989).

It has also been charged that assessment adds an addi-

tional burden on administration and faculty members without

additional compensation, time to cope with it, or clear evi-

dence that it is a needed or worthwhile activity (Adelman,

1986; Kells, 1981; Kerschner, 1987). When administrative or

reporting requirements are seen as unreasonable or particu-

larly onerous, administrators may spend a great deal of time

and effort in trying to circumvent them or blunt their

effects (Commission on the Future of the State University,

1985; Mingle, 1983; Sloan Commission, 1980; Stone, 1988).

State governments might conceivably apply assessment infor-
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mation to any of their functions in regard to higher educa-

tion. The state's higher education agenda includes broad

areas involving the budget and resources, student access and

aid, the quality and efficiency of academic programs, and

general interests which require attention to the needs of

state economic development and support for activities that

enrich the cultural environment. Better information on the

quality of educational programs and processes within univer-

sities can provide a more substantial basis than a least

cost rationale from which to make resource allocation and

other crucial decisions (Anthony & Reece, 1975; Ewell 1985c;

Herbert, Killough, & Steiss, 1984; Jones & Ewell, 1987).

Fears of the potential for state mandated "quality con-

trols" to erode institutional autonomy, homogenize academic

programs, and stifle faculty innovation have been expressed

(Miller, in Lucas, 1988; O'Neill, in Hartle, 1986). Close

state control has been seen to inhibit local initiative,

imagination, and motivation for long term improvements

(Mingle, 1983). In Virginia, the principles followed by

SCHEV since its inception have generally revolved around the

importance of diversity and institutional autonomy. Yet,

within Virginia colleges and universities, a number of

observers have found a significant contradiction between

this rhetoric and the demand for reform indicated by the

assessment mandate (Ewell & Boyer, in print — b).

Virginia and Higher Education
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The Birth and Growth of the State Council

Discussion of a central coordinating agency for higher

education had been discussed in Virginia at various points

through the course of the twentieth century, first in 1912,

and again in 1928, 1947, and 1951 (General Assembly Commis-

sion on Higher Education, 1974; Kellogg, 1974). In 1956

these discussions came to fruition with the creation of the

State Council of Higher Education for Virginia (SCHEV). Its

initial statutory duties included coordination, program

approval, and review of institutional information related to

budget requests (Kellogg, 1974).

SCHEV's early years found it in an ambivalent role.

There was little interest within the Legislature in creating

a powerful governing board for Virginia colleges and univer-

sities, and the Council received little consideration or

cooperation. It was held in somewhat low regard by the Gen-

eral Assembly, the Division of the Budget, and particularly

by the institutions of higher education, who often sought to

circumvent it. Into the early 1960s, SCHEV was propped up

primarily by the support of the governors (Kellogg, 1974).

Although SCHEV expanded its role in the early 1960s in

terms of collecting institutional data, at the same time the

General Assembly denied the Council authority to review

institutional capital budgets, or to expend funds for coor-

dination of institutional budgets. This situation was

strongly criticized by the state sponsored Higher Education
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Study Commission report (1965) and SCHEV's role in reviewing

institutional budgets was restored in 1966 (Kellogg, 1974).

From its earliest days SCHEV sought uniform data from

institutions to aid in its coordination tasks (SCHEV, 1960).

It began with an eye to uniform annual financial reports

from public institutions of higher education. It also sug-

gested that institutions adopt a uniform budgeting plan, as

well as a uniform reporting system to share educational

data. The 1961 Biennial Report called for specific institu-

tional studies of "teaching loads, curriculum organization,

non—instructional duties and research activities" (p. 5) to

improve opportunities for more effective teaching and ser-

vice. In addition, cost studies were recommended to look at

major program expenditures for planning purposes and the

identification of "uneconomical practices in instructional

programs" such as course proliferation, low student—teacher

ratios, below average class sizes, or unusually high over-

head (pp. 5-6). By the beginning of the 1964-65 fiscal year

a uniform system of financial data reporting from the insti-

tutions to SCHEV was in place.

The 1965 Commission report suggested an expanded role

for SCHEV, recommending not only that SCHEV be the budget

agency for higher education, but that it should be the

"chief advisory body" to the governor and legislature

regarding higher education budgeting, policy, and planning

(Virginia Higher Education Study Commission, 1965a).
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SCHEV's status within state government continued to improve

through the mid and late 1960s with support from the gover-

nor and key legislators (Kellogg, 1974).

SCHEV and Institutional Effectiveness and Efficiency

Like its counterparts in other states, SCHEV has emphas-

ized the need to measure and improve efficiency and effec-

tiveness in higher education (SCHEV, 1960; 1967a; 1972a;

1973; 1981). The 1965 Study Commission's recommendations, as

well as the Governor's designation of SCHEV as the respon-

sible coordinating agency for programs available to Virginia

colleges and universities under the Higher Education Act of

1965 (SCHEV, 1966), resulted in the 1966 development of an

"Integrated Data Gathering and Analysis System" that sought

to collect relevant information in seven areas: classes

taught, students, programs, faculty and staff, finance,

physical facilities, and "other miscellaneous information"

(Kellogg, 1974; SCHEV, 1967c). The first edition of Thg

Virginia Plan for Higher Education, published in 1967, dis-

cussed the need for information from institutions that would

form a basis for better state planning and coordination

(SCHEV, 1967a). Later, the Council exhorted institutions to

demonstrate not only that their activities were "productive

and of service to Virginia", but also "that these activities

[were] carefully managed and coordinated" (SCHEV, 1974a, p.

35). Cost accounting information was sought to conduct ana-

lyses of instructional costs. Such analyses were described
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as one of the few ways in which officials could interpret

variations in instructional costs between institutions of

varying size and mission (SCHEV, 1967c, p. 1). SCHEV

declared their information gathering essential to state

efforts to plan and finance higher education (SCHEV, 1972c).

As part of the drive for efficiency, SCHEV has sought to

identify and eliminate "unproductive" academic programs. A

1971 study reported almost 100 graduate programs that had

"low or no productivity", over the previous five years

(SCHEV, 1974a). In 1974 SCHEV requested and was granted

statutory authority to eliminate unproductive programs where

they were identified (Davies, 1987; SCHEV, 1973). Nonproduc-

tivity was defined in the Code of Virginia in terms of "the

number of degrees granted, the number of students served...

and budgetary considerations" (Section 23-9.6:1(f). Produc-

tivity reviews have remained a staple SCHEV activity through

the 1980s.

Expansion of SCHEV's Role

In the early 1970s a national trend toward more powerful

central governing boards was noted in The Virginia Plan.

This trend was identified as a response to the needs of leg-

islators for greater accountability on the part of higher

education in the face of severe constraints on public

resources (SCHEV, 1972a). In 1972, it was proposed in the

General Assembly that the recently established Commission on

Higher Education study the idea of replacing SCHEV and the
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Department of Community Colleges with a more powerful gov-

erning board (Kellogg, 1974). Subsequently, SCHEV called

for statutory authority to coordinate all state affairs per-

taining to higher education in Virginia, arguing that

greater centralization of budget review and coordination was

still better than the loss of institutional autonomy under a

single governing board (SCHEV, 1974a).

The Report of the General Assembly Higher Education

Study Commission (1974) and the accompanying Shaner Report

on the management of the public colleges and universities

influenced the legislature to increase SCHEV's responsibili-

ties as an advisory and coordinating body (Berdahl, 1977).

But SCHEV's powers were not expanded to the degree suggested

by the management consultants
Uwho

prepared the Shaner

Report, which had called for the establishment of a powerful

state level board with broad authority to govern institu-

tions (General Assembly Commission on Higher Education,

1974). The opinion of the Commission was that SCHEV had not

been successful in facilitating state coordination of higher

education adequate to provide efficiently for the needs of

Virginians (General Assembly Commission on Higher Education,

1974).

The Commission recommended that SCHEV, as the state

planning agency for higher education, be granted authority:

1) to undertake more comprehensive data collection and

reporting;
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2) to oversee academic programs and institutional mis-

sions;

3) to determine enrollment levels; and

4) to review capital outlay and operating budgets.

These additional responsibilities were to come along with

more positions and better pay for SCHEV staff.

Although the subsequent expansion of SCHEV's authority

was not as far reaching as the recommendations of the Com-

mission report, the General Assembly did respond by increas-

ing SCHEV's coordinating powers. It gave the Council more

responsibility for academic program approval, enrollment

projections, long—range planning, and budget review, includ-

ing authority to develop a comprehensive system to collec-

tion uniform data and to develop policies, formulae, and

guidelines for institutional use in preparing budget

requests (Code of Virginia, Section 23-9.6:1; SCHEV, 1977c).

SCHEV was also called upon "insofar as practicable", to

"preserve the individuality, traditions and sense of respon-

sibility of the respective institutions" (Code of Virginia,

Section 23-9.6:1(n). In 1975 the Governor designated SCHEV

as the responsible commission for all activities referred to

or imposed under the Educational Amendments Act of 1972, and

later the act of the same name in 1976. These new responsi-

bilities required additional data collection and analysis to

support Federal reporting requirements and the increased

planning and administrative activities of the State Council
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(SCHEV, 1977c).

In 1976 SCHEV introduced the IEP (Information Exchange

Procedures), a sweeping data reporting requirement that

placed an admittedly heavy burden on institutions. Institu-

tional complaints and difficulties, questions regarding the

quality of the data provided, as well as a 1987 Task Force

on Paperwork Reduction report, ultimately led to the suspen-

sion of collection of IEP data in the late 1980s (Etkin,

1989: Sheldon, 1987). However, in 1989 SCHEV continued to

collect a broad spectrum of institutional data on a routine

basis and several special reports from institutions each

year (Sheldon, 1987, 1989). In addition, Davies (1987) has

proposed regular publication of institutional profiles based

on some of the data collected that would include information

on enrollments, demographics, SAT scores, finances, reten-

tion rates, remediation, degrees conferred, graduation

rates, entrance requirements, scholarships, courses taught

by GTA's, and profiles of graduates.

SCHEV and the Higher Education Budget

As a key instrument in the formulation and execution of

public higher education policy, the budget has long been a

focus of SCHEV's efforts. Until 1968, budgeting for higher

education in Virginia was done on an incremental basis. But

for the 1968-1970 biennial budget, the Division of the Bud-

get had begun development of a system of general formulae to

help establish operating expense guidelines for institutions
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of higher education (Department of Planning & Budget, 1985;

Kellogg, 1974). This guideline or formula budgeting approach

was initiated during Governor Albertis Harrison's adminis-

tration in the mid-1960s as a way of dealing with the growth

of higher education and the continuing struggle between

SCHEV and the Division of the Budget over the expanding

higher education budget (Kellogg, 1974).

The set of formulae and guidelines that have evolved as

"Appendix M" grew out of the 1968 guidelines (Department of

Planning & Budget, 1985; Kellogg, 1974). The 1974 report of

the General Assembly Commission on Higher Education

described the guidelines as the expression of "educational

needs in financial terms." Although the budget guidelines

for higher education are not written into law or binding on

the General Assembly in making appropriations, they have

been generally recognized and accepted by that body (Depart-

ment of Planning & Budget, 1985).

In spite of SCHEV's expanded role in reviewing institu-

tional budget requests and the state's commitment to a more

comprehensive approach to budgeting and planning, the Gover-

nor's Guidance Package for the 1980-82 biennium, in criti-

cism reminiscent of the 1974 Commission report, noted

"little policy direction" in the growth of state expendi-

tures for higher education. The rapid expansion of colleges

and universities was criticized as having occurred "without

the benefit of any budget guidelines and management systems
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designed to monitor their growth and make them set priori-

ties within limited resources" (p. 11). SCHEV's limited

influence over the higher education budget, an important

tool in shaping policy, was coupled with expectations that

the agency should set the higher education policy agenda.

High expectations and limited authority continued to be con-

ditions of SCHEV's existence into the 1980s.

Through the 1970s the guideline approach to the higher

education budget had been refined and applied with some con-

sistency. Since funding was largely tied to enrollments, and

enrollments at almost every institution were growing, fund-

ing increased and the process proceeded relatively smoothly.

As the economy weakened and enrollments began to level off

in the early 1980s, mounting concerns regarding the connec-

tion of funding to enrollments emerged (Davies, 1984, 1987;

Robb, 1984; Robinson, 1984; SCHEV, 1981). SCHEV recommended

changes in funding approaches for higher education, arguing

that "the guidelines used to ensure eguitable distribution

of funds need to be changed to place less emphasis upon the

size of an institution and more emphasis upon what it does

and how well it does it" (SCHEV, 1981, p. 8).

In the continuing guest for efficient and effective uses

of public dollars, one of the changes introduced into public

budgeting in Virginia in the 1970s was a state commitment to

a system of modified program budgeting. The first official

mention of this approach occurred in a 1966 memo from Gover-
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nor Harrison's office that requested agencies to present

budget requests by program or similar activities. A 1970

resolution calling for the expansion of program budgeting

efforts in Virginia failed in the General Assembly (Kellogg,

1974), but before the end of the decade the program concept

had gained the support of a majority of legislators. In the

1977 Virginia Plan, SCHEV observed that the development of

uniform budgeting and accounting procedures among Virginia

colleges and universities had well prepared institutions to

take on the requirements of program budgeting (SCHEV,

1977c).

Program budgeting was intended as a budgeting system

that would center on agency programs, or logically related

functions. It was defined by the Department of Planning and

Budget as having six components:

(1) identification of common statewide efforts in a pro-

gram structure;

(2) identification and statement of program goals and

objectives;

(3) establishment of program priorities;

(4) appropriation of funds according to programs;

(5) monitoring and evaluation of programs; and

(6) projection of revenues and expenditures beyond one

biennium to permit better planning (Department of

Planning & Budget, 1986, p. I-6-13).

One of the key components of this approach to budgeting for
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higher education was evaluation of programs as a regular

part of the budgeting and planning process.

Use of the Budget to Shape the Higher Education Agenda

The gathering interest in stepping back from a strictly

formula funded approach to higher education and the state's

commitment to a system of program budgeting coincided with

growing national dissatisfaction with formula funding. It

was held that this approach tended to have a “leveling"

influence on institutions since the criteria for such fund-

ing concentrated on measures of inputs and activity, e.g. --

enrollment, faculty activity, square feet of laboratory

space -- and provided no incentive for qualitative change or

improvement (Brinkman, 1984; Ewell, 1985c). Public offi-

cials expressed interest in linking funding with institu-

tional efforts to improve undergraduate learning (National

Governor's Association, 1986).

The shift in funding patterns in Virginia provided SCHEV

with more opportunities to use the budget to promote insti-

tutional change by providing incentives to institutions that

responded to state priorities (Davies, 1987). These changes

were envisioned as a far reaching reordering of institu-

tional agendas that would require "fundamental reallocation

of effort and resources" (Davies, 1987, Ch. 2, p. 6). In

fact, such uses of funding have exemplified SCHEV's "carrot

and stick" approach to shaping policy within the limits of

Virginia political tradition, and specifically to effecting
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assessment policy. Since 1985 a strong Virginia economy and

the support of legislators have allowed SCHEV to provide

significant funding for assessment activities, in addition

to continued support for ongoing institutional activities

and functions, (Ewell & Boyer, in print — a). Thus, long

term interest in academic quality, a more assertive posture

on the part of SCHEV, and new approaches to using budgetary

tools to shape institutional behavior set the stage for the

development of assessment policy in Virginia.



Chapter Three

Methodology

Purpose of the Study

Virginia's plan for student assessment in public col-

leges and universities signalled a "new wave" among states

mandating assessment (Henry, 1988). Other states seemed to

follow the institution—centered approach that Virginia set

in motion (Ewell & Boyer, in press - b). The significance

of the course charted by Virginia for the 39 Virginia public

colleges and universities is obvious. But other states and

institutions are also watching to see if central efforts to

spur institution specific, internal review and reform can be

effective without being heavy handed.

Interest in calling upon institutions to conduct activi-

ties to assess student learning emerged as a major policy

initiative in Virginia in the 1980s. As it developed, the

assessment policy received strong support from the Governor,

the Secretary of Education, the Department of Planning and

Budget, the State Council of Higher Education, and the Gen-

eral Assembly. While top elected and appointed state offi-

cials solidly supported the state mandate, assessment of

student learning was promoted as a policy to be developed by

institutions for their use and benefit. This situation pre-

sented a prime opportunity to investigate the pro-

cesses by which this policy emerged from the public agenda

49
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as a program mandated from the top down, but put forward as

a stimulus for reform rather than a command for prescribed

change.

The purposes of this study were threefold: to explain

the origins of assessment policy in Virginia; to determine

the current attitudes of state policy makers towards and

expectations for assessment; and to develop a basis from

which to forecast the direction assessment policy will take

in the future.

Sources of Data

The primary sources of data for this investigation were

interviews with principals and review of documents. Docu-

ments reviewed included official papers of state agencies,

bills and resolutions of the General Assembly, reports, let-

ters, memos and minutes written by and for those involved in

the development and implementation of policy, published

research and analysis of assessment policy pertaining to

Virginia, and any other written materials that could be

obtained that might provide details of the processes and

events that led to the rise of student assessment to the

state's public agenda, its subsequent codification in Senate

Bill 534 (1989), and implications of the policy. Primary

documents consulted for this study appear in Appendix 1.

Interviewees were selected on the basis of their experi-

ence with and access to information relevant to the ques-

tions under study. The purpose of the interviews was to
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gather information in order to reconstruct the events sur-

rounding the origins of assessment policy and to understand

attitudes and behaviors of public officials as they related

to higher education (Manheim & Rich, 1986). A list of indi-

viduals interviewed or questioned appears as Appendix 2.

A survey approach to the research was studied, but

determined insufficient to provide adequately detailed

information regarding the motives, expectations, and inter-

ests of the people who make and implement higher education

policy. A survey could not have provided the kinds of data

that facilitate understanding of the origins of this policy,

its current status, and its potential to influence higher

education. The best way to find out what key actors in the

state policy process thought and think was to review reports

and memos they have written and to ask them to discuss their

activities, plans, and understandings of the purposes and

intentions of assessment policy in Virginia. This approach

allowed for a more detailed contextual analysis deemed bet-

ter suited to investigation of complex interactions than

other methodologies (Helmstadter, 1970).

Description of the Research

The study began with a general review of the literature

on assessment of student learning. With that review as a

basis, documents specific to the genesis of assessment pol-

icy in Virginia, including Senate Joint Resolution 125

(1985), Senate Document 14 (1986), and Senate Joint Resolu-
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tion 83 (1986), were identified and reviewed.

Individuals in academe and state government recognized

as familiar with state higher education policy and its

development were identified informally and contacted to

obtain general answers to a series of preliminary questions

pertaining to the motivations and history of the Virginia

assessment mandate. All initial contacts were asked to name

those they considered important sources of information who

could provide a more thorough understanding of the subject.

These additional subjects were asked to name those they felt

to be knowledgeable and valuable sources of information.

Through this "snowballing" process 65 subjects were identi-

fied, representing the perspectives of institutions, execu-

tive and independent offices of the state government, legis-

lators, and regional educational organizations.

In addition, the results of a recent survey of legisla-

tors, other officials in state government, lobbyists, and

representatives of the news media were consulted. This sur-

vey had been used to generate an overall ranking of members

of the legislature in terms of their influence on the shap-

ing of state policy (Edds, 1989a). These rankings were then

compared to a list of chairs and senior members of key com-

mittees relating to higher education -- finance, appropria-

tions, and education -— and through consultation with

authorities on the structure and functions of the Virginia

General Assembly (McGlennon, 1988), a list of legislators to
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be interviewed was developed.

Legislators on this list were then contacted by mail to

request an appointment for an interview session with the

researcher. A copy of the letter sent appears as Appendix

3. The letters were followed up with telephone calls to make

final arrangements of time and place for a meeting. Others

identified for interview were similarly contacted by letters

followed by telephone call requests to schedule interview

appointments. This letter appears as Appendix 4.

In most cases, subjects were quite willing to cooperate

with the researcher. Only six of the 65 subjects contacted

for interviews were either unavailable or declined to be

interviewed. Although none offered a specific reason for

their reluctance to be interviewed, those who declined

seemed generally to do so because they felt the issue was

not one they were reasonably familiar with or because they

simply did not wish to discuss it.

Interviews were guided by a series of questions formu-

lated to address subjects' responsibilities and experience.

These interview guides were developed for four groups:

1) those within higher education agencies, including the

State Council of Higher Education for Virginia

(SCHEV), the Southern Regional Education Board

(SREB), and the Southern Association of Colleges and

Schools (SACS);

2) Virginia institutions of higher education:
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3) the Legislative branch of Virginia government,

including legislators and legislative staff; and

4) the Executive branch, including the Office of the

Secretary of Education and the Department of Planning

and Budget.

Sets of questions that guided interview sessions are

included as Appendices 5 through 8.

The interview guides were generally followed, but not

strictly adhered to, resulting in semi-structured inter-

views. The purpose of the interviews was to facilitate free

flowing exchange, permitting and encouraging subjects to

discuss in detail their thoughts on the issues raised, and

to avoid artificial constriction of the range of their

responses (Majchrzak, 1984; Manheim & Rich, 1986; Measor,

1985; Spradley, 1979).

Subjects varied in the degree of openness and comfort

they demonstrated in discussing the issues raised. In this

regard, the methods for recording interview data were of

some importance. Interview data were recorded in each case

by taking careful hand written notes. In twenty-six of the

interviews, with permission of the subject, these notes were

supplemented by tape recording the session.

Reliability and Validity

Reliability

In qualitative research, reliability is most importantly

concerned with the degree to which findings are "independent
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of accidental circumstances of the research" (Kirk & Miller,

1986, p. 20). To enhance reliability, the researcher has

sought to carefully document all details of the procedures

followed and decisions internal to the research. In provid-

ing a detailed description of the steps by which this study

was developed, how subjects were identified and interviewed,

and what documents were reviewed, the researcher has sought

to provide information about the relationship between the

approach to the research and the object of the research.

This was intended to provide a more substantial basis upon

which the reader may judge the quality of the relationship

between procedures and intentions (Kirk & Miller, 1986).

In conducting qualitative research that depends on sub-

jects' verbal accounts, even friendly rapport and a sense of

trust between researcher and subject may not be enough to

get information beyond an established and uniform “party

line." The researcher sought in each interview to elicit

frank and open responses from subjects, while maintaining a

critical awareness of the issues and of each subject's com-

ments and possible motives (McCluskey, 1987; Measor, 1985).

validity

Efforts in the twentieth century to make qualitative

research more rigorous and systematic have tended to focus

far more on validity considerations than on reliability.

validity in qualitative research is taken to be a function

of the accuracy of the interpretation of collected data
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(Kirk & Miller, 1986). While the emphasis on validity in

qualitative research is a necessity in making sense of the

information gathered, there are no generally agreed upon

methods of determining the validity of qualitative research

(Babbie, 1986; Miles and Huberman, 1984).

A difficulty in qualitative research is that it poten-

tially admits multiple plausible approaches and interpreta-

tions to the resultant data. Understanding phenomena in the

realm of the social sciences is based on the construction of

coherent and intelligible explanations and interpretations

of social action (Campbell, 1978; Carr, 1983). While expla-

nations may reasonably vary within the community of observ—

ers and interpreters, that should not be taken to suggest

that all interpretations are equally valid (Allison, 1971;

Phillips, 1987). Explanation in either the natural or

social sciences is successful to the degree that it can

address and answer progressively more complex questions

raised by systematic investigation (Laudan, 1977).

The emphasis in this study has been on the demonstration

of a chain of evidence and reasoning that explains the

development of assessment policy in Virginia, its current

status, and future potential to affect institutions of

higher education. This approach has emphasized the analysis

of causal relationships and the rejection of rival explana-

tions, thus placing primary concern on issues of internal

validity.
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Less attention has been directed to matters of external

validity. Generalizability is limited by the variance among

states politically, economically, and in terms of higher

education traditions and practices (Bottum, 1988; Musick,

1989; Newman, 1987; Pettit, 1987). The focus of the study

was on the processes by which assessment policy has been

developed and adopted by the state of Virginia. Review of

the roles of various institutions, agencies and individual

actors in the evolution of this policy provided detailed

understanding in comparison to the broader and less specific

information a multi-state comparative study would have

engendered. However, some of the factors that have been

identified as crucial in the development of Virginia's

assessment policy may have applicability to the conditions

and expectations surrounding higher education in other

states. The position of Virginia in relation to other

states is explored in the final chapter.

Interviews with subjects across organizations and ranks

provided opportunities for cross validation or triangulation

of interview data. By obtaining multiple instances of key

information or ideas from different sources, findings were

reinforced through an inductive process of analysis. The

statements of subjects in this study were compared to the

information provided by other subjects, information avail-

able through documents or other written materials, and

responses obtained by other researchers, e.g., Ewell & Boyer
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(1988; in press - a&b). This comparison of sources is a

procedure suggested by many qualitative methodologists as a

means of reviewing validity (Guba & Lincoln, 1981; Miles &

Huberman, 1984; Patton, 1980).

One of the limitations of research that relies heavily

on the perceptions and recollections of individuals as a

major data source is that the mutability of memory and indi-

vidual perspectives as well as the potential of researcher

bias pose threats to validity. Ways in which these poten-

tial sources of bias were addressed included careful note

taking and audio recording of interviews, triangulation of

data through document analysis and comparisons of interview

subjects' responses, and the use of the same format and pre-

specified sets of questions across interviews to maintain

some uniformity in the interviewihg process. As an addi-

tional validity check, the study was reviewed, with particu-

lar attention to the accuracy of the findings and conclu-

sions as interpretations of the data, by two outside readers

very familiar with assessment in Virginia.

Methods of Data Analysis

The limited structure of the interviews produced data

that were valuable, but difficult to summarize and condense.

To an important extent the analysis of such data requires

"immersion" in the collected information that permits a men-

tal process of abduction - the part intuitive and part logi-

cal process by which the human mind is able to make leaps
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from isolated facts to sensible patterns (Peirce, 1972;

Saran, 1985). Through this admittedly subjective process,

explanations of the phenomena observed that arise from, but

are not superimposed upon, the information gathered and the

events that have taken place can be developed and reviewed

(Krathwohl, 1985; Saran, 1985).

To address the first research question, 'How did Virgi-

nia's assessment policy develop? What explanation of the

origins of this policy is most plausible in light of the

available evidence?' the plausibility and verifiability of

each of five rival explanations of the origins and motiva-

tions behind student assessment in Virginia were investi-

gated from the basis of the interview and documentary evi-

dence.

Interviews and review of the written record also pro-

vided the basis from which research question 2, 'What are

the attitudes of key elected and appointed officials in Vir-

ginia government toward institutional reporting of assess-

ment data to the state? What is expected from assessment

and how are these data to be used?' and research question 3,

'What are the implications of the expectations and intended

uses of assessment data of decision-makers for the future

development of higher education policy in Virginia?' were

addressed.

The initial analysis of the data involved two basic

steps:
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(1) construction of a coherent narrative to help ground

the inquiry in the historical and current activities

of state government, with primary focus on the State

Council of Higher Education; and

(2) ordering of the data according to the research ques-

tions, a process that was largely a matter of tempo-

ral division, since research questions 1 through 3

ask, respectively, about past events, current think-

ing and activities, and anticipated developments.

After this primary organization of the data, a number of

strategies were employed to interpret the information at

hand. The data provided evidence of themes that emerged

across interviews. Through clustering, or looking for con-

cepts and ideas that logically were connected, categories of

responses were developed. By aggregating and comparing pat-

terns in this manner a better understanding of the phenomena

and dynamics under investigation was sought.

In succeeding chapters, each of the research questions

is addressed. Chapter Four presents the findings of the

investigation on the development of assessment policy in

Virginia. Chapter Five presents the findings on expectations

of policy makers for assessment policy. Chapter Six is

focussed on the implications of assessment policy for Virgi-

nia higher education and the potential influence of the Vir-

ginia plan on other states. Chapter Seven places Virginia

in regional and national contexts, summarizes conclusions of
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the study, and outlines suggestions for future research.



Chapter Four

The Development of Assessment Policy in Virginia

The first research question concerns how Virginia's

assessment policy developed. A thorough response to this

question must address fundamental questions of who the key

figures were in this process of policy development, what the

background to this policy was, why it emerged as a priority

in Virginia, and the motivations of those who supported it.

The first half of this chapter details the development of

assessment as state policy in Virginia. The second half of

the chapter addresses the five rival explanations postulated

as part of the first research question that asked what

explanation of assessment policy was best supported by the

weight of the evidence.

A Chronology of Assessment in Virginia

SCHEV’s commitment to "institutional excellence" has

been described for many years. Since the 1960s SCHEV has

provided repeated emphasis on institutional quality that

would stem from the mission and role of each institution

under the oversight and authority of the Boards of Visitors

(SCHEV, l967a, 1972a, 1979a, 1981). SCHEV’s assessment

plans articulated since 1986 have been generally consistent

with the institution-oriented approaches to quality sug-

gested in earlier years (SCHEV, 1987c).

These statements often noted the desirability of measur-

62
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ing quality in instruction and student learning in ways that

went beyond the prevailing calculations of resource inputs

per FTE (SCHEV, 1972a; 1974a). By the early 1980s financial

accountability, which had been a preeminent goal in the

1960s and early 1970s, was seen as an area that could be

further improved only marginally and at greater expense than

it was worth (SCHEV, 1981). Since inputs had been measured

and accounted for to the satisfaction of SCHEV, the develop-

ment of better output measures was a reasonable succeeding

step in the sequence of oversight for higher education. In

addition, a number of national studies and organizations had

called upon higher education to pay more attention to stu-

dent learning and outcomes. In the southeast, the Southern

Regional Education Board (SREB) has wielded significant

influence and in the 1980s has been emphatic in its calls

for reform in higher education and support for assessment

activities (Finley, 1989; Musick, 1989; SREB, 1985, 1988).

SCHEV's mandate to identify and discontinue unproductive

academic programs also stimulated efforts to find more mean-

ingful ways to look at productivity than simply counting

numbers of program graduates. An attempt to move in such a

direction was initiated in 1980 by requiring that proposals

from institutions for new academic programs include a

description of measures and criteria that would be used in

evaluating the success of the program. To SCHEV's dismay,

many of the proposals incorporated evaluations centered
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around numbers of program graduates over time. The diffi-

culty of the process desired and the lack of experience of

most people in higher education in conducting studies of

student outcomes ultimately led SCHEV to give up on the

evaluation program and think about other approaches.

Beginning in 1983, SCHEV began a series of statewide

evaluations of academic programs in selected disciplines and

areas. SCHEV Director Gordon Davies described the motivation

for these studies as growing out of curiosity on the part of

agency staff over the relative status and quality of these

programs and the need to address the evaluation requirements

of program budgeting. These studies looked at programs

including computer science, foreign languages, developmental

education, business, and career planning and placement. The

reviews were conducted by SCHEV with the advice and partici-

pation of the institutions. Program evaluations were anti-

cipated to become supplementary to SCHEV's ongoing program

productivity reviews and to be a more systematic approach to

evaluation than had been the case previously (Davies, 1987).

A key factor in the movement of SCHEV from these ad hoc

program reviews to a general assessment policy was described

by David Potter, former Assistant Director for Academic Pro-

grams at SCHEV. In looking at program productivity, SCHEV

staff members observed that "a number of programs that ...

could be thought of as part of the core of a liberal arts

college appeared to be very unproductive." SCHEV wanted to
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motivate institutions to look more carefully at undergradu-

ate education in the arts and sciences; the use of the pro-

gram reviews was described by Potter as an initial means by

which the agency sought to be "more active rather than reac-

tive in helping to shape the curriculum; in helping to force

institutions to pay some attention to what was going on in

the curriculum."

At that time, SCHEV was searching for ways to translate

long standing ideals of quality, accessibility, and account-

ability into specific action to affect institutional prac-

tice. Statements in the biennial editions of the Virginia

Plan reflected growing attention that was paid to matters of

institutional quality and outputs. The 1981 Virginia Plan

tied the notion of accountability to the measurement of the

quality of educational outcomes, declaring,

Educational accountability ... bears
upon excellence as a goal of higher
education in Virginia. The public
knows what resources are made avail-
able to the colleges and universi-
ties, and it knows enough about how
they are used. The public does not
know enough about the results of
higher education, however, and edu-
cators should spend the next several
years designing ways in which their
institutions might evaluate their
programs, measure the results they
achieve, and report to the people of
Virginia (p. 7).

Measurement of the outcomes of higher education was also

emphasized in the 1983 and 1985 editions of the Virginia

Plan. By 1987 the push for assessment of student learning
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had emerged as a full fledged state program. The Virginia

glgg for that year asserted that the public wanted greater

evidence from colleges and universities that important

skills, abilities, and knowledge were being successfully

imparted to students as an indication of the return on the

public investment in higher education.

In 1984 SCHEV sponsored a statewide conference on revi-

talizing and reforming undergraduate curricula in the arts

and sciences as another approach to getting institutions to

think more deeply about what was happening in undergraduate

education in general. Davies described this conference as a

key point in SCHEV's efforts to stimulate institutional

activity in the area of undergraduate curriculum review,

significant because "it was the first systematic foray of

this agency into the curriculum and its first vigorous

statement about its priority being the undergraduate curri-

culum." In his view, what SCHEV sought to do was to begin

"to set an agenda for higher education that was more than

the usual banalities of planning: access, excellence, and

accountability."

At the same time that SCHEV was planning and hosting its

conference, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools

(SACS) finally adopted formal criteria on institutional

effectiveness. SACS officials had been working to develop

such standards since 1981 and were the first of the regional

accrediting associations to put specific emphasis on
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accountability and assessment of student outcomes. This

action drew further attention to expectations that Virginia

colleges and universities formally address issues of insti-

tutional quality and effectiveness.

Current and former SCHEV staff members were virtually

unanimous in their opinions that student assessment did not

emerge as a direct outgrowth of the program review processes

or the 1984 conference. Davies called assessment "a radical

departure" from what was done before: others described pre-

vious efforts as "piecemeal." Through assessment a basis

was sought that could provide for a far more comprehensive

and meaningful look at a range of academic issues. Assess-

ment was seen as a much more systematic and institution—wide

approach to the issues of quality and improvement.

While accountability had been a long term commitment of

SCHEV, and assessment would, to some degree, serve that pur-

pose, the review and reform of undergraduate curriculum and

the "improvement of teaching and learning" were important

motivations for student assessment as it developed in Virgi-

nia (Davies, 1987a; SCHEV, 1987c; Student Assessment Commit-

tee, 1986). SCHEV hoped through its assessment initiatives

to show that accountability and academic improvement were

not necessarily incompatible goals (Davies, 1987b). In fact,

Davies (1987b) described SCHEV's immediate priority as cur-

ricular reform, complaining of "confusion and complacency

about what students should be learning." He noted the dif-
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ficulty of meaningful assessment, but nonetheless asserted

that "assessment of learning is an institutional obligation"

(Ch. 2, p. 7).

In support of the desire to stimulate reform in under-

graduate education, SCHEV provided funding for a project at

James Madison University that would include the development

of a pilot student assessment program as part of a broad

review of undergraduate education at the university (Common-

wealth of Virginia, 1985a). In the 1985 Virginia Plan SCHEV

praised the James Madison University assessment pilot study

as a project other institutions might profitably review and

adapt to their own campuses (SCHEV, 1985a).

In continued support of the goal of stimulating under-

graduate curriculum reform, for the 1986-88 biennium SCHEV

devoted Funds for Excellence dollars to projects for curric-

ular change in institutions (SCHEV, 1985a: Wright, 1984).

The Funds for Excellence program has since been directed

toward curricular change projects that have been developed

in light of the mission statement and student assessment

plan of the college or university (Ewell & McDade, 1988;

Miller, 1989b).

By 1985, assessment was being formally raised as a topic

of discussion within the General Professional Advisory Com-

mittee (GPAC), where it was first presented to most of the

institutional presidents as a proposed statewide policy.

The primary discussants in this forum were Gordon Davies and
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President Ron Carrier of James Madison University. At the

same time, assessment was raised as an issue of discussion

within the Instructional Programs Advisory Committee (IPAC),

a body composed of institutional chief academic officers.

In the 1985 Virginia Plan SCHEV reiterated its long held

opposition to the use of standardized testing of all gradu-

ates as part of any state assessment process in Virginia

(SCHEV, 1985a). But Gordon Davies learned that Senator Rob-

ert Russell was considering the introduction of legislation

that might link assessment of student learning to institu-

tional funding, somewhat along the lines of the model advo-

cated by the SREB and used by Tennessee.

The original version of a study resolution (Senate Joint

Resolution 125, 1985) called for the establishment of a

joint Senate-House committee to study the quality of higher

education in Virginia. But Davies encouraged legislators to

support a different approach that he argued could be more

meaningful and profitable for higher education in Virginia.

Ultimately, an amended resolution was passed with formal

support from several influential members of the Senate,

including Elliot Schewel, Elmon Gray, and Education Commit-

tee chairman Stanley Walker, and the informal support of

Senate Finance Committee chairman Hunter Andrews. In its

final form Senate Joint Resolution 125 requested that SCHEV

conduct a study to "investigate means by which student

achievement may be measured to assure the citizens of Virgi-
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nia the continuing high quality of higher education in the

Commonwealth."

The report prepared by SCHEV's Potter, with the assis-

tance of Virginia Commonwealth University faculty member

James McMillan, in response to Senate Joint Resolution 125

was accepted in 1986 as Senate Document 14. In this study,

SCHEV maintained their contention that statewide testing was

not an attractive option for Virginia, instead suggesting

that institutions be allowed to develop their own means of

assessing student achievement. Legislators accepted this

approach, and in Senate Joint Resolution 83 (1986) requested

that all public institutions of higher education in Virginia

"establish programs to measure student achievement." SCHEV

was called upon,

in cooperation with the state-
supported colleges and universities,
[to] establish guidelines for desig-
ning good assessment programs and
report to the public results of
institutional efforts to measure
student achievement in its biennial
revisions of The Virginia Plan for
Higher Education.

The document was noteworthy in its break with national

trends toward standardized testing programs as a basis of

state mandated assessment efforts (Ewell & McDade, 1988).

The document served notice of a counter trend toward less

prescriptive approaches to student assessment by state gov-

ernments (Ewell & Boyer, in press - a).

Members of GPAC and IPAC were initially pleased with the
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assessment plan proposed because it did not incorporate uni-

form, system-wide processes. However, this relief did not

inspire institutional activity on the subject, as later

events would demonstrate. One SCHEV staff member recalled

that it seemed that "IPAC received [the assessment mandate]

as an information item that had little or nothing to do with

them."

In 1986, many institutional officials entertained specu-

lations that assessment might pass by without requiring

major efforts on the parts of the colleges and universities.

Neither Senate Document 14 nor Senate Joint Resolution 83

stated any specific action that the institutions should

take, and most waited to see what the next step would be

(DeVoursney, 1989; Ewell & McDade, 1988; Slevin, 1989). It

was widely believed that James Madison University, having

already received substantial funding as the state's pilot

institution for assessment, had accumulated most of the

political capital available from such projects (Ewell &

Boyer, in press — b).

In the latter half of 1986, when SCHEV staff had

intended to be preparing the guidelines called for in Senate

Joint Resolution 83, Potter and two academic coordinators

left the staff. As a result, communication on assessment

between the Council and the institutions was disrupted until

late in the year when Margaret (Peg) Miller was named as

Potter's successor. This gap in communication apparently
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left many institutions unprepared for the mid-1987 deadline

for assessment plans that was announced in November, 1986.

Although Potter had initiated an advisory committee pro-

cess, it fell to Miller to carry through with the work of

writing guidelines for institutional assessment planning.

Frank Luth of James Madison University was initially asked

by Potter to chair the committee, although he later admitted

that at the outset, "we didn’t have anyone who knew a lot

about assessment." The committee membership included repre-

sentatives from SCHEV, the University of Virginia, the Col-

lege of William and Mary, Virginia Military Institute, James

Madison University, George Mason University, Virginia Com-

monwealth University, Virginia State University, Longwood

College, Old Dominion University, Virginia Polytechnic

Institute and State University, Northern Virginia Community

College, and New River Community College.

On November 24, 1986, Miller convened the committee to

work with SCHEV staff to develop official guidelines for

institutional assessment programs consistent with Senate

Document 14 and Senate Joint Resolution 83. The committee

met subsequently on December 17, January 23, 1987, and Feb-

ruary 16, 1987. Drafts of the developing guidelines were

circulated to IPAC throughout the process.

On March 24, 1987 draft guidelines for institutional

assessment plans were forwarded to GPAC and were finally

approved by the members of the State Council of Higher Edu-
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cation April 1, 1987. In a memo to GPAC members dated April

3, 1987 Davies noted that members of the Council "emphasized

in their discussion of the guidelines that the chief end of

assessment should be the improvement of teaching and learn-

ing, and I hope you will keep that in the foreground as your

institutions set about this important task." Although the

final guidelines were not issued until April, SCHEV staff

believed that Senate Joint Resolution 125 in 1985 and

related activities since had given institutions ample notice

and lead time to begin preparation of a response to the

assessment mandate.

The urgency of submitting the plans was perhaps not felt

by many institutions until the May 1987 dissemination of the

Governor's budget guidance memo linking institutional eligi-

bility for a number of incentive funding programs to SCHEV

approval of an assessment plan by the June 30 deadline.

This action gave SCHEV a large measure of new strength to

wield in its push to get institutions to undertake assess-

ment seriously (Davies, 1989; Ewell, 1988b; Gross, 1989;

Potter, 1989). It also served to make the initial institu-

tional response to assessment much more a matter of com-

pliance than it had been previously. This reinforced suspi-

cions held by some that SCHEV's commitment to assessment as

an institutional program aimed at academic improvement was

more style than substance; others saw the same measure as an

appropriate means of stimulating action on an issue of
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importance and value to the state and to the institutions

themselves.

In July 1987 institutional assessment plans were

reviewed by SCHEV staff and three consultants from outside

the state. The consultants found that SCHEV staff did not

have clearly defined criteria for judging the plans.

SCHEV's initial approach to review of the plans was to use

the April guidelines as an outline against which the plans

could be compared. However, the plans varied so greatly in

format and content that this proved unworkable. The consul-

tants were relied upon to help generate evaluative standards

more specific than the guidelines. According to one of the

consultants, most of the plans initially submitted were

little more than descriptions of a planning process that

would take place later on (Ewell & McDade, 1988). As a

result of the review, some plans were judged to be adequate

as written, and some were conditionally accepted. A few

plans were required to be rewritten, but only one, that of

the College of William and Mary, was rejected outright

(Ewell & Boyer, 1988; Ewell & McDade, 1988; Slevin, 1989).

Plans returned for clarification or rewriting were to be

resubmitted by September 30, 1987. This placed a severe

constraint on the amount of time that could be taken by

institutions to revise their plans and for SCHEV to review

them again. SCHEV pressed institutions to have approved

plans developed and budgeted for by the end of the summer
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because they believed that if assessment was not linked to

the budget cycle for the 1988-90 biennium, little or no

institutional action would be taken over the next two years

until the next budget cycle (Ewell & Boyer, 1988; Ewell &

McDade, 1988). Institutional assessment proposals were

ultimately funded through direct budget allocations that

averaged approximately $12/FTE student statewide, although

institutional allocations for the first year varied widely

from one institution to another.

A general perception among institutional representatives

was that in 1988 SCHEV began to adopt a more prescriptive

attitude toward the institutions and assessment than had

been the case previously (Ewell & Boyer, in press - b;

O'Neil, 1989). Early in the year, SCHEV proposed a matrix

format for display of institutional assessment plans and

activities in the Virginia Plan. Institutions responded very

negatively, and concerns were heightened that SCHEV was

attempting to incrementally make the process more compara-

tive and standardized. SCHEV dropped the use of the matrix

in the face of this opposition.

In mid-1988 individuals involved in the development and

implementation of assessment policy in Virginia indicated

divergent reactions to assessment. While some individuals

within institutions held that SCHEV had become more pre-

scriptive over time in regard to assessment, others were

satisfied that SCHEV had consistently followed the institu-
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tion-centered approach outlined in Senate Document 14 and

Senate Joint Resolution 83 and had done no more than work to

build incentives into the process and improve channels of

communication. There was also disagreement among those who

had served as members of the state task force on assessment

that had drawn up the guidelines over whether there were

significant changes in the translation from Senate Document

14 to the guidelines. Some institutional officials ex-

pressed concerns that the oversight of the assessment pro-

cess would increasingly become the responsibility of less

senior SCHEV staff who did not share the institution-

centered, non-prescriptive, improvement-oriented vision

articulated by Gordon Davies, but would drift toward a

greater emphasis on institutional compliance and account-

ability reporting (Chickering, 1988; Ewell & Boyer, in press

- b).

Institutional progress reports on assessment activities

were submitted to SCHEV in June, 1988. To SCHEV staff

charged with reviewing them, the reports indicated wide

variation in the quality of assessment programs underway. A

significant number of institutions were perceived to be

going through the motions of assessment, complying minimally

with the requirements of the mandate. Institutions where

plans had been put together in short order over the previous

summer had found little enthusiasm or support among their

faculty (Ewell & McDade, 1988).
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In January, 1989 Senate Bill 534 (1989), which called

for the addition of assessment to SCHEV's responsibilities

under the Code of Virginia, was introduced by Senator Benja-

min Lambert. The bill was prepared and proposed mainly at

the recommendation of Secretary of Education Donald Finley,

who decided in December, 1988 to have it introduced in the

legislative session that would begin in January. Governor

Gerald Baliles and Finley had reviewed the accomplishments

of their administration and determined ways to perpetuate

each initiative. Finley observed that assessment had no nat-

ural constituency to carry it through, so he and the gover-

nor decided to seek a statutory basis for it, and thereby to

"institutionalize" it or insure its continuation beyond the

end of the governor's term in office.

Supporters of the bill argued that as a statutory

responsibility, assessment would be certain to receive ade-

quate funding as part of the base budgets of institutions,

and would not languish as an "add on" to receive funding

each year as an extra budget item. This budgetary argument

was pressed by SCHEV as a rationale for the bill. Institu-

tions had, in fact, expressed concerns about the costs of

undertaking assessment and the willingness of the state to

continue to fund reform and assessment activities (Ewell &

Boyer, in press - b), although Virginia has been more gener-

ous than most states in providing additional resources for

assessment efforts both on campus and in sponsoring state
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conferences to address assessment issues (Ewell & Boyer, in

press - a).

Although institutional presidents provided at least

tacit support of the bill, reactions at lower levels of

institutional hierarchies suggested continuing suspicion

that SCHEV would use assessment as an instrument to gain

greater ppower and influence. A more detailed discussion of

communication issues highlighted in the instance of Senate

Bill 534 is presented in a succeeding section of this chap-

ter. However, with the support of the Secretary of Educa-

tion, the Governor, SCHEV, and no serious opposition from

the institutional presidents or within the legislature, Sen-

ate Bill 534 passed without public dissent.

Soon after the passage of the bill, University of Virgi-

nia President Robert O'Neil wrote a letter to Davies to

document his understanding of Virginia's assessment plan.

The letter, dated February 16, 1989, outlined O'Neil's

understanding of the purposes of Senate Bill 534, and

reflected the spirit of Senate Document 14 (1986). He noted

that the intent of the bill was to "preserve and perpetuate“

an initiative supported by the Governor and that codifica-

tion of assessment could be helpful for proper funding of

assessment activities. He stated his further understanding

that institutions themselves were to write the reports on

their own assessment plans for publication in the Virginia

Plgg, and that the development of guidelines for assessment
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would draw heavily on the views of IPAC and GPAC. The

expressed purpose of the letter was "to avoid any possible

misunderstanding in future years." This letter was later

circulated by Davies to the members of GPAC, in an effort to

further define the understanding between the institutions

and SCHEV in regard to assessment.

In July 1989 reports on the first full year of assess-

ment programs were submitted to SCHEV by the institutions.

The content of the reports and their interpretation by state

officials will provide important indicators of the conti-

nuing evolution of Virginia's experiment with student

assessment.

Communication and Senate Bill 534

The introduction and passage of Senate Bill 534 in 1989

by the General Assembly underscored continuing communication

discontinuity and mistrust that appear to exist between

SCHEV and the institutions. Both Miller and Davies said

that they thought that communication between their agency

and the colleges and universities had been sufficient to

keep the bill in question from emerging as a surprise to

anyone. Davies suggested that institutions were taken by

surprise on Senate Bill 534 because the whole bill was a

"last minute" proposal, but pointed out that in December he

"touched base with three presidents: Bob O'Neil, Ron Carrier

and Jeff Hockaday, Chancellor [of the Virginia Community

College System], and they all said ‘yeah, go ahead.'" Al-
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though O'Neil suggested some changes in the language of the

bill, he did not offer opposition to its intent. While

Davies expressed sympathy with concerns that institutions

did not receive much advance notice, he sensed "a residual

or underlying distrust" which assumed the existence of sub-

terfuge on the part of SCHEV, and called this "extraordi-

nary" level of mistrust "very discouraging after twelve

years [as director of SCHEV]."

Miller similarly expressed regret and surprise over the

degree of suspicion of SCHEV and feelings that institutions

had not been adequately notified of the impending bill. Both

also expressed puzzlement as to why individuals did not con-

tact them if they had questions about activities in Rich-

mond. Davies said he wished that the reaction would have

been to simply ask SCHEV staff if they had made
“an

enormous

screw-up or ... just do something we didn't understand."

Instead, he said, he feels that some institutions react,

"here comes Hitler ... heading for Moscow. I think that is

regrettable, I mean if I wanted to make a power grab on this

system, I would have made it a long time ago."

Within the Executive branch, interpretations of Senate

Bill 534 also dismissed the conspiracy theory suggested by

some institutional observers. Finley sharply rejected the

notion that Senate Bill 534 represented another step toward

a more prescriptive form of state oversight of higher educa-

tion, pointing out that none of the institutional presidents
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testified against the bill or even suggested amendments to

it as it was introduced. Similarly, Richard Seaman, head of

the education section within the Department of Planning and

Budget, interpreted Senate Bill 534 as adding nothing to the

assessment mandate that had not existed before. In his

view, it was no more than a message to institutions that

they were expected to maintain student assessment as part of

their base budgets as an ongoing project that will provide

some results to SCHEV annually, and found it significant to

the extent that it made clear that assessment was not a fad,

nor was it going to disappear with a new governor or assem-

bly.

In spite of the benign views of assessment held in Rich-

mond, suspicions of SCHEV abounded at the institutional

level, and even within some portions of the state bureau-

cracy. An example of such suspicions about the activities

of the State Council was the belief that in the case of Sen-

ate Bill 534 SCHEV followed a pattern of withholding infor-

mation in order to better control institutional responses to

it. Former SCHEV staff and some individuals within the leg-

islative branch held that SCHEV routinely engages in such

practices, and some institutional officials were unambiguous

in their contentions that SCHEV intentionally failed to tell

their representatives in Richmond for the legislative ses-

sion about Senate Bill 534. Some also held that the Friday,

January 20 date of Davies' memo to GPAC members explaining
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the bill was calculated to reduce organized negative

response, since the bill was introduced on the following

Monday, January 23.

As one former state education official described it,

the whole legislative process
depends a great deal on minimizing
information flow in order to mini-
mize conflicts that you might have
to deal with .... One of the reasons
those lobbyists [legislative liais-
ons from colleges and universities]
are [in Richmond] is to keep their
ears as close as possible to know
what is going to happen so they can
alert each other and you can be
there on time, because otherwise you
would never even know what is going
to happen. It is a major effort not
to bother informing people and SCHEV
knows that game very well.

The Nature and Role of SCHEV in Higher Education Policy

In describing the path SCHEV has followed in the 1980s,

Davies said, "with growing clarity, we are raising questions

that are uncomfortable questions, and we intend to keep

raising them. That means that for a number of people it is

better if we go away. That's too bad. But that's our job.“

Assessment is an important way in which SCHEV has sought to

raise probing questions system wide and within institutions.

SCHEV has pressed institutions on assessment through

persuasion and exhortation, but particularly through control

of initiative funding. The connection of eligibility for

initiative funds to completion of acceptable assessment

plans was certainly a key factor in motivating many institu-
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tions to undertake serious efforts to plan an assessment

program. One senior institutional official said that when

SCHEV got the authority to approve assessment plans and con-

trol incentive funding they had obtained "both the carrot

and the stick.“

Assessment was described by senior SCHEV officials as

providing an opportunity for them to work with institutions

to obtain funding for program improvement projects on cam-

pus. SCHEV Associate Director J. Michael Mullen explained

that from the perspective of the Council, assessment is a

"perpetuation of the carrot [and] stick philosophy of

changed behavior." He noted that "the two buzzwords with

our Council for the last two years have been leverage and

incentives." Leverage refers to the practice of making

Council support for one project or activity contingent on

institutions acting on others the Council wants to promote

and may involve getting institutions to commit resources and

the state matching them. Incentives refer to providing

funds for which institutions can make proposals. A former

SCHEV staff member agreed that assessment will permit SCHEV

to continue to "use the carrot-and—stick approach. If they

like what they read [and] ... see ..., some carrots will be

forthcoming. If they do not like what they read and see,

they will use the sticks."

Like all areas of public policy, higher education is

subject to the pressures and changing fortunes of partisan
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politics. Two former university presidents interviewed

praised SCHEV for retaining its professional status and

independence from any particular branch of government or

political party. Of partisan politics and SCHEV's role in

state government, Davies said that it was necessary for him

to be "sort of oblivious" to political decision making. He

added that if he aligned himself with one party or faction

over another, he "would be dead as soon as administrations

changed."

SCHEV's effectiveness is seen by staff members to hinge

to an important degree on the trust and confidence of the

Legislature and the Governor's Office. Yet within the

executive branch, the Department of Planning and Budget has

expanded its staff for higher education ten fold in the last

twenty years. The most recent expansion, according to a

Department of Planning and Budget analyst, was to enhance

the independent analytical capabilities of the executive

branch, because SCHEV was "viewed ... as being more of an

advocate for the universities." However, he also noted that

this view is not shared by most institutions, who "look at

them as the enemy." Similar concerns about SCHEV's role as

advocate for higher education versus objective advisory body

were expressed by legislative staff.

The ambiguity of SCHEV's position in state government

was summarized by a former SCHEV staff member who said that

SCHEV is
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caught in a nexus of pressures that
it can never resolve. It is serving
so many masters. The institutions
want SCHEV to be an advocate for
higher education. But the Legisla-
ture wants SCHEV to find solutions
for it. To get it off the hook. To
provide the kind of information it
needs to make a rationale for what-
ever it wants to do. The Governor
wants the Council to just fall in
line into whatever [he] proposes.
And then the staff of the Council
has to figure a way to satisfy all
these, realizing that it is never
going to satisfy any of them.

The Role of Gordon Davies

The development of assessment policy in Virginia cannot

be understood without recognition of the influence of SCHEV

Director Gordon Davies. Although the influence of Ron Car-

rier of James Madison University in providing impetus to the

assessment movement in Virginia is widely recognized, as is

the writing of Senate Document 14 by David Potter, Davies is

acknowledged at all levels and within all branches of gov-

ernment as the essential figure in initiating and shaping

Virginia's approach to assessment.

In his 1987 report to the State Council, Davies articu-

lated the view that while change is necessary in higher edu-

cation, institutional inertia tends to make colleges and

universities resistant to it. He emphasized the need for

SCHEV to provide vision for the future direction of higher

education in Virginia. In this view, SCHEV is charged with

setting the agenda for Virginia higher education and must
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vigorously pursue its priorities (Davies, 1987b).

An active proponent of the refinement and use of the

"carrot and stick" tools of budgetary incentives and lever-

age, Davies has asserted the need for central coordination,

but has also tried to walk a fine line between state influ-

ence on institutional practice and institutional autonomy.

In his opinion, detailed plans for institutional practice

emanating from SCHEV would likely engender "deep divisions

among constituencies" that the Council could ill afford

(Davies, 1987b, Intro. p. 4). For example, while he has

advocated increasing SCHEV's power to discontinue unproduc-

tive academic programs, he has also noted the limitations of

a central agency in making useful decisions about local aca-

demic programs.

SCHEV has come to play a key role in monitoring and pro-

moting the growth of higher education in Virginia. One of

the reasons for SCHEV's success in recent years has been

Davies' positive relations with the General Assembly. He

has cultivated a close working relationship with the chairs

of both the House Appropriations Committee, Delegate Dorothy

McDiarmid, and Senate Finance Committee, Senator Hunter

Andrews (Boyer, 1989).

Davies described the key to his interest in assessment

as the "genuine issues out there about the curriculum that

are of general social consequence." He saw the issue of

control, or "ownership", of the curriculum as a matter of
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great importance, and asserted that "the faculty does not

own the curriculum; the institutions do not own the curricu-

lum. The faculty has a major role in shaping and delivering

the curriculum —— but the curriculum is of enormous social

consequence", and should be considered a public resource,

belonging to "the people." In his view, this issue was tied

in with one of the overall questions of a group appointed by

the governor in 1988 to identify and make recommendations

regarding issues of future importance to Virginia higher

education, the Commission on the University of the 21st Cen-

tury; namely, what kind of skills, knowledge, and values

will be important to future generations in coming decades?

Davies described this as a question that demands broad con-

sideration, not limited to the deliberations of faculty

alone.The
Role of the Executive Branch
in Making Higher Education Policy

State governors are crucial figures in the development

of higher education policy in most states, and have been so

identified in a number of reports and studies (Carnegie Com-

mission on Higher Education, 1971; Carnegie Council on Pol-

icy Studies in Higher Education, 1980; Carnegie Foundation

for the Advancement of Teaching, 1976; Committee on Govern-

ment and Higher Education, 1985; Gove, 1985, 1987; Millett,

1975). In Virginia, Governor Gerald Baliles has maintained

an active interest in educational quality at all levels
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since the beginning of his term. He has been active in the

National Governor's Association, whose 1986 report on educa-

tional quality, Time for Results, urged states to establish

assessment programs in higher education.

Assessment provides a case in point of the Governor's

central role in the development of higher education policy

(Blumenstyk, 1989; Cook, 1989; Dorsey, 1989; Finley, 1989;

Leone, 1989; Slevin, 1989; Warren, 1989). While governors

have been generally supportive of SCHEV over the years,

since 1986 SCHEV has worked particularly well with the

executive branch in shaping the public agenda for Virginia

higher education (Davies, 1987b; Finley, 1989; Potter, 1989;

Slevin, 1989).

When SCHEV first began its work on assessment John Cas-

teen was Secretary of Education and Charles Robb was Gover-

nor. Recollections of that period were that the assessment

initiative was not one that the executive branch initially

embraced with great interest. Since that time, the close

working relationship between Secretary Finley and Davies has

made an important difference in the course of assessment.

Assessment is an example of a joint initiative that evolved

out of congruent interests within the Governor's Office, the

Legislature, and SCHEV (Davies, 1987b, 1989; Finley, 1989;

Potter, 1989; Slevin, 1989). One former SCHEV staff member

described this as

a symbiosis that exists there in
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terms of conversations between the
Governor and his counterparts in
other states; Gordon Davies with his
counterparts in other states; the
Governor and Gordon Davies together;
and then the Governor and Don Finley
and Gordon Davies together. [They]
came together to share [a] common
agenda.

Baliles gave the Council a boost in carrying its plans

forward with his May 1987 memo tying assessment to a number

of incentive funding programs. The Governor and Secretary

of Education have provided strong and consistent backing for

SCHEV's assessment efforts. A former SCHEV staff member

said that Governor Baliles understands the "concept of

assessment" and higher education; "he's a wonderful Governor

for higher education ... he does his homework; he under-

stands the issues and, of course, from the insider's view-

point, he and Gordon Davies have worked extremely well

together." A SCHEV official called Baliles "probably the

most intellectual and academic governor we've had in recent

memory", who appreciates the significance of assessment. He

said that Baliles' original reaction to the proposed assess-

ment policy was: "shouldn't the institutions be doing this

anyway?"

Secretary of Education

Although Secretary of Education Finley was not directly

involved in developing the assessment proposal that emerged

in 1985, he and his staff supported funding for assessment

activities and have sought steadily to increase this sup-
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port. Finley said that while assessment was an area of

interest to him and to the governor, it was no more than one

among many initiatives they have sought to foster.

From Finley's perspective, assessment grew out of situa-

tions in which the state was gathering a great deal of

information from institutions for the purposes of making

"fiscal assessments primarily directed at formulating bud-

gets [and] composing budget recommendations for the General

Assembly", but very little that pertained to issues of aca-

demic quality. He said that such issues have been appropri-

ately left primarily to the institutions, but that the time

had come to employ "some checks and balances that are a part

of this world."

Not only has Finley worked effectively with Davies, he

is also generally positively viewed by the legislature. A

senior legislative staff member described Finley as a "very

practical, results-oriented type of person" who has been a

good Secretary of Education "because he didn't come from the

academic world -- he wasn't entrenched in a lot of the views

that the legislators think are too idea1istic."

The Nature of the Legislature

Funding has been a primary focus of legislative actions

that have affected higher education in the 1980s (Blumen-

styk, 1989; Boyer, 1989). Funds for Excellence, the Mainte-

nance Reserve Fund, the Eminent Scholars Program, and the

Higher Education Equipment Trust Fund are just some of the
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programs that have received legislative support in this

decade. In addition, college and university faculty salar-

ies in Virginia have increased faster than any other state

in the South and faster than most in the nation in the 1980s

(Blumenstyk, 1989; Boyer, 1989; Commonwealth of Virginia,

1985; Cook, 1989; Ewell & McDade, 1988; Finley, 1989; Leone,

1989). While legislators recognize that higher education

receives a large portion of the state budget, most find this

an appropriate distribution of resources (Boyer, 1989;

Covey, 1989; Gray, 1989). Legislators take great pride in

Virginia's institutions of higher education, and want to

support "their" colleges and universities. The institutions

are seen as constituting a diverse and generally healthy

system with a positive and growing national reputation. They

are also highly valued for their contributions to economic

development in Virginia (Boyer, 1989; Leone, 1989; O'Brien,

1989; Wilson, 1989).

Legislators, senior legislative staff, and SCHEV staff

describe the relationship between SCHEV and the legislature

in uniformly positive terms. SCHEV officials have

repeatedly said that much of the opportunity to approach

assessment in an institution-centered manner stemmed from

the confidence of the General Assembly in higher education.

In Davies' opinion, SCHEV and the institutions have been

able to raise "far more searching and profound questions"

about student achievement and institutional mission than
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would be possible under a more rigidly prescribed and con-

trolled system.

Although expressions of mutual respect and confidence

from legislators and SCHEV staff characterized the attitudes

of the decided majority of those interviewed, two exceptions

were noted. First, less senior staff and those outside the

finance and appropriations committees tended to be much more

harsh in their appraisals of SCHEV and particularly of Gor-

don Davies. Some vigorously contended that assessment was a

"power move" on the part of SCHEV, arguing that Davies cul-

tivates the goodwill of the General Assembly and uses it to

expand SCHEV's influence at the expense of the institutions

of higher education. The deference of legislators to agency

expertise was described as a condition that permits their

manipulation by SCHEV staff. These opinions were shared by

some of those interviewed within colleges and universities.

A second item of concern, identical to that suggested by

some interviewees within the executive branch, had to do

with SCHEV's role in state government. As one staffer put

it, sometimes legislators feel "that perhaps the State Coun-

cil or some of the staff are too much advocates for the uni-

versities“, and noted a "fine line" between advocacy and

"taking clearly an objective view and making recommendations

to the governor, or Don Finley" on that basis.

Interest in higher education has been generally high

among members of the General Assembly. Most members either
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have a college or university in their district or graduated

from a Virginia institution (Bennett, 1989; Boyer, 1989).

Additionally, Senator Benjamin Lambert, primary sponsor of

assessment legislation, serves as a member of the Southern

Regional Education Board's Commission for Educational

Quality. Other members who have been influential in SREB

affairs are Delegate McDiarmid and Senator Andrews (Musick,

1989).

Despite this high level of interest, the General Assem-

bly has followed and continues to follow a general "hands

off" philosophy in regard to the internal functions and

administration of colleges and universities. The legisla-

ture has been responsive to the arguments of SCHEV and the

institutions that one of the strengths of Virginia higher

education lies in its diversity and the need to recognize

institutional individuality. Although assessment has raised

concerns at some levels about expansions of SCHEV's power,

there is virtually no support expressed by legislators or

senior officials in the executive branch for such a develop-

ment.

Both committee chairs and senior legislative members

suggested that the General Assembly has not felt the need in

the past to seek greater information on the workings of

institutions of higher education. The role of the State

Council as an advisory body to both the executive and legis-

lative branches has led to that agency's acceptance as “the
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repository of information" on higher education. The legis-

lature, in the words of one House staff member, has "relied

on the State Council in large part to ... come to them with

the end results of recommendations." The legislature is com-

fortable with this arrangement, and has never "felt the need

to have the Council provide detailed information" on insti-

tutions of higher education. With regard to assessment,

staff members indicated general awareness of the activity,

and particularly of the James Madison University pilot pro-

ject, but said that the involvement of the General Assembly

in assessment has so far been minimal.

Former institutional presidents described a process for

making higher education policy decisions in the General

Assembly as one in which legislators may informally ask

critical questions about issues they are concerned about,

but are publicly supportive of higher education. Such dis-

cussion and "off the record" negotiations characterize the

legislative process in Virginia, particularly as it pertains

to higher education. Legislators explained that the assess-

ment mandate was initially called for as a resolution rather

than as a bill because of the Assembly's reluctance to dic-

tate policy to Virginia's colleges and universities.

In reference to assessment as a policy enacted by their

authority, legislators generally had little knowledge or

awareness. Key figures in the House and Senate claimed that

they knew little or nothing of substance about the assess-
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ment mandate. Those who recalled the resolutions had only

the most vague notions of the issues involved. One of the

Senators initially involved in moving assessment onto the

legislative agenda added that the $4.5 million earmarked for

assessment was such a very small fraction of the total bud-

get that it would not amount to enough to raise a signifi-

cant discussion among legislators. To some officials within

institutions of higher education that was a source of some

consternation, leading one to state curtly that he could

"personally attest to the blank ignorance" of legislators

about assessment.

While the passage of Senate Bill 534 was taken by some

to indicate more than a general interest in the assessment

process on the parts of legislators, a former SCHEV staff

member described those who serve as patrons of legislation

for SCHEV as often not conversant with the contents and

implications of the measures proposed. Others familiar with

the legislative process also suggested that if a particular

legislator was involved in writing a bill he or she can dis-

cuss it in some detail. Otherwise, it is just one of a very

large number of bills considered in a legislative session.

In the words of one former education official, "these guys

are introducing stuff all the time based on favors." A leg-

islator who holds key committee memberships for education

described the primary way in which the General Assembly

operates as "somebody gets ticked off and calls their legis-
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lator for help." This description was repeated in conversa-

tions with executive agency staff. Similarly, an institu-

tional officer related that Senator Lambert "told our insti-

tution people to be very careful and be wary of [Senate Bill

534] and alerted them to it because he didn't know whether

it was against them or not."

A SCHEV official explained that legislators

probably would have no idea that
[assessment is] going on, because
they hear it once and that's it ...
So to them this whole activity is
frankly not that big a thing. And
most of them have the same reaction
that many of the rest of us have, I
mean why aren't they doing this any-
way? Why isn’t this just a natural
part of academia? It seems so logi-
cal and seems to be the thing to do
... in many respects it's like moth-
erhood and apple pie, it's just
something that naturally people
think you ought to be doing. And
[legislators] don't understand the
natural resistance of academic
people to doing new things.

Legislative action to address deficiencies is often pre-

cipitated when agencies, including institutions of higher

education, are perceived to have fallen below a limit of

tolerable performance (Floden & Weiner, 1978; Green, 1980).

Legislators tend to operate under a set of assumptions, time

constraints, and a limited set of what are seen to be prac-

tical and affordable alternatives that lead them to leave

things alone unless a blatant negative example or constitu-

ent outcry are brought to their attention. These assump-
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tions, constraints, and alternatives provide rough and

informal boundaries for a range of acceptable performance by

public agencies. As one executive agency staff member sug-

gested, Virginia's bureaucracy has important "unwritten"

standards, the most important of which are "don't make waves

and stay out of the papers."

One of the important characteristics of the Virginia

system is the time given for policy initiatives to evolve.

_According to one senior institutional official, initiatives

for new programs are introduced to the legislature and given

time for legislators to "absorb it ... you have to throw it

out there and start to work on it." The nature of this pro-

cess was described by a legislative staff member: "given the

way we operate in Virginia, you almost have to let something

play out and give the people who are proposing it be done a

chance." This process was described as often taking several

years, "from the time you first start to talk about some-

thing and you let the problems work through and then you

come back and you look at it a different way. Then you

really get things implemented." In regard to assessment,

the legislature seems quite comfortable in letting SCHEV and

the institutions take care of assessment for the near

future, with no indication that they are impatient to see

results.

Summary

Assessment evolved in Virginia as a program through
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which questions of the direction and effectiveness of the

undergraduate curriculum could be raised and addressed.

Institutions have been called upon to develop and implement

plans for assessment that are essentially efforts to review

academic activities in light of institutional mission and

purposes. The policy developed has emphasized an institu-

tion centered approach that has received the firm, but not

fervent, support of the governor and legislature, who

approve of the activities underway, but do not place them at

the top of the state's list of priorities.

Rival Explanations of Assessment in Virginia

From this overview of the events and conditions that

explain the development of assessment policy in Virginia,

five specific explanations postulated as part of the first

research question were explored:

1) Assessment developed as a logical state response to a

"national mood“ that demanded assessment as part of a

greater degree of accountability to state officials on the

part of higher education.

2) Assessment developed as part of a plan by an entre-

preneurial institutional president and the director of SCHEV

for the state to call for institutional information in such

a way that it could be used to enhance institutional status

and competitive position for the institution in seeking

state resources, enhance the president's intra-institutional

power, and at the same time increase SCHEV's influence
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within state government and the system of higher education.

3) Assessment was adopted to provide output measures

that had been sought for years by state planners who have

established a series of input measures for higher education

over the past decade. Acceptable output measures permit the

application of a general evaluation model, described in the

Commonwealth Planning and Budgeting Manual, to questions

regarding the efficiency and effectiveness of institutions

of higher education.

4) Assessment was adopted as a result of the desire of

powerful operatives in the Legislature and in the state

planning bureaucracy to obtain data with which to justify

desired, but perhaps controversial, actions regarding the

status of certain state institutions of higher education.

5) The adoption of assessment exemplified the "garbage

can" process described by Cohen, March, and Olsen (1972) and

Kingdon (1984). The interest in obtaining more accurate

input/output data on higher education is long standing in

state government. Input measures were established over time

as part of the budgeting process. Output measures were

desired, but were problematic to find and implement without

outcry from the higher education community. When calls for

student assessment emerged as a national trend it presented

a "problem" to which some state planners and perhaps legis-

lators had long had a "solution": evaluation of the effec-

tiveness of academic programs in Virginia's postsecondary
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institutions. With assessment in place, higher education

could be made subject to the same general evaluation model

applied to other state agencies.

Explanation 1: Assessment developed as a logical state

response to a “nationa1 mood“ that demanded assessment as

part of a greater degree of accountability to state offi-

cials on the part of higher education.

This answer was by far most frequently suggested by

those interviewed as at least partial explanation of why

assessment arose as a policy issue in Virginia. Those who

offered this explanation pointed out the growing wave of

concern for educational quality in the United States in the

1980s: in the critical comments of former U.S. Secretary of

Education William Bennett and in a series of studies,

reports, and conferences undertaken by organizations includ-

ing the National Endowment for the Humanities, National

Institute of Education, National Governor's Association,

American Association for Higher Education, American Associa-

tion of Colleges, and the Southern Regional Education Board.

The issues of accountability and quality that influenced

elementary and secondary education nationally in the 1970s

and 1980s have been seen as precursors of the assessment

movement in higher education. Nationally, the public as

well as public officials were sensitized to general issues

of quality in elementary and secondary education by A Nation

at Risk and related reports and commentary. These concerns
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were reflected in Virginia in the Governor's Commission on

Quality in Education. The Commission's report, which

included a large number of recommendations for change in

Virginia's public schools, was published in 1986. One SCHEV

official called such notions of accountability "superficial"

as explanations of the development of assessment, but many

individuals involved with higher education in Virginia

agreed that the focus on quality in K-12 had carried over

into higher education. However, none were inclined to sug-

_ gest that the two represent analogous situations.

Legislators and officials in the executive branch seemed

genuinely aware of the qualitative differences that exist

between elementary and secondary and higher education. How-

ever, the comparison of what Virginia was doing at the ele-

mentary and secondary levels to what was being done in

higher education in terms of assessing student learning did

influence the thinking of some state officials. As Senate

Finance Committee staff chief John Bennett described it,

assessment emerged as part of a "logical but not seamless

progression from the emphasis we put on assessment in ele-

mentary and secondary." He called it "natural that, given

that amount of emphasis on testing [in K-12], some attention

would have turned to higher education."

Secretary Finley was particularly sensitive to the dif-

ferences in state expectations for the two systems. In his

view, although Virginia was "one of the pre-eminent states
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in testing and measurement in our public schools, nothing

like that was going on in higher education." He felt that

by the mid—1980s it was clear that higher education would be

influenced by the attention focussed on measuring student

learning and achievement at the elementary and secondary

levels. He emphasized, however, that assessment was

intended to be developed “within the history and traditions

and context of Virginia higher education."

Davies emphasized the distinction between K—12 and

higher education, indicating that while he is not convinced

that the model used for K—12 is very good, if it is,

it's ... because our responsibility
in K through 12 is to provide a uni-
form basic preparation for our chil-
dren across the state ... On the
other hand, in colleges and univer-
sities we have been working con-
sciously and unconsciously for 200
years to make them all different.
So how the hell can we expect the
results to be the same?

In Virginia, connections between policy makers and

expressions of public concerns about educational quality

were apparent. Two of the members of the Governor's Commis-

sion on Excellence in Education were simultaneously sitting

as members of the State Council of Higher Education.

Another two were members of the General Assembly — Delegate

McDiarmid, House Appropriations Chair and a member of the

Education Committee, and Senator Stanley Walker, a senior

member of Senate committees on education, finance, and
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rules, and co-patron of Senate Joint Resolution 125 (1985).

Furthermore, the association of Senator Andrews with the

Education Commission of the States and, along with Senator

Lambert and Delegate McDiarmid, with the Southern Regional

Education Board, and of Governor Baliles with the National

Governors Association suggest the awareness of top policy

makers with calls for reform, including student assessment,

issued by leading regional and national organizations.

Even more specifically, shortly after the 1984 publica-

tion of the NIE report Involvement in Learning, Senate

leaders asked SCHEV to advise them as to how Virginia col-

leges and universities were addressing the issues raised by

the report. Furthermore, the nearby states of Tennessee,

Georgia, and Florida had previously established statewide

measurement of student achievement. These factors, and the

knowledge that Senator Russell was curious about the feasi-

bility of a state assessment model based loosely on the Ten-

nessee system, led Davies and the SCHEV staff to seek to

develop a strategy by which assessment could be addressed in

a way consistent with the values of Virginia's system of

higher education.

Many of those interviewed credited Davies with recogniz-

ing the existing and potential political force of the

assessment movement and taking steps to address the issue in

Virginia proactively rather than reactively. It was widely

held that SCHEV's role in initiating action on assessment

A
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was a means of pre-empting a system imposed by the legisla-

ture. However, there was no evidence or belief that legis-

lators were seriously contemplating the imposition of

assessment procedures.

Interestingly, the concept of accountability, so often

identified as a key issue in discussions of assessment in

the national literature, did not emerge as a primary issue

in most interviews conducted. While policy makers were

interested in institutional “quality control" and informa-

tion on how things were going within institutions, there

were no expressions of concern over a perceived lack of

accountability on the part of higher education in Virginia.

Much greater emphasis on accountability concerns came from

agencies outside the state. Mark Musick of the SREB

stressed the need for uniform measures and accountability to

state authorities, and the Southern Association of Colleges

and Schoo1s' (SACS) Henry Ashmore characterized assessment

and his agency's criteria for institutional effectiveness as

arising from concerns that institutions had to be more

accountable to the concerns of state officials and parents.

The rise of assessment on the public policy agenda in

Virginia was to an important degree the result of the

national movement that publicized issues of reform and

renewal in American higher education. Explanation One pro-

vides significant but incomplete insight into the origins of

assessment in Virginia. National movements for reform in
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elementary and secondary education and at the post-secondary

level were influential in moving Virginia in this direction,

but Virginia's response to the "push to assess" differed in

important ways from those instituted in other states up to

that time and varied significantly from the programs advo-

cated by the SREB and implemented by other southern states.

Egplanation 2: Assessment developed as part of a plan by

an entrepreneurial institutional president and the director

of SCHEV for the state to call for institutional information

in such a way that it could be used to enhance institutional

status and competitive position for the institution in seek-

ing state resources, enhance the president's intra-

institutional power, and at the same time increase ScHEV's

influence within state government and the system of higher

education.

Policy initiatives may often serve purposes other than

those overtly expressed. The crux of the issues raised by

Explanation Two is whether assessment in Virginia was moti-

vated by issues of organizational power and prestige beyond

the stated goals of institutional self-evaluation and

improvement. In 1985 the only Virginia institution actively

developing assessment plans was James Madison University.

JMU President Ron Carrier's primary interest in seeing

assessment activities planned and implemented on his campus

was as a vehicle to obtain funding for a wide ranging review

of the university's academic programs. Carrier was con-
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cerned that faculty and academic programs at James Madison

had not kept pace with the changing student body that the

university had attracted over the previous several years and

sought a way to facilitate investigation and reform of

institutional programs and practice in light of those

changes. In his view, if it could be demonstrated "through

a good process" that the institution was not meeting its

objectives, then the faculty could be persuaded that curric-

ular change was needed. He reasoned that this was a way in

which the university could adapt to the demands of "a more

sophisticated student body."

In this way, the path followed by James Madison Univer-

sity paralleled that followed almost a decade earlier by

Northeast Missouri State University. Northeast Missouri

State, like James Madison, was a growing institution in a

period of transition from a regional teacher's college to a

comprehensive university. Assessment was adopted by the

president of each institution as a vehicle to drive and

direct institutional change, and as a means of providing a

more substantive basis for requests for legislative support

(McClain & Krueger, 1985).

For JMU, assessment was adopted as a mechanism that

would allow the institution to refine its objectives and

evaluate its success in achieving them, but at least as

importantly, was a means to obtain funding from the General

Assembly for faculty and curriculum development. As Carrier
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described it, "assessment was in a way only an incidental

kind of thing. I realized that you had to have some type of

appeal to the policy makers — that we are going to give you

a better program ...." Assessment, he said, provided a way

to respond to questions about what the institution was going

to do, and how it would spend the money it sought from the

General Assembly in a thoughtful and beneficial way.

Carrier explained that early in the Robb administration,

he had foreseen a situation in which faculty positions and

funding would be based solely on enrollment increases. It

became evident to him that enrollment at JMU was going to

level off below the numbers forecast. Looking for ways to

obtain additional funding for institutions "whose enroll-

ments had stabilized," he noted the interest in increasing

funding on the basis of quality initiatives, and decided to

explore possibilities for funding increases based on insti-

tutional initiatives rather than enrollments. He described

this as "the motivation of greed ... Back in the 1970s I

was the one that pushed for enrollment [based funding]."

Although enrollment driven formulae had been the key-

stone of funding for higher education since the late 1960s,

when enrollments levelled off in the early 1980s, funding

for some institutions was limited by the formula guidelines

that had served them so well under conditions of increasing

enrollments (Robb, 1984). At the same time interest had con-

tinued to grow within SCHEV and in the executive branch in
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new ways of using funding to shape higher education policy.

In 1985 Secretary of Education John Casteen issued a

letter to the institutions in which he mentioned, among

other items, a desire to fund initiatives in undergraduate

education. Finley, as Casteen's successor, sought to follow

through on this request for initiatives. James Madison Uni-

versity's plan to review their undergraduate program came,

with encouragement and help from Gordon Davies, to include

the pilot effort in assessment. As Potter described it,

"the Carrier pilot [was] a good example of [the] move to

initiative funding, and soon assessment got caught up in

that whole strategy." In Finley's view, the expansion of

assessment efforts to all campuses was a reasonable step in

extending a program that was generally very positively

received in Richmond.

To a president like Carrier, interested in promoting

change and developing new programs at the institutional

level, initiative funding presented opportunities to obtain

funding for innovative projects. In his opinion, "what the

State Council needs to do ... is to keep encouraging us with

funds to improve the quality of our program." He decried

efforts to develop common standards for allocation of

resources, arguing that it "destroys the creativity and ini-

tiative on the campus to do things."

Also at issue is whether assessment was construed as an

effort on the part of SCHEV to increase its power within
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state government and the system of higher education. SCHEV

has repeatedly emphasized the purpose of assessment in Vir-

ginia as program improvement. Davies has long indicated his

interest in curricular reform at the undergraduate level,

and the 1984 conference on the liberal arts and sciences was

evidence of that.

Potter expressed concern over assessment's potential to

become an instrument of power for the State Council, but

also described SCHEV's interest in assessment as originally

growing out of observations that many traditional liberal

arts programs for undergraduates were suffering from

seriously declining numbers of graduates. He said that most

of the SCHEV staff believe in the value of the "traditional

liberal arts and sciences“ and were reluctant to get

involved in "shutting down" such programs. They sought ways

to "revitalize the arts and sciences ... to make something

positive come out of it."

The only source of support for the contention that

assessment has or will substantially enhance SCHEV's power

came from a small minority of those interviewed, most within

institutions and a very few in legislative staff roles. If

SCHEV sought power through assessment, they had ample

examples from other states with much more prescriptive mod-

els of assessment, the solid backing of the SREB, and a sup-

portive governor and legislature to press for a program that

would have concentrated greater control of the system in the
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agency's hands. At every point of the process, SCHEV has

made the case to state policy makers that institutions must

be given the opportunity to make their own way with assess-

ment. Characteristic of Virginia government, the policy

championed by SCHEV will be given several years to prove

itself. If it fails in the eyes of the then governor, secre-

tary of education, and legislature, a new approach to the

subject will emerge, or it will be abandoned, as program

budgeting, the IEP reporting process, and the program evalu-

ations of the early 1980s essentially have been.

In summary, it is clear that Carrier adopted assessment

as a way to obtain funding to support evaluation and reform

on his own campus. At the same time, the JMU pilot provided

SCHEV an opportunity to move ahead with their assess-

ment/reform agenda. Carrier's power to influence the curri-

culum was indeed enhanced, because he gained information to

"show" faculty what was wrong and what needed "fixing".

Assessment may enhance institutional opportunities for

obtaining funding of initiatives for institutional improve-

ment, but the degree to which that will be the case remains

to be seen. SCHEV has been particularly emphatic on this

point, and the view has been generally accepted within the

executive and legislative branches as well.

SCHEV's power was enhanced by assessment to the degree

that this instance of the use of initiative funding promoted

a direction they advocated. Yet, as has been shown, SCHEV
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is subject to pressures within government and past criti-

cisms that it has not taken an active enough role in guiding

state policy for higher education. Assessment has not yet

moved SCHEV in a direction to become significantly more pow-

erful. There is no support for expansion of their powers,

nor do those interviewed in the executive or legislative

branches see assessment as having had any significant effect

on SCHEV's status or relationship with them. Assessment is

generally seen by senior officials in the executive and leg-

islative branches as a relatively minor program that is only

one of many ongoing concerns and programs. SCHEV is power-

ful in direct proportion to the degree of support they

receive from the governor and legislature. Some strain of

SCHEV - institution relationships has been evident, but not

in a way that suggests a significant change from the adver-

sarial positions that existed prior to assessment.

Thus Explanation Two has a number of important merits.

It reveals the importance of the coinciding agendas of Ron

Carrier and Gordon Davies. Under a rational model of orga-

nizational behavior (Allison, 1971), institutions adopt pol-

icies that are seen as leading toward desired goals or stra-

tegic opportunities. In this case JMU sought funding and a

way to review and shape the curriculum for a changing stu-

dent body. SCHEV also sought an opportunity to promote

undergraduate curriculum review and reform. Assessment pro-

vided opportunities for both sets of goals to be "packaged"
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as part of funding requests to the General Assembly. JMU

and SCHEV could both use the results of the pilot to show

that good things were happening that deserved broader appli-

cation and support.

Egplanation 3: Assessment was adopted to provide output

measures that had been sought for years by state planners

who have established a series ot input measures for higher

education over the past decade. Acceptable output measures

permit the application of a general evaluation model,

described in the Commonwealth Planning and Budgeting Manual,

to questions regarding the efficiency and effectiveness of

institutions of higher education.

When the General Assembly mandated program budgeting for

the state in 1975, the Department of Planning and Budget

spent over two years trying to convert everything so that it

would be in place by the proposed 1978-80 biennium deadline

(Cook, 1989). In spite of these efforts, program budgeting

was never fully implemented. Finley, who has formerly

served as a member of the SCHEV and House Appropriations

Committee staffs, said that while there were a number of

useful ideas that came out of the budgeting approaches

recommended in the 1970s, the process ground to a halt when

it came to establishing indicators of performance for higher

education. Although the budget documentation was set up to

do so, procedures for evaluating the effectiveness and effi-

ciency of institutions were never implemented. He explained
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that the "culture of higher education in Virginia" as well

as the confidence and pride of Virginia's political leader-

ship in the public colleges and universities undercut sup-

port for aggressive evaluation requirements for higher edu-

cation. Although qualitative differences between institu-

tions are recognized, the mitigating circumstances in dif-

ferential outputs between institutions are accepted and the

question has not been pursued further.

Very few institutional interviewees indicated that they

thought that assessment was a throwback to the evaluation

phase of program budgeting, and they offered a variety of

related interpretations of the demise of program budgeting,

It was thought that the Robb administration's freezing of

positions and expenditures, coupled with economic recession

in the early 1980s stifled the movement toward program bud-

geting. One chief budget officer at a major institution

felt that the sheer weight of the bureaucracy it generated

brought program budgeting to a halt in Virginia. Others saw

the information requirements of the process as contributing

to its failure. SCHEV staff responsible for data collection

and analysis said that as they understood the program bud-

geting plan, they were to collect certain kinds of evalua-

tion data from the institutions. However, one said, "the

information which was provided as part of the costing

measurements had such wide variability that the accuracy was

never acceptable to base any kind of program budgeting on."
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Another agreed, saying, "I think that one of the crucial

elements with the program budgeting was to get some idea of

costs and ... we weren't able to do that."

SCHEV sought to shape program budgeting plans so that

higher education would be well prepared for full implementa-

tion of such a system. As one SCHEV official recalled, it

was assumed that the state was going to actively pursue

evaluation requirements, "so our goal was to get higher edu-

cation out so that the system that was implemented would be

higher education oriented rather than a production of

license plates model." However, he added, lthe evaluation

section of the budget manual for virginia "has never been

implemented."

The relationship between assessment and program budget-

ing, according to Finley, is that "program budgeting in

theory would have pointed in this direction [assessment],"

but was simply never implemented. He further explained that

he did think that assessment is or has the potential to be a

way to get at some of the program indicators that were not

adequately addressed before as part of program budgeting

efforts. However, he added, the debate over whether best to

foster evaluation processes through decentralized, institu-

tion-specific methods, or centralized, directive methods

remains unresolved.

A connection between assessment and program budgeting

was initially suggested to help promote the assessment pro-
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cess, according to Potter, but he did not think that program

budgeting "had very much to do about what we were trying to

accomplish." Davies also said that he "probably“ raised the

connection of assessment and program budgeting ideas as an

issue, and added, "when the question of evaluation was

raised in our program budgeting days, I said we are doing

this and this will in fact constitute a major portion of the

evaluation that is being undertaken." He thought that two

things resulted: the evaluation question faded in importance

because SCHEV's activities were seen as addressing it; and

the state failed to implement program budgeting. "So people

lost interest because it became perfectly clear that the

program budgeting craze was over and we were back into

incremental budgeting, which is what we had been doing

before and we never really got out of it." Similarly, Mul-

len's opinion was that "assessment came along after it was

pretty clear that evaluation was dead. It's been pretty

clear that evaluation was not going to get any funding since

about 1984."

Legislative appropriations and finance committee staff

said that they knew of no real interest in the General

Assembly to revive program budgeting with assessment as an

evaluation component. Within institutions, officials also

foresaw little likelihood of a return to program budgeting

per se, but did anticipate increased expectations for evalu-

ations of institutional programs. Only one legislator con-
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tacted initially indicated real interest in using program

budgeting "to see where and how money is used" by state

agencies. However, when he was contacted again a few months

later, his attitude had moderated significantly and his com-

ments were much more in harmony with those of his colleagues

and less oriented toward notions of- strict accountability

and state directed evaluation.
·

Any current interest in full implementation of a program

budgeting process at the state level would seem to be pri-

marily isolated in the Department of Planning and Budget,

and even there it does not appear to be an idea that is

going anywhere. Department of Planning and Budget analysts

indicated that within their agency there is some degree of

interest in applying program evaluation to higher education,

but it is unlikely to be acted upon, since interest in push-

ing for program budgeting does not exist in the General

Assembly. One said that he believed that implementation of

any systematic approach to program budgeting now would take

five to six years and would be "an enormous task."

Of program budgeting concepts, one Department of Plan-

ning and Budget analyst said, "we're not even paying lip

service to them anymore." He added that "some of the pro-

gram aspects of program budgeting have gone by the board and

if possible we're doing more line item budgeting than we

were doing five or ten years ago." Referring to measures of

agency or institutional inputs and outputs and efficiency
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and effectiveness, he said, "you don't hear these kinds of

terms around here. Some of us might think along those kinds

of lines, but I don't think anybody treats it seriously."

Another analyst said that he saw program evaluation and

student assessment as "two different worlds." Beyond per-

ceptions that there is little connection between assessment

and program evaluation, there is skepticism within institu-

tions that the state has been or is interested in measures

of institutional inputs, outputs, efficiency, and effective-

ness for purposes of applying such information to budgeting

or central planning activities. Indeed, within the Depart-

ment of Planning and Budget, analysts for higher education

expressed doubts as to the usefulness and integrity of any

kind of quantitative measures of the results of higher edu-

cation.

Richard Seaman, head of the Department of Planning and

Budget's education section, said that he did not see much

relationship between program budgeting and assessment. He

said that although program budgeting has probably always

existed in higher education, he did not think that politi-

cians ever have really wanted to get into "the details of

how higher education spends its money to the extent that

they might have wanted to get into the details of how [other

agencies] spend [their] money." He added that general satis-

faction among legislators with the existing formula funding

approach for higher education made it unlikely that they
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would be interested in a major revision of the process.

Seaman approved of Virginia's approach to assessment and

added that he thought "assessment is much more of an atti—

tude and a philosophy than it is a science that is intended

to create a specific result." He said that assessment has

not had any discernable effects on the way the Department of

Planning and Budget conducts its budgeting operations for

higher education and was doubtful that assessment informa-

tion from institutions would ever become a significant part

of the budgeting process for the state. As for the use of

assessment data being employed by the Department of Planning

and Budget to complete the fourth phase of a program budget

approach for higher education, Seaman expressed serious

doubts about the usefulness of budget and quantitative out-

put data in an attempt to arrive at conclusions about the

effectiveness or efficiency of academic programs. While

some other analysts within Department of Planning and Budget

said that measures of institutional effectiveness might be

useful, none believed that there was any serious interest or

effort to implement this process, with or without assess-

ment.

In summary, efforts to develop a program budgeting sys-

tem for Virginia, and the perception of assessment as an

accountability process led some observers to see a connec-

tion between assessment and measures of institutional effec-

tiveness and efficiency. Neither documents nor interview
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data from SCHEV, Department of Planning and Budget, the Sec-

retary of Education's Office, and the General Assembly indi-

cate any such connection. The evaluation model articulated

in the state's Planning and Budgeting Manual is, for the

foreseeable future, not relevant to assessment in higher

education in Virginia.

Explanation 4: Assessment was adopted as a result of the

desire of powerful operatives in the Legislature and in the

state planning bureaucracy to obtain data with which to jus-

tify desired, but perhaps controversial, actions regarding

the status of certain state institutions of higher educa-

tion.

The fundamental issue raised by this explanation is

whether assessment was motivated by a desire to "close the

loop" on institutions that were perceived to be doing a poor

job of educating undergraduates. Certain institutions have

been suspect in this regard due to ongoing concerns about

financial and management problems, low enrollment, and ques-

tionable academic quality.

Some institutions have been targeted previously with

efforts to improve academic and outreach programs (Common-

wealth of Virginia, 1989a; Department of Planning & Budget,

1985). SCHEV, in the 1967 Virginia Plan, recommended reduc-

tion in the scope of Virginia State University's degree pro-

grams and projected almost no growth in enrollments over the

coming ten year period. In the succeeding decade VSU was the
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only Virginia institution of higher education to experience

enrollment declines. While the Board of Visitors and the

legislature have taken steps to improve both curriculum and

management of the university, Davies at one point suggested

that it "may be desirable to reduce enrollment systemati-

cally to a lesser number of qualified students, and then to

rebuild the university upon a more solid foundation“

(Davies, 1987, Ch. 1, p. 13).

An issue long raised by assessment and related activi-

ties is whether the process in the long run works to the

advantage or disadvantage of such institutions. State man-

dated programs in other states have led to controversy over

assessment procedures and requirements that have tended to

block the progress of disproportionate numbers of minority

students (Adelman, 1986; Ewell, 1987a, 1989c; Klitgaard,

1985; Musick, 1989). Although the remediation problems that

many traditionally black institutions may face suggest a

value-added approach, little push for such approaches to

student assessment has been in evidence in the southern

states (Musick, 1989).

The potential usefulness of a value-added approach to

assessment for traditionally black institutions was also

recognized by the architects of Senate Document 14 and Sen-

ate Joint Resolution 83 (1986). Senate Document 14 con-

tained broad references to the uses of value added assess-

ment, an approach to assessment it described as focussing
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"on net gains in student achievement over time" (p. 7).

Additionally, Senate Joint Resolution 83 (1986) contained

language accommodating to value-added assessment, saying

that

the best programs to measure student
achievement are related directly to
teaching and learning in the class-
room, include assessments of entry-
level skills of students who might
have difficulty doing college work,
identify a minimum threshold of
achievement for students to qualify
for college degree-credit courses,
and establish standards for student
progress to higher levels of the
curriculum.

Although this approach was featured as an important way

of looking at student learning and growth, when questioned

about their interest in value-added assessment, one SCHEV

staff member said bluntly, "we're not looking for value-

added"; another referred to value-added assessment as a

"fantasy world." A well informed source within the state

higher education system explained that language in the ini-

tial resolution suggesting a value-added approach to assess-

ment was included largely as a way to help the traditionally

black institutions.

Indiscriminate comparisons of institutions on the basis

of standardized measures of student achievement were widely

believed to be inappropriate. A number of those interviewed

stated quite frankly that they saw no way to compare the

traditionally black with the traditionally white institu-
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tions, so that perhaps some version of a value-added

approach made sense, in that institutions then were compared

only against the standard of the relative levels of knowl-

edge and skill with which their students begin and end their

college careers. A leader in the initiation of assessment

in Virginia declared that the institution of standardized

testing and uniform measures would "devastate" the tradi-

tionally black institutions.

A senior SCHEV staff member said that an important rea-

son for SCHEV's opposition from the beginning to any kind of

statewide test as part of an assessment package was due to

the diversity of institutions in Virginia. He suggested

that such a test would "insult the intelligence of some of

the students at some of the institutions" while being too

difficult for others to pass, "even though they were gradu-

ates, or were about to become graduates, of one of our

[other] institutions." He said that members of the General

Assembly accepted that argument, "put in the context of

institutional autonomy", and added that he thought that a

value-added approach "recognizes the diversity of institu-

tions."

SCHEV staff strongly and uniformly denied that assess-

ment was in any way or at any point motivated by the desire

to place any particular institution under greater scrutiny.

A senior SCHEV staff member explained that the intent of

assessment is not to compare institutions on the basis of
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any particular measure, but to provide institutions with

opportunities to look at their own programs and then provide

assistance in helping them improve. SCHEV did not want

assessment to serve as "another screening thing.“

Similarly, Finley asserted that, to his knowledge, no

specific institutions were ever under greater scrutiny than

any others as a part of the assessment process. In the same

vein, others interviewed within the executive branch said

that they had seen no evidence that any particular institu-

tions were under greater scrutiny or treated differently

than others by the General Assembly. One added, "If that's

done, it's done very discreetly. I've never noticed it in

any public setting."

Legislators have officially expressed little interest in

looking at specific institutions, especially in terms of

academic outcomes, although legislative staff did describe

concern about the management of "certain schools." As one

staffer described it, "there has been long standing work

with some schools to improve management, but it wasn't

focused on student outcomes so much ... just on general

kinds of concerns related to management of institutions."

Senator Lambert described assessment as a tool for institu-

tional improvement, not a means by which an institution

might be "degraded" or closed. Other legislators acknowl-

edged concern with ongoing problems at VSU, but pointed out

that their efforts have been to provide assistance to the
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institutions to rectify problems and at no point has "pun-

ishment" or closing an institution been seriously considered

as a course of action.

Legislators are interested in information on what stu-

dents get out of their college experiences, but as one staf-

fer said, there are "no real major feelings of concern that

we simply had schools who were imparting nothing to their

students and therefore, it was a fraud." Executive agency

and legislative staff members reiterated their perception of

the strong commitment of the large majority of legislators

to institutional diversity and autonomy. Legislative staff

indicated that while there was no doubt that at one time or

another individual legislators have thought about closing

one of the institutions, the political obstacles to such an

action had precluded its serious consideration. As one

staffer explained, "I don't know about the future, but ...

that's the kind of tough, tough political decision that

would be an awful long time coming."

Senior staff within both the legislative and executive

branches had grave doubts that an institution would be

closed as a result of assessment, and could foresee shutting

down an institution under only the most dire circumstances;

"an absolute catastrophe." Problems such as seriously

declining enrollment, faculty desertion of the institution,

and severe economic declines were described as conditions

that would force state officials "to conclude that the
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institution no longer had a constituency. That it was no

longer fitting a need." Legislative and Department of Plan-

ning and Budget staff suggested that a number of austerity

measures would be taken before an institution would be

closed. To close an institution, said a member of the Sen-

ate Finance Committee who has been involved with efforts

over the years to improve conditions at Virginia State,

"would be an admission of defeat."

Within institutions, there was little support for the

notion that assessment grew out of interest in scrutinizing

specific institutions, and one senior institutional adminis-

trator suggested that in his experience SCHEV has histori-

cally shown less interest in investigating the weaknesses of

the less prestigious institutions than in looking for

chances to "knock down the pretensions" of the stronger

institutions. Similarly, assessment has been described by

SCHEV officials as a means of "stirring things up" and "com-

placency reduction", and a senator who has been active in

higher education issues called some institutions "overly

self-congratulatory," a condition he thought assessment

might help relieve.

Although some institutions may have had continuing prob-

lems of various kinds and assessment could potentially pro-

duce data that might be interpreted negatively, there is no

evidence to suggest that assessment will emerge as a means

by which to justify reductions in budget or other state sup-
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port for any institution. There is no inclination to regu-

larize or utilize assessment data as part of the budget pro-

cess or as a general evaluative process for institutions.

It seems unlikely that assessment will be used to jus-

tify the politically explosive decision to close an institu-

tion of higher education. Even with much more systematic,

standardized, and centralized mechanisms for assessment of

student learning across Virginia's institutions, the politi-

cal fallout that would result from closing an institution

because it was doing a poor job would be overwhelming. Each

institution has entrenched political, economic, and social

constituencies with strong interests in maintaining their

particular college or university. For assessment to single

out institutions for punishment or execution would be a

remarkable reversal of state policy and political folkways.

It would further be a crushing blow to SCHEV's credibility

with the institutions, requiring a very different approach

to policy making for higher education in Virginia than has

been followed since 1974.

Egplanation 5: Assessment was adopted in a process that

exemplified the “garbage can" process described by Cohen,

March, and Olsen (1972) and Kingdon (1984). The interest in

obtaining more accurate input/output data on higher educa-

tion is long standing in state government. Input measures

were established over time as part of the budgeting process.

Output measures were desired, but were problematic to find
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and implement without outcry from the higher education com-

munity. When calls for student assessment emerged as a

national trend it presented a “problem“ to which some state

planners and perhaps legislators had long had a “solution“:

evaluation of the effectiveness of academic programs in Vir-

ginia's postsecondary institutions. With assessment in

place, higher education could be made subject to the same

general evaluation model that is applied to other state

agencies.

The "garbage can" model, applied by Cohen, et al. to

universities, and by Kingdon to the federal government,

describes organizations that function within the bounds of

the model as "a collection of choices looking for problems,

issues and feelings looking for decision situations in which

they might be aired, solutions looking for issues to which

they might be the answer, and decision makers looking for

work" (Cohen, et al., 1972, p. 2). The examination of

assessment to this point has already illuminated incidences

of "choices looking for problems“ and "solutions looking for

issues to which they might be the answer.", For example, the

issues raised in Explanation Two indicate that James Madi-

son's Carrier saw thorough review of the undergraduate cur-

riculum as a "solution" to which he sought a fundable "prob-

lem." Assessment provided such a problem, as legislators

became willing to fund projects that addressed issues of

quality that had been raised in other states and in national
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and regional literature. Thus, assessment became a pivotal

factor in obtaining the funds needed to cover the expenses

of a review of institutional programs and promote change on

his campus. Similarly, concern within SCHEV that undergrad-

uate curricula around the state seemed moribund led to a

"solution" that called for the revitalization of the liberal

arts. A conference dedicated to that end had limited

effects, but the emerging "problem" of assessment gave SCHEV

a new way in which to focus attention on and reform under-

graduate teaching and learning. The agendas of JMU and

SCHEV dovetailed, and the "problem" of assessment served as

a sturdy vehicle through which to advance their respective

"solutions."

Similarly, the evaluation process associated with pro-

gram budgeting was invoked to help gain approval of assess-

ment as a solution, albeit to a different problem. While it

seems fairly clear that assessment has never been seriously

planned as a component of program budgeting for higher edu-

cation, SCHEV started out with assessment by referring to

the evaluation component of program budgeting. But as one

former SCHEV official admitted, "I don't think that it had

very much to do about what we were trying to accomplish."

The second issue raised by Explanation Five is the accu-

racy of the depiction of assessment as a means adopted to go

full circle and obtain unambiguous output measures as part

of the budgeting process. As has been discussed in the
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evaluation of Explanations Three and Four, there seems to be

no serious interest in or effort to tie assessment to the

budget, and as it has been practiced to this point in Virgi-

nia, assessment offers no data that could be fairly evalu-

ated as more than the most broad and general kind of output

information. While the garbage can model is useful in

describing the application and adaptation of a national

assessment trend to local concerns and problems, assessment

does not at all seem to have been adopted as an output mea-

sure useful in the budgeting process. However, the garbage

can model does reveal the extent to which policy is made and

justified on the basis of preexisting definitions and con-

cerns that may have little to do with the original intent of

the policy as it was developed.

Explanation Five further suggests that, given output

measures, higher education can be subjected to a general

evaluation model that is applied to other state agencies.

Whatever the degree to which the model outlined in the glgg;

ning and Budget Manual is applied consistently to other

state agencies, it seems clear that higher education has not

been subject to it and is not likely to be at any foresee-

able point in the future.

Those involved in the state budgeting process for higher

education were in general agreement that the process and

treatment of higher education in allocating state funds dif-

fer from those associated with other agencies of state gov-
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ernment. In the opinion of James Cook of the Department of

Planning and Budget, who has seen the development of over 20

years worth of education budgets, higher education has, over

time, been treated better than other agencies in state gov-

ernment. Similarly, the budgeting process for higher educa-

tion was described by Seaman as "probably highly unique"

among agencies of Virginia government in the way budgeting

decisions are made. He said that he thought other state

agencies were required to "do a lot more documentation of

what they are doing and why they are doing it and [the]

benefits from what they do; what their goals and objectives

were." He attributes this at least partly to the belief

that "higher education has inherent value to it. Intrinsic

value to it. Other agencies do not have that aura going for

them so they get examined much more on the basis of their

accomplishments."

Legislators characterize their funding of higher educa-

tion as generally "fair," but generous. McDiarmid explained

that she did believe that higher education was treated dif-

ferently than other agencies in the budgeting process, but

added that this is necessary. In her view, all agencies are

treated differently because their functions and services

vary significantly, but all address legitimate state needs

and interests.

Like Cook and Seaman, legislative staff described higher

education as not subject to the same "intensity of cross-
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examination" as other agencies, and suggested that while the

treatment of higher education is generally better than that

afforded other agencies, it varies somewhat from year to

year depending on legislative priorities. House Appropria-

tions Committee staff member Rebecca Covey noted that the

different treatment of higher education is necessary because

of the formula funding process, in which "there are four or

five key decisions made that drive the funding pretty much

for everyone. Whereas in the other agencies of the govern-

ment ... there are more individual decisions made and it's

more specific for each agency." She said that higher educa-

tion has received more opportunities for incentive funding

than most other areas of government, and added that she

thought that in some cases "higher education is given some-

what preferential treatment [in comparison to other state

agencies]." Similarly, the Senate's Bennett described

higher education as

a different kind of animal ... very
much treated in a favored position
in the budget process .... [Legisla-
tors] have a paternal interest in
following what goes on in the
schools as well as a genuine belief
that higher education is a good
thing. So higher education is a
valued, very favored enterprise in
the budget process.

The "garbage can" model provides a general framework

with which to look at the ways in which public policy is

made through borrowing, adapting, and redefining ideas and
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conditions. However, the scenario suggested in Explanation

Five, like those of Explanations Three and Four, includes

the application of an evaluation model tied to the budgeting

process. This explanation is unsupported by the research,

and alternatives are suggested in the discussion of the gar-

bage can model and its implications.

Egplaining Assessment in Virginia

While each of the explanations postulated contributed to

an overall understanding of the development of assessment

policy in Virginia, none was complete in and of itself. The

broader picture that emerged through the research suggests

that assessment was pushed into the state's consciousness by

the force of a national movement, a "mood" that called upon

institutions to provide concrete evidence that they were

accomplishing ends expected by society. This movement was

picked up by SCHEV and shaped in ways that advanced academic

issues on SCHEV's agenda. Some institutions also came to see

potential benefits that assessment might bestow upon them

--opportunities for additional funding, a lever to promote

internal change, and better information to market the insti-

tution to prospective students.

Rather than output measures, the predominant motive for

assessment among policy makers in the legislative and execu-

tive branches in Virginia government was the desire for more

formal assurances of
“the

continuing high quality of higher

education." A related interest in the legislature was for
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institutions to provide some reassurance on issues that are

of general concern. While legislators did not indicate

interest in specific issues of accountability, they were

interested in institutional efforts to support the generally

held belief that higher education is a good investment and

produces a good "product." Funding for higher education has

increased rapidly in the 1980s, and many public officials,

including members of the State Council of Higher Education,
·

felt that some information about the benefits of that fund-

ing would be appropriate (Bennett, 1989; Mullen, 1989;

Potter, 1989).

Assessment was also a potential aid in justifying state

support for higher education or related policy decisions.

According to Potter, Gordon Davies was frequently asked by

legislators "what amount to ... implicitly comparative ques-

tions .... Like how well is this system doing compared to

North Carolina's system? And he needed some more substan-

tial way of answering that question." One university presi-

dent offered a similar view of the process, suggesting that

assessment is "partly a function of the role of state coor-

dinating boards,“ providing them a better data base and a

more effective way of demonstrating to legislators what they

do. He described assessment as being "popular with legisla-

tors because it helps them justify some expenditure levels

and tuition levels."

There are other secondary explanations of the motiva-
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tions for assessment. For example, assessment was described

as providing important "consumer information" to prospective

students and their parents. Members of SCHEV and legisla-

tive staff agreed that the primary usefulness of assessment

information would be more to the prospective consumer of

higher education than to the General Assembly.

As Finley explained, assessment did not expand because

people in Richmond thought that something was wrong, but

rather that he, the Governor, and key legislators felt that

something was right; that assessment was doing something

very positive for James Madison University and was a con-

structive direction that could benefit all institutions of

higher education in Virginia. There was broad agreement that

assessment struck legislators as a positive activity for

institutions to undertake, and that they recognized that

institutions and the characteristics of their students vary

greatly.

At this point, assessment is exclusively an academic

program that is centered primarily in the institutions.

There is virtually no connection now or foreseen between

assessment and the base budgeting process for higher educa-

tion, except as an informal add-on component. It seems

highly unlikely that assessment will be used to justify

changes in the base budget of any institutions. Such a

development would have enormous negative political impacts

that policy makers prefer to avoid. Neither do such activi-
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ties fit the character of Virginia traditions of dealing

with higher education.



Chapter Five

The Egpectations of Policy Makers for Assessment

The second research question concerns the expectations

of policy makers in regard to assessment. Plans for the use

of assessment data and the attitudes of key elected and

appointed officials in Virginia government toward institu-

tional reporting of assessment data were investigated, and

in this chapter, these attitudes, expectations, and plans

are presented and discussed.

Providing Signals of the Commitment to Rationality

Evaluation and assessment are partly means by which

institutions demonstrate their commitments to efficiency of

performance and rational planning and decision making (Cov-

aleski & Dirsmith, 1988; Floden & Weiner, 1978). Since the

early 1970s SCHEV has described a need for institutions to

demonstrate careful management and coordination (SCHEV,

1974a). Assessment, as it has evolved in Virginia, also

provides institutions with opportunities to show evidence of

their dedication to publicly approved ideals of teaching,

learning, and scholarship as cornerstones of the public uni-

versity.

Thus, activities undertaken by institutions under the

banner of assessment help "provide a common language from

which to reaffirm and solidify ties with outsiders through

symbol management, consistent articulation of common vision,

136
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and interpretation of diverse actions in terms of common

themes" (Covaleski & Dirsmith, 1988, p. 3). Recognition of

the important political symbolism associated with assessment

in no way suggests that the activities involved are somehow

frivolous or insubstantial (Floden & Weiner, 1978). The

role of symbols in political exchanges and policy making is

a powerful one (Edelman, 1971; Elder & Cobb, 1983).

The value of assessment programs as important means by

which institutions can respond to external demands for

accountability has been widely suggested in the national

literature (Astin & Associates, 1987; Banta & Moffett, 1987;

Ewell, 1987; Halpern, 1987; National Governor's Association,

1986). SCHEV has sought to play down this aspect of assess-

ment, and discussions of 'accountability' per se occurred

infrequently in interviews. But accountability is taken to

refer to expectations that institutions are responsible to

the public about what they are doing and how they are doing

it. A fundamental component of assessment is the request or

demand that institutions supply evidence that they are

achieving the key elements of their respective missions and

that they are reviewing the practices that are followed to

do it.

The definition of accountability encompasses expecta-

tions associated with assessment. Although Virginia has

emphasized assessment for improvement, it, like other

states, seeks evidence and assurances that institutions are
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committed to substantive processes of self evaluation and

improvement. However, in Virginia these expectations are

coupled with limited reporting requirements, making the

assessment process a fundamentally symbolic form of account-

ability to state authorities.

The focus on assessment as a tool for improvement has

not successfully communicated to institutions what will con-

stitute acceptable evidence of institutional quality to

SCHEV, the legislature, or the executive branch. Assess-

ment, like any form of evaluation, is an inherently politi-

cal process (Cronbach, et al, 1980), even in states where it

has been girded with the trappings of science, as in Ten-

nessee, where public funds are disbursed on the basis of

standardized test scores. Such a system applies a veneer of

objectivity to the political task of evaluating and reward-

ing narrowly defined standards of performance.

In Virginia, assessment has so far developed in a way

that is amenable to the political nature of the process.

Narrowly defined system—wide standards have been avoided and

processes of negotiation have been evident in institutional

efforts to develop and implement plans. Multiple concep-

tions of individual and organizational goals are evident in

the bargaining among parties engaged in the development and

evolution of policy. Thus, the "garbage can" model can pro-

vide a valuable perspective on the importance of multiple

viewpoints and objectives in determining the ultimate shape
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public policy takes. As Allison (1971), described this pro-

cess, the essence of the political task is to convince oth-

ers "that what needs to be done is what their own appraisal

of their own responsibilities requires them to do in their

own interests."

A politically sophisticated model for assessment must

also recognize that issues of evidence of institutional

quality are not based solely on "objective" reporting of

facts. This is not to suggest that political decision mak-

ing is simply irrational, but it is appropriately described

as "arational." Political activity and responses "arise

from a loosely structured process of interpreting fragmen-

tary information and ambiguous cues in the light of prior

expectations and changing, uncertain, or conflicting per-

sonal preferences" (Elder & Cobb, 1983, pp. 1-2). Thus, the

interpretation of assessment data, like any other informa-

tion, is colored by assumptions and what is believed to be

true.

Interpretations are largely predicated on the source,

medium, language, and context of the information received.

As Davies (1988b) suggested in commenting on testimony

before the General Assembly, "one good anecdote can beat

pages of careful analysis." He added that while good analy-

sis must be concrete, it should also be tempered by compari-

sons to personal and particular characteristics with which

decision makers can identify. In policy making, the inter-
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pretation of information is of great importance, since much

political activity is an effort to control and manage these

interpretations (Solomon, 1987; Stone, 1988).

The Importance of Communication in Shaping Egpectations

Regardless of whether expectations for institutional

assessment were consistent, the communication of expecta-

tions was a consistent source of difficulty. One dimension

of this issue was seen in the contention, frequently articu-

lated within SCHEV and even within the institutions, that

those who initially opposed assessment did so primarily on

the basis of misconceptions of what was expected and

intended. For example, SCHEV staff claimed that the reason

faculty in some institutions were reluctant to accept

assessment was that "they did not initially understand what

the activity was all about", and they "did not realize that

the process could provide genuine benefits." Within institu-

tions similar opinions were expressed; that opposition to

assessment "grows out of ignorance of what is happening",

that many people "don't know what assessment is or what it

is for", or that a campus leader reversed a critical stance

on assessment when a "false notion" of assessment was

replaced with greater knowledge of the processes and poten-

tial benefits. These attitudes point to the pivotal role of

communication between SCHEV and institutions in the develop-

ment of assessment policy in Virginia.

Proponents of assessment have tended to see communica-
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tions from the state as promoting a very positive program,

while opponents interpret the same information as demon-

strating the punitive attitude of the state toward their

institution - evidence of what Ewell has called the "fondest

hope/worst fear" phenomenon (Gross, 1989; Miller, 1989; War-

ren, 1989). This has been an important factor in SCHEV's

difficulties in communicating their intentions and expecta-

tions for institutional assessment.

SCHEV staff referred to the "gap in personnel" that

resulted when David Potter left and described a correspond-

ing "gap in communication." Peg Miller said that during the

last third of 1987 "nothing was coming out of the Council",

and she saw this as a possible root of the communication

problems that have plagued SCHEV through the assessment pro-

cess, noting "I think probably we needed to constantly have

this message reiterated during the development process. The

development process was very badly short—changed." Other

SCHEV staff members agreed, and suggested that more time to

visit campuses and talk to faculty and administrators about

what assessment was all about would have been very benefi-

cial to the entire program.

The somewhat vague expectations of SCHEV in regard to

assessment have caused some degree of concern within insti-

tutions. Vagueness in establishing standards has made it

difficult for institutions to know how their plans and

efforts would be judged and have made it difficult for SCHEV
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to specify criteria by which they would approve and monitor

institutional assessment efforts, and how data will be used

(DeVoursney, 1989; Gross, 1989; Nock, 1988; Warren, 1989).

At one institution whose initial assessment plan was sev-

erely criticized by SCHEV, the officer responsible for

developing the plan explained that time was short and they

"read [SCHEV's] signals wrong." Senior academic officials at

some major Virginia universities expressed opinions that

suggested their uncertainty of SCHEV's expectations regard-

ing assessment.

As noted, SCHEV's commitment to curricular improvement

has not been wholly trusted by the institutions. In spite

of a consistent effort to emphasize local initiative and

control of the process and products of assessment, the State

Council has not been completely successful in communicating

this message. Even the degree of unity that top state offi-

cials have shown in supporting assessment has been taken by

some institutional officials as evidence of conspiracy.

SCHEV staff feel strongly that their message that

assessment is for the purpose of improving education and not

for purposes of accountability has been very clear and con-

sistent. While it is acknowledged that the implicit

accountability issues in assessment may interfere with

"people being able to hear the improvement argument," there

is a feeling within SCHEV that campuses across the state

have gradually begun to accept their argument. As one staff
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member who had recently visited a number of campuses

explained, "once you get into this process you realize that

the outcome is improvement ...." However, the same person

cautioned,

what we have to hope is that the
accountability people become con-
vinced that it's going to lead to
improvement, and a lot of it depends
on the message we give. If I go out
to these campuses [and say] you need
to do this, this, this, and this,
and I don't listen to what they are
getting out of the process, it will
continue to be an accountability
issue for them.

Expectations for Assessment

In very broad philosophical terms, Gordon Davies

expressed greatest interest in seeing assessment emerge

within institutions as an "academic problem, as an intellec-

tual problem; which to me is much more interesting [and]

fruitful than getting interested in it as an administrative

responsibility." Emphasizing the crucial role of faculty in

addressing the epistemological questions he posed, he said

that he thought that assessment as an administrative respon-

sibility was characteristic of programs in other states, and

one that he did not want Virginia to emulate.

Davies suggested that the thinking within SCHEV about

assessment has evolved and achieved greater clarity of pur-

pose over time. In his view, and those of his colleagues at

SCHEV, a very sharp line has been drawn between assessment

for accountability and assessment for curricular change. He
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added,
“I

am honestly not sure that you have it both ways.

Assessment for accountability carries with it a set of

political issues that inhibit curricular change, I think."

In discussing the improvement — accountability dichotomy

in discussions of assessment in Virginia, Peg Miller

explained that although the focus is on improvement, there

is still an implicit accountability component. She sug-

gested that when institutions assume responsibility for

self-evaluation, they "are demonstrating to the people who

pay for them that they are keeping track." She added that

while no one is looking for any particular results, "they

are looking to see that institutions are in fact evaluating

themselves."

Davies similarly described the general attitudes of

state officials as wanting to know that institutions are

examining their assumptions and
their results. They do not want to
establish the criteria for account-
ability. They want to know that
institutions are behaving responsi-
bly ... I believe that the institu-
tion, in order to warrant this grant
of responsibility, should be willing
to assure the public that it main-
tains a thoughtful and questioning
stance toward its own standards.

In supporting assessment, many Virginia policy makers

have indicated no more than general or even casual interest

in the process. However, reporting information may lead to

dissatisfaction that previously did not exist and result in

greater attention to the operations of institutions (Stone,
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1988). It may also provoke interest in the process and

stimulate a demand for further data. The potential impact

of assessment on the perceptions of policy makers naturally

provides strong motivations for institutions to present pos-

itive images of themselves (Bottum, 1988; Cook, 1971; Stone,

1988). Individuals within the institutions and their coun-

terparts at the state level are very conscious of this. Some

institutional officials expressed concerns about the amount

of "negative" information that assessment activities might

document that will be actually reported to SCHEV.

SCHEV's Egpectations

It is clear that vague expectations have troubled the

assessment process for SCHEV. Miller discussed an apparent

irony in the assessment for improvement rhetoric, observing

that,

on the one hand, we say institutions
are responsible for curricula, but
this process implies that all is not
well. That there are changes that
could be made. We don't know what
they are but we would like institu-
tions to find that out. That's bad
news, I mean that makes people feel
hurt.

The implication is that SCHEV believes something is

wrong with Virginia's colleges and universities but either

does not know or does not want to presume to know what it

is. This has been a source of subtle friction between SCHEV

and the institutions. Some members of IPAC expressed con-

cern with what they perceived to be a "guilty until proven
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innocent" attitude within SCHEV.

The comment that something unknown needs changing has

led to continuing difficulties within institutions in under-

standing SCHEV's expectations for assessment planning and

processes. What is perhaps unclear or confusing is whether

Virginia's assessment policy is an expression of confidence,

in that institutions have been asked to develop their own

plans and be largely self-policing, or suggestive of a lack

of trust, in that institutions are being compelled, under

pain of losing access to incentive funding, to conduct

sweeping reviews with vaguely articulated expectations that

reform is needed and improvement will result. The implica-

tion is that needed reform and improvement would not occur

without the intervention and prodding of the state.

Data Egpectations

SCHEV staff members described previous efforts to gather

complex information on costs and instructional activity. It

was found that colleges and universities were not set up

organizationally in ways that would allow easy collection of

data from multiple offices and departments. One described

student assessment as an analogous situation, saying that

the various departments and offices within institutions that

held data pertinent to student learning and achievement were

not set up to integrate such information as part of a state

reporting system. He added, "to jump into assessment we

found very early on was going to be an horrendous problem,
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just from the logistics side. Let alone from the other side

in terms of outcomes and what do you measure and how do you

measure it." While he did not think that it was because of

the recognition of such difficulties that Virginia's assess-

ment policy emphasized institution-specific, non-comparable

approaches, the institution-specific policy "has even fur-

ther pushed us away from any kind of centralized reporting

in terms of outcomes."

SCHEV staff have consistently indicated that their

assessment data requirements from institutions are minimal.

They expect information that goes beyond anecdote or testi-

monial, but claim little interest in data in and of itself.

SCHEV's collection of assessment reports was characterized

as an example of a situation in which the central agency

seeks to verify that appropriate internal processes of eval-

uation and review are in place and functioning.

In a February 1989 memo to IPAC, Miller (1989a) stated

that if any institutions were uncomfortable with reporting

test scores or similar kinds of data to SCHEV, they need not

do so, but could simply verbally summarize the nature of the

data. The statement was an attempt to further reduce insti-

tutional fears of comparisons on the basis of assessment

data and to underscore SCHEV's commitment to academic pro-

gram improvement over accountability. A SCHEV staff member

closely involved with assessment characterized the memo as

clear evidence that it is not SCHEV's interpretations of the
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numbers, but those of the institutions that are important,

saying, "I don't know how that is being perceived out in the

field, but to me, that is an incredibly strong message that

speaks to the improvement versus the accountability ... view

on our side."

Also repeatedly emphasized are SCHEV's commitments to

not compare institutions on the basis of assessment data.

Davies stated that when the institutional reports are pub-

lished in the Virginia Plan they will not be listed sepa-

rately from the rest of the institutional information, but

will be integrated with the institutional descriptions and

mission statements. He added, "we will not attempt in any

way to tabulate [or] regularize those assessments."

A former SCHEV official compared assessment reporting to

previous SCHEV reports that have included comparative

tables, noting that such actions resulted in serious con-

flict between the Council and institutions. In his estima-

tion, the appearance of a table comparing institutions on

some facet of assessment would be disastrous for SCHEV,

because Davies and Miller have made so many promises and

assurances that such would not be the case. He suggested

that even SCHEV's allies in the institutions would find it

difficult to support them in this event. While doubting

that Davies would want comparative tables in any case, he

nonetheless asserted that SCHEV will have to “walk pretty

softly on how they present [these] data."
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Miller predicted that with the July 1989 reports SCHEV

"will not be getting anything like the data we would have

sort of hoped for in the best of all possible worlds." How-

ever, she did express her conviction that all of the insti-

tutions are "at least on the road," and wondered if only

looming deadlines inspire institutional action. Her com-

ments suggested that SCHEV's expectations were limited at

least partly because there was little certainty of what was

sought beyond a general process and demonstration of an

institutional commitment to that process.

She went on to describe "exactly" what SCHEV plans to do

with the reports submitted by the institutions in July,

1989. She said that SCHEV was to receive a combination mis-

sion statement and assessment summary for publication in ggg

Virginia Plan. Each institution's full assessment report was

to be read by the coordinator who is the liaison for that

institution, Miller, and a consultant from outside the

state. These three readers were to then discuss the reports

they read and the institutional programs described in each.

Miller said that these discussions were to involve "just

general reactions to [the reports]. That will be between us

and the institutions. And basically it is a kind of consult-

ing process as far as we're concerned; an advisory process."

SCHEV's capacity to deal with assessment places limita-

tions on what they can realistically demand and process. A

set of factors frequently alluded to in interview sessions
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were the limitations of SCHEV's staff and resources to deal

with the enormous amounts of data that assessment could

potentially inundate them with. A former SCHEV staff member

agreed that if SCHEV is flooded with data from the institu-

tions, it will be very difficult for them to deal with the

situation, because they don't have sufficient staff to

handle it.

One institutional officer compared SCHEV to a regulatory

commission trying to control a massive utility; while most

utilities have "a host of economists and lawyers, the regu-

latory commission has three or four of each and that is

about it. SCHEV is in the same boat." He added that any

call by SCHEV for assessment data "across the board is a

mistake if for no other reason that they cannot analyze it.

They don't have the staff to." Another institutional vice

president compared assessment to program budgeting and the

IEP reporting process in Virginia, suggesting that one dan-

ger for assessment is that it will follow in the paths of

those two previous programs by billowing into a top—heavy,

bureaucratic mechanism that will ultimately fall of its own

weight.

Potter argued that the political realities of SCHEV's

position limit its ability to commit large amounts of its

resources to sustain a single policy effort for an extended

period. "There are just too many players, too many vari-

ables, I think, to really do that", he said. One SCHEV
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staff member admitted that the agency could not conduct fol-

low-ups to institutional assessment procedures, explaining,

"We just don't have those kinds of resources. But if insti-

tutions do this on a regular basis and then report to us

themselves, which they are now required to do, then we have

a good general idea of what's happening."

A frequent SCHEV theme was that if the institutions do

not develop effective assessment procedures now, people in

Richmond will impose an undesirable system. SCHEV staff

members suggested that one of their expectations was that

the institutions must prove that the decentralized, campus-

centered approach is superior to a centralized, standardized

system. As one said, "if [institutions] can't decide what

general education means on their campus, it leaves open the

possibility that someone will tell them what it's going to

mean ..., and that doesn't make much sense to us."

SCHEV staff also frequently expressed the sense that

they had worked hard to provide an alternative to a cen-

trally controlled system of testing and to provide funds for

institutions to carry out the processes that they individu-

ally devised. Assessment as construed by SCHEV has been gen-

erally received very positively by those in government as an

important self examination by institutions.

However, SCHEV must develop a meaningful report out of

the data provided in 1989, because, in the words of one for-

mer staff member, "they are under tremendous pressure to
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come up with something." As Davies noted, there is a pri-

mary accountability component involved in assessment, and

that is between SCHEV and the legislature. SCHEV must be

able to show that the program for which they have argued so

persuasively has been worthwhile, and that the funds appro-

priated to support it have had some positive effect.

State Policy Makers' Egpectations and Assessment Data

The origination of assessment efforts from within col-

leges and universities rather than their promulgation by the

states has been praised from many quarters (Carlisle, 1988;

Ewell, 1985c; Newman, 1987; Working Party, 1986). But much

of the success of the decentralized and institution—specific

nature of assessment in Virginia will ultimately rest on

whether assessment results from diverse and noncomparable

institutions can and will be communicated in ways that con-

vince SCHEV, the General Assembly, and the Governor's Office

that they are undertaking assessment in good faith, with an

honest eye to self—reflection and improvement. If public

officials are not reassured of the good intentions and

effort of the institutions, an obvious dissonance between

what is desired in higher education and what is reported may

impel the legislature or the executive to press for more

controlled means of evaluating institutional activity.

In the opinions of a number of senior state officials,

the issue is still open as to whether assessment programs

can be developed by colleges and universities in such a way
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that both the needs of the individual institutions and those

of policy makers at the state level will be satisfied. But

Davies summarized what Finley and others have repeatedly

asserted:

legislators want to know that the
institutions are assessing student
learning. They don't want to know
what the results are, they don't
particularly care. But they do care
that people are assessing student
learning. It's very different from
public education.

Legislative Egpectations Regarding Assessment

Senior state education officials have emphasized that

legislators have not pressed for information about how or

even whether specific information resulting from assessment

activities would be provided to the General Assembly. In

fact, legislators have shown little serious interest in

assessment. As Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commis-

sion (JLARC) director Phil Leone stated, there is "no inten-

sity" in the General Assembly behind assessment — it is not

seen as an important issue. Similarly, Department of Plan-

ning and Budget analysts said that they had seen little evi-

dence of real interest in the legislature in obtaining hard

data from institutions on student achievement or institu-

tional outputs. Department of Planning and Budget's Michael

Etkin said that he was unaware of "any impetus" either from

the executive branch or the General Assembly to look at gen-

eral academic standards and output from institutions of
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higher education. Legislative staff also found that legisla-

tors agree that assessment activities "sound like a good

idea", but there are
“no

real major feelings of concern."

Staff members for the House and Senate committees

responsible for budgeting agreed that there has been little,

if any, discussion within the General Assembly of assessment

or of the issues raised by assessment. Becky Covey of the

House Appropriations staff suggested that "once we start

getting some information back within the next two or three

years, we can focus the attention back in and have those

kinds of discussions." She and John Bennett of the Senate

Finance Committee staff said that from the perspective of

the legislature assessment is in a very early stage of

development. Bennett added that there is little anticipa-

tion that the institutions will have any significant find-

ings to report at this point.

Legislative staff had no concrete expectations for the

nature of the data or how they will use it, although it was

considered most likely that assessment information would

emerge in the General Assembly not as a systematic review

that would be tied into the budget process, but as a source

of information that might help shed light on questions that

arise from time to time. Bennett suggested that unless

assessment provides "fairly precise" kinds of information,

it will probably do little more than serve as "a continua-

tion of the informal assessment or the informal comparisons
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that we already have. So and so's doing a good job, or such

and such is a good school."

Senator Benjamin Lambert said that he hoped that college

and university administrators will let members of the Gen-

eral Assembly know if there are problems with the assessment

mandate as it develops beyond Senate Bill 534. Lambert is

one of the best informed of legislators on assessment in

Virginia, but he seemed somewhat uncertain about its value.

He believed it will be beneficial to institutions in the

long run, but had concerns that there may be problems that

have not been foreseen.

While legislators are not uninterested in higher educa-

tion issues, their attitudes typically included the follow-

ing: assessment was seen as a way to look at the effective-

ness of state expenditures, there was great confidence in

the Virginia system of higher education, the nature of

SCHEV's coordinating role and the diversity of the institu-

tions was approved of. Priorities for higher education were

to see that institutions were appropriately funded and to

avoid legislative influence in their affairs.

The legislature does not seem to have any specific

expectations for assessment. One senator explained that

only a "damning" report from SCHEV on the state of higher

education in Virginia would touch off a serious debate in

the legislature on this issue. He added that assessment is

not a "front burner" issue because it is not a crisis situa-
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tion; the legislature is currently satisfied to let SCHEV

handle it, although they will expect a progress report from

Gordon Davies. This perspective was confirmed by institu-

tional officers familiar with the legislative process in

Virginia, officials within state executive agencies, and

senior legislative staff members. One senior legislative

staff member described a sense of legislative attitudes and

assessment reporting in the following terms:

if it were shockingly low that we
were adding very little value, which
I doubt very seriously that the
findings would ever report, then
[legislators] might stimulate some
serious action. But the fact of the
matter is I don't expect it to be
that way because in the first place
I would be very surprised if that
were the true case and second of all
I would be even more surprised if
the institutions designed a process
that would reveal that to us.

Expectations of the Executive Branch

The Department of Planning and Budget's Seaman said that

he saw the primary use of assessment data as being at the

institutional level. He thought that assessment information

could help institutions support specific budget requests, as

SCHEV has advocated, and could communicate institutional

concern for students and teaching to state policy makers:
“I

think it will become kind of a ... political tool for

higher education to demonstrate that it is concerned ...

about students and that will help higher education in gen-

eral."
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Finley expressed much the same attitude in saying that

he did not "envision [assessment] being used very much at

the state level. There may come a time somebody else will

-— but I don't." He emphasized that he sees assessment data

as being collected for the use of those within institutions.

Similar to other policy makers interviewed, he asserted,

"what we are interested in is an assurance that they ... are

doing [assessment] ... conscientiously and objectively. We

are not really interested in superimposing our judgments on

them."

Finley's expectations for assessment were very straight-

forward. He saw assessment as a process of ongoing self-

review and effort to improve. In his view, it is "obvious"

that the intent of assessment is improvement, to help build

a process for ongoing review and renewal that will benefit

students and faculty. He described assessment as a mecha-

nism that will facilitate ongoing "assessment and reassess-

ment of what you're doing. Without that mechanism, I sup-

pose it's possible that things just keep going along as they

are without any self-assessment."

According to Finley, state leaders have chosen not to

tell institutions how to conduct their assessment efforts or

what to do with the results. He described this as in keep-

ing with Virginia's system and traditions, but suggested

that Virginia's approach may not be the best approach in

other states. In his opinion, the Virginia approach to
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assessment is an attempt to engender a situation in which

the results are going to be more
long term and better if we try to
build a mechanism that allows the
faculty and students to do it them-
selves, under a very decentralized
model, and trust them to carry
forth; and that again will be much
more productive than trying to drive
something home ... out of Richmond.

Summary

State policy makers indicated vague expectations for

assessment. The primary interest seemed to be in the sym-

bolic value of the activity: they weren't particularly con-

cerned with obtaining or using specific data, but wanted

assurances that meaningful and appropriate processes are in

place, although most have very vague or no concepts at this

point of what would constitute such processes. What will

constitute acceptable assurances is also quite vague. The

whole process seems to be imbued with certain political hab-

its in Virginia — a desire to avoid undue government influ-

ence in higher education and willingness to give advocates

of a particular policy a number of years to work it out

before alternative action might be considered. SCHEV offi-

cials have not specified the data they seek from institu-

tional assessment processes and indicated limited plans for

the uses of such data. Only a very negative report from

SCHEV on institutional assessment efforts and results would

provoke a more directive approach to assessment from legis-

lative or executive officials.



Chapter Six

Implications of Assessment Policy in Virginia

The third research question concerns what the expecta-

tions for and intended uses of assessment data portend for

future higher education policy directions in Virginia.

Assessment was clearly intended as a mechanism to facilitate

the evaluation and reform of undergraduate curriculum and to

enhance institutional self evaluation practices generally.

These processes were expected to provide assurances of

quality to members of the General Assembly and other state

officials. Assessment also has helped advance the use of

initiative funding programs. At the same time it has

created opportunities for expanded reporting mechanisms from

institutions to the state and exacerbated tensions between

SCHEV and the institutions. A number of potential

consequences arise from assessment as policy and practice.

In this chapter, some important questions raised and direc-

tions indicated by assessment are examined.

Attitudes Toward Higher Education in Virginia

Any developments in Virginia arising from assessment

will occur within a framework of existing policy, attitudes,

and customary practices followed by state decision makers.

Through the course of this research, certain attitudes

emerged as repeated themes in the comments of state offi-

cials about higher education in Virginia. These attitudes

159
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include a desire to avoid legislative influence in the

internal affairs of institutions of higher education, pride

in the quality and diversity of the state system of higher

education, and a willingness to give policy proposals a

period of years to come to fruition.

Legislative staff suggested that legislators sometimes

are skeptical about what occasionally seems to them the

self-serving nature of the jealousy with which institutions

guard the principles of diversity, autonomy, and uniqueness.

Still, the attitudes expressed by legislators themselves

indicate solid support for institutional diversity. Virginia

higher education is seen as one of the best systems in the

nation and diversity is accepted as an important factor con-

tributing to that quality. This logic is key to legislative

acceptance of the institution-centered assessment policy.

The House's Dorothy McDiarmid said she and her col-

leagues want to see "diversity", or meaningful differences

in the missions and nature of the institutions, not less

variance among the public colleges and universities. While

she is interested in being able to compare universities to

appropriate others on a national scale, she wants to resist

“homogenization" that she thinks would occur under a more

centralized system: "we are very fortunate to have a very

lively higher education presence in Virginia that is inter-

ested in being above the mean." She added that she

"obviously" would like to have Virginia colleges and univer-
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sities measured for national comparisons with peer institu-

tions and would like to move away from regional comparisons.

She said that she thought that Senate Bill 534 expressed a

general sense that "we want our schools assessed nation-

al1y."

Institutional comparisons

The interest in "national assessment" expressed by

McDiarmid reflects that of a number of policy makers in

gaining a sense of how Virginia institutions compare to

their peers in other states. While national comparison has

not been an issue of substance, the issue of within state

institutional comparison has been a topic of serious concern

in the negotiations on assessment between SCHEV and the col-

leges and universities. Concerns regarding inappropriate

comparisons of institutions have been long standing in Vir-

ginia higher education. Sensitivity at the state level to

avoiding such comparisons has been indicated virtually since

the inception of SCHEV, if not before (SCHEV, 1961; 1971b;

1978).

In the case of assessment, from SCHEV's perspective,

David Potter said that from the beginning, "there was, in

effect, a negotiated kind of guarantee, at least in my mind,

between [SCHEV] staff and the institutions that we would

make that a very individualized statement" so that compari-

sons would be neither necessary nor feasible. He added that

Gordon Davies was also very concerned that assessment should
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be essentially non-comparable between institutions. Guide-

line 10 of the 1987 assessment guidelines stated explicitly

that "the purpose of assessment is not to compare institu-

tions." As the process has unfolded, institutional worries

over comparisons influenced SCHEV to discard plans for tabu-

lar descriptions of institutional assessment activities in
—

forthcoming editions of the Virginia Plan and to reduce the

reporting expectations for standardized test scores (Miller,

1989a).

Executive branch officials saw no real foundation for

comparison concerns, and some SCHEV staffers were impatient

with the continuing controversy over comparison. They

argued that there was simply not comparable assessment being

done on Virginia campuses, even if someone from the press or

another agency sought such a thing. One suggested that even

if comparison occurred, it would "not lead to any loss of

life." Another explained the perspective that "what insti-

tutions are really concerned about are unfavorable compari-

sons, and that's why you have to have a plan that is insti-

tution specific, because you can't compare institutions as

diverse as the Virginia public institutions."

Concerning the controversy over comparison, Senate

Finance Committee staff chief John Bennett summarized atti-

tudes expressed by a number of members of House and Senate

committees concerned with the budget, saying,

these institutional people are very
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naive.... [T]o say that they're very
sensitive to the issue of compari-
son, I can understand, but we make
those kind of comparisons all the
time on an informal basis.... So the
question becomes then, how do you
develop a fair process for [looking
at institutions]. But to say that
people don't make comparisons is
extremely naive.

Concerns over inappropriate comparison of institutions

are not supported by the expressed interests and intentions

of state policy makers. SCHEV staff have made repeated

promises not to make comparisons on the basis of assessment

data, and backed down when challenged by the institutions

over placing institutional assessment information in a mat-

rix format. There is no interest in tieing assessment to

the budgetary process in any formal way that would permit

comparisons. Legislators are well aware of the differences

that exist between institutions and see assessment informa-

tion as potentially useful in making the kinds of informal

comparisons that are seen as long-standing and routine.

Finally, the guidelines for institutional assessment activi-

ties and reporting are broad enough that institutional acti-

vities vary to a degree that inhibits very specific compari-

sons.

Concerns of State officials for Higher Education

The results of a recent national survey of institutions

of higher education conducted by the American Council on

Education showed assessment ranked tenth out of thirteen
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"challenges facing institutions in the next five years" in

the minds of senior administrators (Chronicle, 1989b, p.

24). Similarly, assessment is not the guiding issue in dis-

cussions of the condition of higher education in Virginia

among many, if not most, state officials.

The legislature does not appear to have any serious

worries about assessment or student outcomes for higher edu-

cation. Concerns in this regard would seem to be directed

much more toward outcomes of high schools. House Appropria-

tions Committee staff member Becky Covey said that she was

aware of "only very general, sporadic kind of interest" in

information about student outcomes, but did say that there

was far more specific concern within the legislature in

regard to adequate preparation of students upon entering

college. Others agreed that legislators are sensitive to

information about student preparation for college.

The clearly preeminent higher education concerns for the

future pertained to enrollments, particularly out of state

enrollments and the anticipated growth of in state enroll-

ments, and tuition levels, again concerned with out of state

students and keeping tuition affordable for in state stu-

dents. This is strongly indicative of the priority given

assessment in the minds of many state policy makers: they

are interested in institutional activities of this type and

are willing to fund them because they regard them as posi-

tive. Little, however, beyond this level of activity is
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foreseeable from the legislature, barring a surprisingly

negative report from SCHEV, the Joint Legislative Audit and

Review Commission (JLARC), or some other agency that has the

ear of the General Assembly.

In fact, the upcoming review of SCHEV by JLARC was

thought by some subjects to be relevant to assessment.

JLARC director Phil Leone said that his agency's review of

SCHEV will probably consist of a general review of the Coun-

cil's duties and functions. Assessment is a recent enough

policy development that it will probably not figure promi-

nently in their study. Although student assessment was

raised as an issue for study late last year, Secretary of

Education Donald Finley persuaded legislators to delay a

central review until it was better established.

Legislative staff suggested that JLARC's look at higher

education is potentially of importance to future develop-

ments with assessment or higher education in general. As

one House staffer said, "the legislature uses them in a lot

of ways to generate ideas, and movements can sometimes start

from what comes out of their work" because they are able to

address a greater level of detail than regular legislative

committee staff.

Assessment and Resource Allocation ~

While no link between assessment and the budget was seen

or anticipated, and state officials have repeatedly asserted

that assessment is to serve purposes of institutional self-
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review and program improvement, in the early 1980s SCHEV

noted that higher education faced "increased insistence that

the results of higher education be measured and used in

decisions about funding" (SCHEV, 1983a, p. 4). In his 1987

report to the State Council of Higher Education, Davies

wrote that institutions should be rewarded based on the

quality of their assessment efforts and subsequent actions

to improve their curriculum. With due respect to current

assertions to the contrary, past suggestions to tie assess-

ment results to resource allocation stimulated further

investigation of this issue as a possible consequence of the

assessment process.

When asked in 1989 about such a connection between

assessment and resource allocation, Davies said that his

thinking in this regard has changed over time. He explained

that he had at one time thought that the flow of resources

into and through an institution, with resultant outputs "was

essentially a linear process" that required adjustment "so

that the results informed the resource allocation. We tie

the knot between the front and the back." He went on to

point out that his experience with higher education in Vir-

ginia has led him to change his thinking; "that while there

should be an evaluation of what comes out the door of that

institution, it's very dangerous to tie further resource

allocation to the results." Davies said that he did not see

a way to effectively connect assessment to the budgetary
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process "short of revolution." Rhetorically, he asked what

the state will do if it is decided that students are not

learning enough at a particular institution. Cut their fund-

ing? Penalize them in some way? For these reasons, he

argued, the budgetary "knot" cannot be tied.

Overall, there was little support for directly connect-

ing the results of assessment, whether positive or negative,

to the budget in any way. The overwhelming majority of

those interviewed expressed serious doubt that assessment

will ever be or was ever intended to be tied formally to the

state's budgeting processes for higher education. There is

interest in providing support for efforts to improve the

quality of institutions, but even those very few who con-

ceded that assessment could potentially alter the formula

funding guidelines were adamant in their opinions that Vir-

ginia will never follow the route of Tennessee in explicitly

linking performance on mandated measures to institutional

funding. In fact, the Tennessee model for incentive funding

was harshly criticized by several of those interviewed.

Those who believed that assessment would find its way

directly into the budget process included the House's

McDiarmid. She said that the Appropriations Committee rou-

tinely looks at the state's investment and what is produced

by state agencies of all kinds. However, while she sug-

gested that assessment information will be used to help make

budget decisions, she emphasized that the committee's review
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is an informal process, and added that all of the budgeting

process in the General Assembly is informal. Others agreed

with McDiarmid's characterization of the application of

assessment to the budget. There is interest in "funding

quality“, but it will enter the process informally and

through incentive and initiative funding.

Most legislators indicated no desire to use assessment

as a major factor in making resource allocation decisions.

Senator Benjamin Lambert also said that, while he felt that

it was acceptable to give "assessment some teeth"

[i.e.—connect it to initiative funds] to push institutions,

he had never had any thought of connecting assessment to

funding eligibility or budget decisions. Other legislators

who sit on the House Appropriations or Senate Finance com-

mittees felt that information on program quality within

institutions could be useful in the budgeting process, but

they saw it more as an item of general interest — an item on

the fringe that would fit in as part of the informal methods

used to make funding decisions.

Legislative staff were quick to point out that if

assessment data suggested that an institution was not edu-

cating students adequately in some way, the response of the

legislature would hardly be to cut off state support for the

institution. In the event that a particular institution was

found to be doing a very poor job of educating students,

Bennett suggested that legislators would find it "shocking"
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and

there would be some expectation that
someone would do something about it,
either the Secretary of Education or
State Council or somebody in con-
cert.... I don't think that particu-
lar school would be punished in the
budget process, it would be more
like people would wring their hands
and decry the situation and that
nobody was doing anything about it,
but I think there is an accepted
premise that each school fills a
niche and so it would be very, very
unlikely for there be any punitive
action taken simply because they
weren't doing it.

Bennett further argued that assessment could not be

applied to the budget process now because institutions that

find themselves having problems will be quick to request

additional resources for improvement. He added that insti-

tutions can also make the case that any kind of comparisons

based on assessment data are invalid or not sensitive to the

unique circumstances of the institutions. "We're a ways

away from any kind of a valid comparison [that would allow

appropriate application of these data to the budget]", he

said.

Bennett's comment relates to a point repeatedly emphas-

ized by SCHEV staff. "Smart" institutions will use assess-

ment to help justify funding requests from the General

Assembly. Davies explained, "I see [assessment] as a mar-

velous opportunity because an institution is being asked to

say, this is what we think ought be the results of under-
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graduate education. This is what we find are the results of

undergraduate education. We are wide of the mark in the fol-

lowing areas. We need some help." Richard Seaman of the

Department of Planning and Budget also suggested that

assessment could serve institutions effectively in this way.

One of the arguments frequently raised by those inter-

viewed within each of the major branches and agencies of

state government against the likelihood of applying assess-

ment to the budgeting process was based on the reliance of

the state on formula funding for higher education. From the

perspective of one SCHEV official, individuals who are con-

cerned about tying assessment to the budgets fail to under-

stand that the "budgeting process is really ... pretty

mechanical ... for the most part", being a "combination of

enrollment, level of students, and the kinds of programs

that the institutions has."

The impact of formula funding will be considerable if

enrollments grow as predicted over the next several years.

As Finley pointed out, the large funding increases in the

1980s for higher education in Virginia were driven partly by

sympathetic governors and legislators but also to an impor-

tant extent by the effect of increasing enrollments on for-

mula funding. A Department of Planning and Budget analyst

agreed, noting that the predominant approach to resource

allocation is formula funding, and has little to do with

outcome or performance evaluation. Of the use of formulae
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for making funding decisions, he said,

they're objective, they're empirical
and formula computerizable.... You
can plug in some numbers, get some
outcomes, [and] compare to where
they should be according to the
model. It makes funding decisions
very easy for the General Assembly,
and they like it.

Although there is significant interest in enhancing the

use of initiative funding and using the budget to recognize

and reward quality, this is not a preeminent concern on the

order of enrollment and tuition issues. The large increase

in enrollments forecast for Virginia suggests that while the

state experiences significant enrollment growth, funding

will increase and attention will continue to be captured to

an important degree by questions of system capacity.

While almost all states use some formula based technique

to allocate funds to institutions (Glenny & Schmidtlein,

1983), Virginia differs from most states in that enrollments

are projected to increase significantly in the next decade.

Based on 1987 projections of the U.S. Bureau of the Census,

between 1988 and 1999 only nine states will experience a

larger increase in the number of high school graduates than

Virginia, and only one of those, Florida, is east of the

Mississippi River (Chronicle, 1988a). Thus, Virginia is not

caught in a "catch 22" position of contemplating a choice

between maintaining enrollments at the cost of quality, or

maintaining quality at the cost of declining enrollments
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(Hutchings & Reuben, 1988).

Changes in SCHEV's Power Due to Assessment

Senate Bill 534

Suspicions of SCHEV's motives and the concerns expressed

by some interviewees that assessment will give or has given

SCHEV new influence and power in higher education were

investigated. A former SCHEV staff member said, "I think

[assessment] is widely viewed as an attempt to increase the

central power of the Council.... A Code statement [inserted

by Senate Bill 534] gives them another arena in which to

nibble away and another rationale to nibble away." SCHEV

was described as using legislative requests and resolutions

to move in directions they are interested in, interpreting

the language in ways that justified their actions.

The amendment to the Code of Virginia made under Senate

Bill 534 added the following statement to the list of

SCHEV's general duties:

To develop in cooperation with
institutions of higher education
guidelines for the assessment of
student achievement. An institution
shall use an approved program which
complies with the guidelines of the
Council and is consistent with the
institution's mission and educa-
tional objectives in the development
of such assessment. The Council
shall report the institutions'
assessments of student achievement
in the biennial revisions to the
state's master plan for higher edu-
cation (Senate Bill 534, 1989).

In the specifications for the development of the guide-
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lines the statement is consistent with policy and practice

followed so far. By making it a matter of law rather than

legislative opinion, however, SCHEV has more substantial

authority to call upon institutions to comply with assess-

ment requirements. Legislators were somewhat nonchalant

over concerns that the bill enhanced SCHEV’s powers relative

to the institutions. One senator particularly close to

assessment policy stated that if "it doesn't work out, we

can change it next year."

An area of concern and some uncertainty of interpreta-

tion was that raised by the last sentence of the statement,

that SCHEV will "report the institutions' assessments."

Although SCHEV staff insisted that the bill would in no way

change their long stated plans for reporting assessment sum-

maries in The Virginia Plan, some institutional officials,

and even Secretary Finley, admitted that the statement on

reporting was vague. _

While the bill provides potential for more strict

reporting requirements and Virginia Plan summaries, for

SCHEV to significantly expand its reporting requirements

would violate at least two years' worth of promises and

assurances to institutions, severely eroding their credibil-

ity with the institutions and possibly fomenting a political

backlash that they could ill afford. University of Virginia

President Robert O'Neil did not see even a statutory basis

for assessment paving the way for a more powerful or pre-
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scriptive role for SCHEV. He also did not think that the

exit of Gordon Davies would permit a new SCHEV Director to

use assessment to provide SCHEV with more power. He felt

the promises Davies has made with regard to the uses of data

and guarantees of institutional autonomy were more than per-

sonal; they were promises of "the office."

Assessment and SCHEV's Position in State Government

There is no expressed interest in or apparent support

of, particularly within the legislature, seeing SCHEV become

a "superboard" (Randall, 1989). According to the Senate's

Bennett, "there are very few supporters for a centralized

system or a board of regents or centralized board of con-

trol. Almost none." He explained that there is general sat-

isfaction with the system of governance as it stands,

although he described the Virginia system of higher educa-

tion as "a loosely associated confederation of colleges"

that makes "coordination very difficult." Such a system, in

his view, creates "the incentive for each institution to act

on its own" in seeking growth, whether in enrollments, aca-

demic programs, or physical plant." This characterization

of Virginia higher education is one that most people in Vir-

ginia government seem comfortable with, although some staff

members at SCHEV have publicly referred to the Council as a

"strong coordinating board."

While it seems clear that over the last several years

SCHEV has been able to use incentive funding and 'leverage'
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to increase its ability to further an agenda for higher edu-

cation, this has not been a simple matter of SCHEV's lust

for power. SCHEV has responded to expectations for more

affirmative leadership of higher education as a system. But

in spite of the budgetary muscle found and flexed by SCHEV

in the case of assessment, the Council remains largely

dependent upon the goodwill of the governor and the legisla-

ture to compel institutions to move in directions they might

be reluctant to go. Even the leverage gained by the Gover-

nor's 1987 connection of assessment to eligibility for

incentive funding was perhaps not as potent an instrument as

some have characterized it. In Finley's opinion, funding

would not have been withheld from an institution more than

once even if it continued to fail to comply with assessment

demands.
l

The political clout and prestige of the premier institu-

tions in the state, namely the so-called "public Ivies", the

University of Virginia and the College of William and Mary,

alone are probably sufficient to block a significant expan-

sion of SCHEV's powers, if the institutions were serious

about doing so. The major institutions have political

influence, prestige, and funding resources beyond the public

treasury to oppose SCHEV if they deemed it necessary (Ewell,

1988b; Finley, 1989; Gilley, 1989; O'Brien, 1989). But

higher education is not a monolithic entity in state poli-

tics. Institutions in Virginia are heterogeneous, so insti-
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tutional responses to assessment policy have varied greatly

among institutions. SCHEV has sought to pursue actively its

agenda with the institutions but at the same time has to

walk softly enough to not initiate battles that it cannot

win.

As Finley said, SCHEV's approach to assessment was in

keeping with "political reality. If you want to get the

idea accepted and something done with it in Virginia, our

colleges and universities probably prevail." He noted that

the institutions "haven't all gone along with [assessment]

with equal degrees of enthusiasm,“ and added, "if you are a

Council of Higher Education and want to survive and prosper

—- you get into these questions [that raise issues of

accountability] very slowly and deliberately. There's too

much to lose." Potter also emphasized the necessity of Gor-

don Davies' "preaching" of the diversity approach to higher

education policy "in order to survive."

Politically, institutional reactions to assessment were

tempered because it had strong general support in Richmond,

making open opposition a potentially bruising battle. If

fighting it was not reasonable, then the institutions could

work to shape the policy. SCHEV, having preached the merits

of diversity for so many years, could not back out of its

own rhetoric and appeals to Virginia's pride in its institu-

tions, and had given the institutions the opportunity to

“take the high ground", that is, to take the initiative and
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the lead, to define the issues, and frame the debate on

assessment.

Given Virginia's traditions in regard to higher educa-

tion and the stated priorities of legislators, a major grant

of new powers to SCHEV seems highly unlikely. Whether the

legislature will move toward a more demanding posture toward

higher education is also a matter of speculation. In the

early 1970s there was significant support for expansion of

the powers of SCHEV, but even with the strength of two

strongly worded reports advocating such action, SCHEV

remained a primarily advisory body (General Assembly Commis-

sion on Higher Education, 1974).

Assessment and Future Monitoring of Higher Education

The potential for assessment to pave the way for further

programs to monitor the quality and processes of institu-

tions of higher education has at least two dimensions:

1) additional procedures for program review; and

2) a more powerful quality criterion to couple with the

traditional counting of graduates as a way of determining

the "productivity" of academic programs.

To compel further institutional review procedures,

Davies in 1987 urged that SCHEV establish a system for

program evaluation, using the lead-
ing scholars and educators in the
nation to assess programs, starting
at the doctoral and professional
levels. Programs that do not pass
muster should be placed on probation
for a specific length of time, and
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the institutions should develop
plans to correct deficiencies. If
they do not improve, they should be
discontinued (Intro., p. 18).

Davies foresaw a process whereby SCHEV would bring con-

sultants to Virginia to look at individual programs. He saw

this as an extension of the program reviews done in the

early 1980s, with outsiders brought in to "correct the prob-

lem of self-interest" that he saw as a fault of the former

process. Although in 1988 SCHEV had to return money allo-

cated for this purpose because there was not time to spend

it, Davies plans to continue to develop evaluation programs

of this type. He said that eventually, he wants "to convert

the old system of self-study over into a system of study by

outsiders."

SCHEV officials also indicated interest in seeing insti-

tutions expand evaluation/assessment activities to include

other missions besides undergraduate education. While SCHEV

staff expressed understanding of the time and resource

demands of assessment and further evaluation programs, they

also registered the opinion that higher education doesn't

spend as large a proportion of its resources in "quality

control" kinds of activities as business or industry. It

was suggested that what seems excessive to academics may be

minimal from another perspective. The debate over appropri-

ate levels of evaluation and spending for evaluation is

ongoing. The $4.5 million allocated for assessment has been
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referred to by both Davies and members of the Senate as a

small amount compared to the total higher education budget.

SCHEV's Mike Mullen provided a more general vision of

the kinds of reporting that assessment might engender. He

foresaw SCHEV collecting aggregate data from the institu-

tions to put together institutional 'health indicators'

reports. He said that although assessment plans are far too

different from institution to institution to monitor some

kind of uniform reporting system, there is a great deal of

interest in quality-oriented information and this interest

will push SCHEV toward an 'indicators' kind of report.

Assessment and Program Productivity

The tie between assessment and the productivity review

process was suggested in Davies' 1987 report to the State

Council. Although the current statute governing the identi-

fication of unproductive programs essentially limits SCHEV

to the counting of graduates as a measure of program produc-

tivity (Code of Virginia, 1.1, Section 23-9.6:1(f), Davies

called the "greatest deficiency" in SCHEV's authority the

"inability to close academic programs that are unnecessary

or poor in quality" (1987, Ch. 2, p. 34). As a means of

addressing this deficiency, he proposed that student assess-

ment be used to provide information on quality to help iden-

tify programs that should be improved or closed. "If insti-

tutions... do not act to fix or close defective programs,

the Council should seek authority to require that they do
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so. A decision on this should be made within the next four

years" (1987, Ch. 2, p. 35).

SCHEV staff offered various reactions to the idea that

assessment might help identify unproductive or unnecessary

programs on the basis of quality. Some pointed out that due

to the nature of the process the only programs that fall

under the axe are those that "students have walked away from

totally." A few found the idea interesting but unlikely to

be acted upon except as grist for informal discussions with

institutions about the status of already questionable pro-

grams; others were completely opposed to the idea.

Davies said that he did not recall what he had written

in his 1987 report in this regard, and expressed doubt as to

the value of assessment for the kinds of decisions involved

in identifying unproductive programs. He elaborated, noting

first that "unnecessarily expensive" programs are very dif-

ficult to identify because there are no clear criteria that

define what might constitute unnecessary expense. In terms

of productivity, Davies suggested that simple measures of

numbers of graduates tell nothing about the possibility that

a given program might "be turning out a substantial number

of graduates who are not socially productive." As an example

of this, he described a blacksmith program that produced

many well trained graduates who were unprepared for a role

in a modern economy.

Senior officials within SCHEV and executive agencies
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said that they could imagine the use of assessment informa-

tion to help identify unproductive degree programs for ter-

mination, but thought that such decisions would be made

within institutions by faculty and campus administration.

It was generally held by those in state agencies concerned

with higher education that such information might ultimately

enter into discussions between SCHEV and institutions about

termination of programs on the basis of productivity, but

doubted that SCHEV would directly use such information in

this way.

Within institutions the reaction to Davies' 1987 pro-

posal was uniformly negative, although most people were

unfamiliar with it until it was explained. While some

defended the notion that the state has a right to expect

quality programs within its institutions, few could believe

that SCHEV would even attempt such a thing. One institu-

tional officer said that he agreed in principle that poor

programs that do not improve should be closed. However, he

added, the case of teacher education showed that even with

evidence of high levels of student performance on state man-

dated measures of competence, centrally directed elimination

of academic programs and revision of curriculum might occur.

In his words, "They have demanded restructuring of teacher

education. We had a wealth of data saying that our students

were doing great. So you can't talk out of both sides of

your mouth. Which way do you want it?“
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Assessment, SCHEV, and Academic Standards

Related to the identification of poor quality programs

is the issue of whether assessment potentially gives SCHEV

the opportunity to reach inside institutions in the area of

academic standards. Finley denied that assessment opened

this new territory for SCHEV. Like SCHEV's staff, he

referred to it as an "ad hoc" situation, in which institu-

tions find it in their own self-interest to rectify situa-

tions in which their graduates are not succeeding in some

way. Finley said that in his experience institutions almost

always respond to poor student performance on professional

or licensing exams by seeking to improve the situation, and

described the relationship between the state and institu-

tions as "very good" and "healthy." He added that legisla-

tors are concerned about such matters, but their concern

would be expressed in questions about what's going on, and

not in telling institutions how to go about improving or

threatening them in some way to compel a response.

Past SCHEV practice in this regard has mainly involved

informal negotiations with institutions. Such informal pro-

cesses have taken place over time and will continue. As one

institutional officer pointed out, SCHEV staff have asked

and will likely continue to ask questions about what an

institution is doing and what it plans to do. He described

this process as "an important fact-finding approach" that

should not be discounted simply because it does not have "a
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formal culture constructed around it."

SCHEV staff suggested that assessment information might

be useful in informal discussions with institutions of the

status of their academic programs. Davies' response to

whether assessment represents a shift in policy, moving

SCHEV into the area of academic standards, was "an emphatic

no, as I see it." He added "the standards of an institution

are the institution's prerogative. I believe that." The

general position of SCHEV staff on the issue is that assess-

ment asks institutions to show that they have established

their own standards and are making serious efforts to adhere

to them. One closely involved with assessment noted that

SCHEV has not sought to interfere or dictate where or how

standards are set, "but what happens based on that informa-

tion." Institutions have been pressed to look at academic

standards, "but what you look at [and] what you make of it

is your baby."

Within institutions, the suggestion that SCHEV might

directly influence internal academic standards was met with

very strong opposition. As one academic officer said, the

faculty "feel very strongly... that no one is going to dic-

tate to them what curricular changes should result because

of assessment." Most institutional officials were not con-

cerned that assessment presents any kind of threat to the

power of the faculty to set academic standards and shape the

curriculum. If SCHEV were seen as directly intruding in
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curricular decisions, there would be tremendous outcry from

within the institutions, and little apparent support from

legislative or executive offices for such activities.

Focus on Teaching and Learning

Some aspects of institutional priorities have been clear

targets of SCHEV's activities. One facet of SCHEV's role,

according to Miller, is "to call attention to what it con-

sider[s] to be neglected parts of the enterprise." She

believes that from the perspective of the "general taxpayer

in Virginia" the undergraduate teaching mission of colleges

and universities is a crucial part of why public funds are

invested in higher education; "where that seems to be get-

ting out of balance with other kinds of missions, I think it

is our job to say, wait a minute, don't forget what you are

primarily here for."

Thus an anticipated impact of assessment was to focus

more attention on teaching and learning within the univer-

sity. SCHEV's focus on the undergraduate curriculum and

emphasis on assessment as a means to improve teaching and

learning (Davies, 1987a) indicated the importance placed by

policy makers on this function of higher education. There

was a perception not only within SCHEV, but also the legis-

lature, and the Department of Planning and Budget to some

extent, that the undergraduate teaching mission of the uni-

versities had been shortchanged over time and needed a stim-

ulus. Assessment was one way in which the state has nudged
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institutions to respond to this concern. A senior member of

the SCHEV staff said that assessment has helped SCHEV

"change the focus away from economic development and

research towards... undergraduate instruction." He said that

such a shift in attention was needed and that the g0vernor's

interests lie in the area of instruction. The governor, he

added, is "still interested in economic development, but not

at the expense of undergraduate education."

Within institutions there were similar expressions of

concern for what one senior administrator called the "flight

from undergraduate teaching" in higher education. Research

institutions do not recognize teaching as their number one

priority, and regional institutions seek to emulate the

research institutions. As a result, there has been some dis-

location between the popular perception of the university as

primarily a center of teaching and learning, and the percep-

tion of academics of themselves as scholars and researchers

first and teachers second or third.

General Education

An issue that emerged to cause some concern within

institutions as plans for assessment were developed and

given form was general education. Some individuals held

that SCHEV sought, as a means of shaping the undergraduate

curriculum, to move in the direction of common standards for

general education. Some institutional officers expressed

serious concerns about what they saw as the negative poten-
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tial of state promulgated standards or reliance on common

testing instruments to damage important but difficult to

operationalize aspects of undergraduate student learning and

experience. All who commented on this issue in the inter-

views, however, suggested that such a task would be both

monumental in complexity and doomed to failure and one that

SCHEV would not seriously undertake. Even those who were

most concerned that this was somehow part of SCHEV's plan

could provide no clear evidence to support their conten-

tions, and the situation appeared to be more an example of

the "fondest hopes/worst fears phenomenon" than of SCHEV

pursuing a hidden agenda of control or domination.

Assessment and the Homogenization of Programs

Although state officials have long emphasized their

desire to protect diversity in Virginia public higher educa-

tion, the tendency of institutions faced with requirements

to conform to state standards is toward greater homogeniza-

tion of structure and function (Dimaggio and Powell, 1983).

Some opponents of assessment have argued that it would have

a homogenizing effect on academic programs. However, state

expectations for uniform assessment of general education

that were feared have not materialized. Some thought that a

"levelling" effect, ironically, may not come from the

state's actions as much as from the potential for such in

the effects of the Virginia Assessment Group (VAG). In

seeking to help institutional officials address assessment
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plans and reports, it was suggested that VAG may have inad-

vertently promoted imitation among the institutions. Ewell

(1989a) said that institutions themselves will promote a

homogenizing tendency in assessment programs if they come to

regard assessment as no more than another reporting require-

ment of the state bureaucracy. He reported an "alarming

tendency" nationally among institutions to rely on available

standardized tests because they were seen as easy to admin-

ister and appropriate to the state agenda for assessment.

This "compliance mentality" is what may undermine oppor-

tunities to maintain institutional discretion in the assess-

ment process. Poorly planned and executed strategies for

assessment that aim at a minimum level of acceptable perfor-

mance may result in impacts undesired by institutions and

initially unintended by state policy makers, making institu-

tional fears of standardization and escalating state inter-

vention a self-fulfilling prophesy.

Uses of Assessment Data Beyond SCHEV Control

Research has shown repeatedly that information collected

by governments or other organizational units is often used

in ways unanticipated at the outset (Covaleski & Dirsmith,

1988; Dill, 1984; Feldman & March, 1981; Jacobsson, 1988;

Rombach, 1988). SCHEV's repeated assurances that assessment

information will not be used to compare institutions and

will be strictly limited in any other applications do not

guarantee that such will be the case. As a former SCHEV
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staffer explained, there is a history of similar "assur-

ances... from the State Council.... It is not that those

State Council representatives were liars; but they can't

control how people outside of their agencies control the

information or use the information." Similarly, a SCHEV

official said that in spite of sincere guarantees otherwise,

"no matter what we collect the data for as its initial

intent, it will be used for something else. That is just a

fact of life."

SCHEV staff members described themselves as fortunate in

the past in swaying the legislature to their point of view

on data uses and reporting, but the composition and tempera-

ment of the legislature may change and greater demands for

specific information may be forthcoming. They added that

there are now members of the General Assembly who would like

to see institutional data broken down by smaller program

levels, but are not willing to put an additional reporting

burden on the institutions to do that.

An institutional president who has unwaveringly sup-

ported assessment in Virginia agreed with this general view.

He suggested that the collection of any data means that,

regardless of assurances to the contrary, if a situation

arises that calls for such data, they are available for use.

He added, "It won't be a deliberate policy decision to use

assessment [for example] to get rid of programs. If you do,

what happens is we start playing with the assessment num-
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bers."

Another institutional representative pointed out that

Peg Miller and Gordon Davies are taken at their word that

assessment information will not be used inappropriately at

the state level. The concern was with “the press or ... the

legislators who take this out of context and I'm afraid that

Peg Miller cannot save us in that regard." Similarly, an

institutional academic officer described the "danger of per-

sonalization" of assessment in Virginia, suggesting that

assessment has become identified, both within institutions

and statewide, with a few individuals. The appeal for per-

sonal trust and individual credibility was seen as "inevita-

ble ... to some degree; but it becomes very person-centered

and that is very dangerous.“

The response of the legislature to assessment informa-

tion provided by SCHEV will be crucial in determining the

future of assessment policy in Virginia. Some of those

interviewed, notably Musick, believed that the unsystematic

information that will result from the process now underway

will push legislators to call for a more standardized

approach to measuring student learning and outcomes. SCHEV

staff members noted that if the General Assembly wants com-

parative data, they'll get it. That does not seem likely at

this point, but as SCHEV's Jim Alessio remarked, it is not

possible to accurately predict what the demands for data

will be. He said "we really have to wait to see how this
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first run works out. There will always be that pressure to

'give us a table — can you summarize this and put it in one

page?'"

Accountability and Autonomy

The appropriate role of state government in higher edu-

cation involves broad goal setting, resource allocation,

reasonable expectations for institutional accountability,

and encouragement of those involved in institutional gover-

nance (Newman, 1987). Using these standards as a general

guide, Virginia's assessment policy as it has evolved

through the first half of 1989 has not stepped beyond gener-

ally appropriate state involvement in the affairs of higher

education .

Inappropriate intrusion is defined by efforts to inter-

fere in the affairs of colleges and universities to serve

questionable ends or even to serve appropriate ends through

questionable means (Newman, 1987). Assessment requirements

in Virginia have so far avoided bureaucratic intrusion,

since they have not involved unnecessarily elaborate istate

or system requirements or processes that interfere with the

core functions of institutions. Assessment, it may be

argued, is a function of an ideology that values techno-

cratic approaches to public higher education and a nostalgic

desire to recapture academic standards, but it is not accu-

rately typified in Virginia as a case of interference in the

affairs of colleges and universities solely on the basis of
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some political ideology. Neither has assessment in Virginia

been a product of interference in the affairs of higher edu-

cation to promote the political interests of some group or

individual in government.

A crucial issue in reviewing assessment policy involves

the degree to which accountability expectations necessarily

result in an erosion of institutional autonomy. In Virgi-

nia, accountability expectations have been minimized to

emphasize the program improvement agenda. Whether this

approach will prove successful remains to be seen. Within

SCHEV there is uncertainty over whether assessment will work

out as planned. The critical question is whether state

officials can define system wide standards for effectiveness

that make sense and don't compromise appropriate institu-

tional autonomy. In Virginia, a twist in this scenario is

that findings must be communicated in ways that satisfy

those who are not looking for anything in particular.

Maintaining a Decentralized Approach to Assessment in Virginia

A key feature of the Virginia plan for student assess-

ment has been the repeated emphasis on the institution-

centered approach that has so far been followed. Whether

this approach can and will be maintained is another impor-

tant factor in predicting the future direction of assessment

and related policy in Virginia.

While SCHEV may well have championed an institution-

centered system for political reasons, since a decentralized
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process might better survive and prosper in Virginia, this

approach was also supported in recognition of the unique

characteristics of each institution. A decentralized system

can work well in encouraging initiative, imagination, and

motivation, but relies heavily on the skills and intelli-

gence of local administrators (Majone & Wildavsky, 1977;

Mingle, 1983). Continued flexibility may be essential to

the ultimate success of the assessment policy that has been

championed by Gordon Davies, since successful policy imple-

mentation often requires ongoing review, interpretation, and

compromise in order to adapt to changing situations and

requirements (Bunker, 1972; Floden & Weiner, 1978).

SCHEV has received some criticism for the lack of clar-

ity of its intentions and direction for assessment. While

ambiguity or vagueness has troubled the assessment process,

it may prove ultimately to be its saving grace. "Deliberate

incompleteness" has been described as a potential means of

providing a policy environment in which_creativity and prog-

ress toward desired goals can go hand in hand (Jacobsson,

1988; Lindblom, 1980; Morgan & Tebb, 1989), particularly if

planning and policy are not seen as ends in themselves, but

as guides and opportunities for action and development of

the viable and worthwhile programs envisioned (Harrison,

1985; Lilienthal, 1978).

Contrary to this view, general observation of centrally

initiated program reviews suggests that they have often been
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more responsive to the demands of bureaucratic procedure

than to the unique features of systems of higher education

(Jones & Ewell, 1987). Reporting requirements that emphasize

compliance and strict but simplistic notions of accountabil-

ity may result in perfunctory, patterned responses deter-

mined largely by organizational behavioral repertoires and

an inertia that supports organizational tendencies to main-

tain past practices and relationships (Allison, 1971; Conrad

& Pratt, 1985).

The stated purpose of assessment efforts in Virginia is

to help institutions enhance their effectiveness, not to

monitor or manage the details of institutional functioning

(Ewell, 1985c; Davies, 1989; Finley, 1989; Lambert, 1989;

Seaman, 1989). Whether this purpose can and will be main-

tained is at the root of concerns that assessment in Virgi-

nia will settle into the state's higher education bureau-

cracy as a matter of compliance and accountability. The crux

of the matter is whether the the vagueness of SCHEV's guide-

lines for assessment has been deliberate or the result of

uncertainty about how to proceed. If it is the former,

institutional initiative will likely continue to be emphas-

ized. If it is the latter, the possibility of a more

rigidly prescribed reporting system looms larger.

The Future of Assessment in Virginia

Several institutional and state officials offered the

opinion that it would take years of effort before assessment
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provided some real sense of student outcomes, the most

important and subtle of which may not be realizable for many

years after students leave the university. There were very

mixed opinions about the future direction of assessment in

Virginia, although those who were most strident in their

opposition and criticism seem to have been replaced or sof-

tened their positions. Within one institution openly hos-

tile to SCHEV's assessment efforts, the campus leadership

for assessment has shifted to a group of faculty and admin-

istrators much more willing to give the process a chance and

who have found it much less threatening than did their pre-

decessors.

The legislature seemed quite comfortable to wait and see

what happens with assessment. Within the Department of

Planning and Budget and SCHEV there was a positive sense for

the way assessment has developed to this point and some

optimism for its potential. These attitudes were reflected

in the comments of Mullen shortly before the passage of Sen-

ate Bill 534. In regard to assessment, he said, "everybody

is enthusiastic about what is happening. Nobody wants to

push on it further, people are lined up with funding, [and]

the Governor is trying to put it into the Code so that it

can continue to be funded in the future."

Assessment in Virginia emerged as a policy initiative

that was and continues to be seen by most policy makers as a

positive program of self review for institutions. There is
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little evidence of any kind that assessment will become more

prescriptive unless institutions fail to a shocking degree

to take advantage of the flexibility they have been so far

afforded to provide appropriate messages of seriousness and

good faith to elected and appointed officials in Richmond.



Chapter Seven

Virginia Assessment in Regional and National Context

Regional Standards for Assessment: The SACS Principles

Virginia's assessment policy was developed in the years

immediately following the 1984 adoption of new standards for

institutional effectiveness by the Southern Association of

Colleges and Schools (SACS), the southeast's regional

accrediting body. These standards called for evaluation of

conditions beyond traditional accreditation criteria of fac-

ulty and student quality, physical plant, and institutional

resources, to include "the evaluation of the results of edu-

cation and plans for the improvement of the institution's

programs" (Southern Association of Colleges and Schools,

1986, p. 6). While particular approaches to addressing

effectiveness issues were not specified, it was held that

institutional processes for planning and evaluation "should

include":

1) broad-based involvement of faculty and administra-

tion:

2) the establishment of a clearly defined purpose appro-

priate to collegiate education:

3) the formulation of educational goals consistent with

the institution's purpose;

4) the development of procedures for evaluating the

extent to which these education goals are being

196
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achieved;

5) the use of the results of these evaluations to

improve institutional effectiveness (Southern Asso-

ciation of Colleges and Schools, 1986, p. 9).

SCHEV staff were well aware of the SACS criteria for

institutional effectiveness when they were laying the

groundwork for assessment. It was intended that institu-

tional assessment activities could be used to also satisfy

SACS' new and more explicit criteria for effectiveness

(Davies, 1988a; Dorsey, 1989).

National Standards for Assessment: The NASULGC Principles

In late 1988, four years after the SACS criteria were

adopted, seven guiding principles regarding assessment prac-

tices in the states were approved by the governing board of

the National Association of State Universities and Land

Grant Colleges (NASULGC). They urged that:

1) Institutional, program, and student outcomes assess-

ment should focus, primarily, on the effectiveness of

academic programs and on the improvement of student

learning and performance.

2) States and institutions should rely primarily on

incentives rather than regulations or penalties to

effect student outcomes assessment and foster

improvement.

3) Institutional programs for evaluation and assessment

should be developed in collaboration with the fac-
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ulty.

4) Assessment requirements should permit colleges and

universities to develop institutional programs and

define indicators of quality appropriate to their

missions and goals and consistent with state-wide

objectives and standards.

5) colleges and universities should be encouraged to use

multiple methods of assessment for improving teaching

and learning and demonstrating achievement.

6) Requirements for assessment should be fiscally con-

servative and avoid impcsing costly evaluation pro-

grams on institutions or state agencies.

7) Within an institution, assessment programs should be

linked to strategic planning or program review, or to

some comprehensive strategy intended to encourage

change and improvement (National Association of State

Universities and Land Grant Colleges, 1988).

Overall, the NASULGC principles advocate recognition of

institutional autonomy and that standards and practices be

developed by institutions themselves. The Virginia plan has

largely followed such precepts, while predating the state-

ment by two years.

There is considerable overlap in the principles outlined

by these two organizations. Both emphasize the importance

of faculty involvement in the development of assessment

plans for institutions. Although in Virginia faculty
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involvement was minimal on many campuses in development of

the initial assessment plans, since 1988 there has been a

much greater involvement of faculty in preparing institu-

tional assessment plans and activities. This appeared to be

a factor that helped reduce the intransigence of some insti-

tutions to the assessment mandate.

Second, both sets of principles suggest an important

role for establishing clear purposes for assessment efforts,

consistent with institutional mission and system-wide stan-

dards. The connection of assessment activities to institu-

tional mission has been a fundamental premise of the Virgi-

nia model. SCHEV has repeatedly emphasized the need for

institutional plans to grow out of mission statements and

educational objectives. Senate Bill 534 stated specifically

that institutional assessment programs must be "consistent

with the institution's mission and educational objectives."

Third, while SACS statement number four refers specifi-

cally only to the need to develop procedures for the evalua-

tion of institutional goal achievement, NASULGC statement

one is more specific in suggesting that assessment should

focus on academic program effectiveness and improvement of

teaching and learning. Both, from the point of view of most

state policy makers, are key arguments for doing assessment.

While state officials have not indicated an expectation that

institutions must report specific information on the degree

to which a list of goals is achieved, they do expect that
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assessment will provide institutions with information per-

taining to their successes and needs for improvement. Addi-

tionally, the NASULGC principles emphasize the use of mul- °

tiple methods of assessment, which has been strongly encour-

aged by SCHEV and by SACS accreditation guidelines (Southern

Association of Colleges and Schools, 1986, p. 13).

Fourth, both SACS and NASULGC highlighted the connection

of assessment activities to institutional planning and pro-

gram review and improvement. In Virginia, SCHEV has

repeatedly asserted that a primary purpose of assessment is

to provide internal feedback on the effectiveness of the

institution for the purpose of program improvement. This is

a dominant theme among state policy makers — that assessment

will provide institutions with information that will help

them improve their programs, and thereby, their effective-

ness. The connection of assessment activities to institu-

tional planning has been addressed to varying degrees by the

several institutions, but has especially been the case at

James Madison University, where assessment was picked up as

a means of bolstering a strategy aimed at campus change and

strategic planning.

Fifth, NASULGC included a statement pertaining to the

ways in which assessment should be promoted by states. Vir-

ginia has followed a 'carrot and stick' approach, providing

for budgetary penalties and incentives, to stimulate insti-

tutional action on assessment. While the Virginia policy is
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far from the performance funding mechanism of Tennessee or

the budgetary penalties established by Colorado, the connec-

tion of the submission of assessment plans to institutional

eligibility for initiative funding programs was a penalty

threatened for non—compliance with the mandate. Since then,

SCHEV has sought to push assessment by attaching incentives

to the process.

Finally, the NASULGC principles comment on the need for

fiscal restraint in the development of assessment programs.

While officials and faculty in Virginia colleges and univer-

sities expressed some concern about the "hidden" costs of

assessment, especially in terms of faculty and staff time

and effort, state officials found the Virginia plan for

assessment minimal in cost at $4.5 million in 1988. Whether

more expensive evaluation programs will follow in the wake

of assessment remains to be seen, although SCHEV officials

do plan further evaluation processes to be undertaken by the

institutions. Historically, Virginia legislators have shown

reluctance to place costly or complex reporting burdens on

institutions (Alessio, 1989).

The SACS and NASULGC criteria regarding assessment are

indicative of the framework for such activities that

regional and national higher education associations have

encouraged. The Virginia model for assessment seems gener-

ally to have maintained some balance in the sometimes oppos-

ing perspectives of the legitimate interests of the state
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and the requirements of institutional governance and auton-

omy.

Virginia and Assessment in Other States

Counts of the number of states that have specifically

called for assessment Vary (Chronicle 1988b; Chronicle,

1989a: Ewell, 1989b; National Governor's Association, 1986).

However, review of multiple sources suggests that as many as

26 states currently have at least some kind of policy to

require, request, or encourage institutional activities per-

taining to assessment of student outcomes (Boyer, Ewell,

Finney, & Mingle, 1987; Carlisle, 1988; Ewell, 1989a, 1989b,

1989c; Fox, 1989; Hartle, 1986; Hillman, 1989; Krech, 1989;

Maldonado, 1989). State policies Vary from those that call

for statewide testing of students, including Florida, Geor-

gia, Tennessee, South Dakota, New Jersey, and Texas, to

those that have sought to encourage institutional reporting

on a variety of indicators of effectiveness as part of regu-

lar processes of review or as a separate process. These

include Connecticut, Missouri, Rhode Island, Arizona, Illi-

nois, Kentucky, and North Carolina.

Assessment in Virginia is marked by some important con-

trasts with other states that have mandated such activities.

In states like Florida and Texas, legislators have been much

more assertive than their counterparts in Virginia in press-

ing for assessment and evaluation activities in higher edu-

cation. South Dakota and New Jersey have traditions of rel-
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atively strong, centralized decision making in higher educa-

tion, while Virginia higher education has tended to be more

decentralized. In Missouri, Governor John Ashcroft person-

ally challenged institutions to plan and implement assess-

ment programs, while recent Virginia governors have been

much less adamant in demanding change. Rather than rely on

statewide testing or other prescriptive approaches to the

assessment of student learning and outcomes, Virginia has

followed a more institution-centered approach.

While states vary in important ways, some researchers

have sought to compare state experiences with assessment. A

recent study of five state assessment mandates (Ewell &

Boyer, 1988, in press-a) found that in spite of the differ-

ences that distinguish the nature of policy initiatives from

state to state, some conditions appeared similar:

1) State policy makers sought familiar models for

assessment. Previous action in K-12 was described as a model

turned to frequently by legislators. In Virginia, while the

strong state reporting requirements for K-12 education were

seen as indicating a reasonableness in asking for similar

review in higher education, there was no sense that assess-

ment in higher education was in any way a situation simply

analogous to K-12. Perhaps if SCHEV had not acted early in

the process to shape the ultimate assessment policy legisla-

tors might have found the K-12 model more appealing, but at

this time SCHEV's vision of institution-centered assessment
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holds sway in the capitol. Furthermore, there was no higher

education equivalent to two conditions associated with K-12

education in Virginia in the mid-1980s: 1) the Governor's

Commission on Excellence in Education, which in 1986 made

recommendations for sweeping changes in public education;

and 2) a broad sense that many schools were in need of real

change, a sense heightened by such publications as A Nation

at Risk.

From the beginning no single model or approach to
x

assessment has been promoted above others in Virginia. In

fact, after the first set of reports to SCHEV from James

Madison University on its assessment pilot program, Gordon

Davies used the JMU experience to support the contention

that not only do different institutions have different char-

acteristics that call for varying assessment approaches, but

different mixes of such approaches are appropriate to dif-

ferent disciplines within institutions (Davies, 1988b,

1988c).

2) Problems of communication between states and institu-

tions were evident. Ewell and Boyer found that the politi-

cal nature of such communication seemed invariably to lead

to conflict, with interpretations sometimes far out of step

with intentions. Institutional officials were found often to

misconstrue the motives of state assessment mandates. In

each of the five states studied it was concluded that state

policy makers were pursuing limited objectives that were
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primarily oriented toward the improvement of undergraduate

academic programs. Also found in each state was "a major-

ity" of institutional representatives who believed that

assessment was only the beginning of quantitative "statewide

accountability plan that would ultimately result in common

testing, common teaching, and common consequences for those

not up to standard" (Ewell, 1989a, pp. 2-3).

As in other states, communication has proven a pervasive

and difficult problem in Virginia. Although Virginia legis-

lators and government officials have denied any desire to

"dictate" policy to colleges and universities, institutional

officials recall the state's recent willingness to mandate

curricular changes through the restructuring of undergradu-

ate teacher education programs. In other states, the example

of Tennessee has shown that a moderately prescriptive

assessment policy can escalate to higher levels of intru-

sion. It remains to be seen if states like New Jersey and

Texas, where testing programs have been developed in tandem

with assurances that the results will not be used in this

way, will end up following such a pattern (Ewell, 1989a).

3) Tensions were found to stem from the incongruity

between academic and political timetables. While conflicts

over timetables for planning and implementation of assess-

ment have been in evidence between institutions and SCHEV,

it is not at all clear that these disagreements over the

time frame in which assessment would occur have been the
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result of an accelerated schedule based on political consid-

erations. Only to the extent that initial institutional

assessment plans had to be reviewed, approved, and budgeted

by the end of summer 1987 in order to be considered by the

General Assembly for funding was the timetable for institu-

tional activities driven by the political one. In that

case, many institutions, in waiting until pressed by the

Governor's budget memo to undertake a serious response,

exacerbated the compressed time frame to obtain funding for

assessment.

4) There was a prevalent sense that early assessment

mandates were largely interested in the use of standardized

achievement testing. In Virginia this has not been the

case. SCHEV has consistently emphasized the need to use

multiple measures and approaches to assessing student learn-

ing. The only area in which it might be claimed that SCHEV

staff have promoted the use of standardized tests is in

regard to general education, and this remains an area of

contention and uncertainty for many institutions,

5) There was a prevalent sense that assessment emerged

without clear connections or integration with other policies

and activities. In Virginia there have been some concerns

that this was the case, but SCHEV has sought to couple

assessment with other planning and reporting processes,

including new program approval, Funds for Excellence grants,

and SACS accreditation, as well as a future agenda that
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includes evaluation of graduate and other academic programs

and institutional missions.

Recent State Mandates

Contemporary with and following the Virginia mandate,

most states that called for specific assessment activities

have focussed on academic quality and effectiveness and have

avoided simplistic approaches to accountability. They have,

by and large, stressed institutionally designed plans and

procedures appropriate to their unique needs and circum-

stances (Carlisle, 1988; Ewell, 1989a, 1989b). Since 1986

through the middle of 1989 no states have followed the cen-

tralized programs exemplified by Florida and Tennessee, and

only two states have planned statewide testing — New Jersey

and Texas.

As in Virginia, recent state assessment plans have had

their origins in higher education agencies. In fact, since

1987 no state assessment mandate has emerged as a legisla-

tive initiative, suggesting that state higher education

officials have taken the lead in responding to interest in

central policy aimed at the improvement and insurance of

program quality (Ewell, 1989b; Fox, 1989; Hillman, 1989;

Krech, 1989). In seeking to anticipate legislative or

executive interest in assessment, the higher education com-

munities have been able to retain a great deal of discre-

tionary authority over the shape of such activities and

requirements. However, institutions and state higher educa-
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tion agencies must address tasks of planning, implementing,

and perhaps most importantly, reporting on assessment in

ways that will be credible in the eyes of critical constitu-

encies.

Virginia's case will be an important benchmark in seeing

if flexible and broad reporting requirements can be appro-

priate and useful to both institutions and state officials.

States now in the early stages of assessment have looked

carefully at Virginia in search of a workable model of state

assessment policy (Carrier, 1989; Davies, 1989; Ewell,

1989b; Mullen, 1989). .

In most states, officials have not pressed for programs

that compromise institutional autonomy (Ewell, 1989d), but

they do expect meaningful activity on the part of institu-

tions. As Adelman (1989) has suggested and events in Virgi-

nia corroborate, the key to the state interest in academic

outcomes is assurance, or reassurance, that it can be demon-

strated that things of value and importance happen to people

as a result of being college students and that graduates

have reasonable levels of skills to show for their degrees.

Virginia and New Jersey: Similar Rhetoric
-- Different Models

Among the states that have called for assessment, Virgi-

nia's approach contrasts in important ways with that of New

Jersey. There, the state Board of Higher Education was the

source of the assessment mandate, with highly visible polit-
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ical support from the legislature and governor. In 1987 the

state set forth a detailed state plan for assessment. Pol-

icy makers sought to develop a comprehensive approach with-

out tieing the process to strict and simplistic measures of

accountability. Like their counterparts in Virginia, they

have asserted that their interest is in stimulating improve-

ment within the framework of institutional mission and ini-

tiative (Ewell, 1989a, 1989c; Kean, 1988).

Key differences between the Virginia and the New Jersey

plans for assessment can be summarized briefly: where Virgi-

nia has given institutions very broad and general guidelines

for planning, implementing and reporting on assessment acti-

vities, New Jersey has provided extensive guidelines and

suggestions for institutional procedures and has devoted

considerable resources to the development of a statewide

test of general intellectual skills (Ewell, 1989b).

The crucial element of the New Jersey approach is the

potential of the system to generate a uniform database that

will facilitate judgement on the benefits of the state

investment in higher education. The New Jersey program has

been well-funded, has strong political support, and has been

given a long time line for full development and implementa-

tion (Ewell, 1989c). If the New Jersey program fails to

live up to expectations, it will provide a clear signal to

other states of the difficulty of broadly defining and meas-

uring higher education outcomes.
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Both the Virginia and New Jersey assessment programs are

now entering critical periods in their development and

events over the next few years will demonstrate the viabil-

ity and value of each. Both approaches may enjoy successes,

in different ways and to different degrees. Indeed, the

variety of state political, social, and economic environ-

ments suggests that variations on more or less centralized

approaches to assessment may be appropriate to different

states.

Summary and conclusions

In Virginia, assessment has gradually been recognized as

a tool that may stimulate institutional self reflection and

a means by which institutions may demonstrate to state offi-

cials their commitments to quality and good faith efforts to

systematically review and reform their own practice. In

some ways it has emerged as a remarkable experiment. It has

sought to challenge the notions that internal improvement

and motivation for reform cannot be initiated from the top

and that state agencies and policy makers cannot resist the

desire for expanding control and data collection activities.

Yet in spite of the lofty intentions repeatedly expressed by

the architects of assessment in the state, considerable sus-

picions of the uses of state power to shape higher education

remain unalleviated. _

The primary findings of this investigation were that

Virginia's assessment policy emerged from the combined
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effects of a national movement that influenced policy makers

as well as the interest of the State Council of Higher Edu-

cation staff in using assessment as a means of advancing an

agenda for undergraduate curriculum reform. Assessment in

Virginia has been guided by general and somewhat vague

guidelines and expectations for the process from SCHEV and

other state officials.

At the state level assessment has so far emerged as an

essentially symbolic form of institutional accountability,

with most officials exhibiting no further expectations than

that institutions demonstrate their seriousness and good

faith in undertaking processes of self—review and evalua-

tion. Assessment and related activities are seen by state

officials as positive and logical components of necessary

self-evaluation undergone by any agency or organization.

Only a very negative report on the quality of institutional

efforts might spur prescriptive action on the part of the

General Assembly.

Over the next several years higher education issues of

crucial importance to Virginia policy makers will involve

matters directly related to tuition and enrollment levels

and to the capacity of the system to accommodate the needs

of increasing numbers of high school graduates in the 1990s.

While in the foreseeable future it is likely that state

officials will seek some expansion of review and evaluation

of institutional programs, the data gathered from these
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activities will probably be used for little more than gain-

ing a general sense of what institutions are doing in regard

to "quality assurance."

The evolution of assessment in Virginia is illustrative

of the ways in which the policy making process involves ·

organizational and personal interpretations and adaptations

of existing conditions, ideas, and movements. A key factor

in this process, as the difficulties with communication sug-

gest, is that what a policy statement says is less important

in some respects than what it is taken to mean.

Assessment has meanings that vary significantly among

people involved with it. It is the propensity of these

interpretations to shape actions, both individual and orga-

nizational, that makes communication of information and

ideas so crucial to policy making. Policy is made by those

who interpret it, and a state policy on assessment is fil-

tered down through layers of state and institutional func-

tionaries, each of whom shapes it in the image they see

proper in light of legal, historical, political, economic,

and personal relationships and constraints.

Assessment is only one recent manifestation of the ten-

sion between the state and the academy. Questions of the

quality of educational programs and how best to review and

improve them have been long standing and will continue to be

grappled with. The same is true of many of the issues

raised by assessment, exemplifying in many ways the overall
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relationship between the state and higher education, part of

what Bailey (1975) called a "persistent human paradox. The

simultaneous need for structure and antistructure, for

dependence and for autonomy, for involvement and for pri-

vacy" (p. 1).

Recommendations for Future Research

The study of assessment in Virginia raised a series of

intriguing issues, related not only to assessment, but also

to institutional governance and the making of higher educa-

tion policy generally, that merit further investigation.

Specific to assessment in Virginia, investigation of the

effect of assessment on the internal practices and policies

of institutions of higher education is certainly called for.

Assessment will have a lasting impact on higher education to

the degree that faculty, administrators, and students accept

it as part of the culture of higher education.

The impact of policy oriented organizations, whether

state, regional or national, on the formation and implemen-

tation of higher education policy is an issue of importance.

Has the Virginia Assessment Group served as a valuable pol-

icy influence or a stimulus to undesirable homogenization?

Can institutional alliances and consortia shape state policy

without fueling an adversarial relationship with the state

agency for higher education? How much influence do national

and regional policy organizations like the Southern Regional

Education Board, National Governor's Association, and
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National Center for Higher Education Management Systems have

on the formation of state policy?

On broader issues of policy making, questions of insti-

tutional governance raised include what the role of institu-

tional presidents is in the making of state higher education

policy. In Virginia, it was apparent that the acquiescence

of the presidents to assessment had an important controlling

effect on opposition to the policy from within institutions.

Additionally in Virginia, do efforts to shape institutional

policy through incentive funding and demands for assessment

place SCHEV in conflict with the powers traditionally and by

law granted to the institutional Boards of Visitors?

Assessment has also varied across states on the basis of

the historical relationship between the state and higher

education. An investigation of the nature of these rela-

tionships and their impact on assessment policy would be an

important contribution to the understanding of how and why

such policy varies from state to state. Such a study could

logically grow from the work of Millett (1984) and Anderson

(1986).

Problems of communication between SCHEV and the institu-

tions were apparent through the course of this investiga-

tion. Ewell and Boyer's (in press - a) finding that the

"misinterpretation" of state policy on the parts of institu-

tional officials is a phenomenon that transcends state

boundaries begs further analysis of the nature of communica-
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tion between state authorities and colleges and universi-

ties.

The evolving role of accreditation agencies in the face

of state assessment initiatives is yet another issue that

calls for closer attention. Does or will state mandated _

assessment obviate the tradition of independent accrediting

bodies? Comments from some of those interviewed as part of

this study expressed very different views on this issue.

As the range of issues raised by this study indicates,

assessment opens many questions pertinent to the relation-

ship of higher education to the state. Assessment remains a

primarily emotional and political issue, and as such touches

some of the core beliefs and expectations of the public and

its representatives and of those within colleges and univer-

sities as to the nature and responsibilities of higher edu-

cation in American society.
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Letter: to Lsgislators

201 Barruss Hall
Virginia Polytedinic Institute

ard State University
Blacksburg, VA 24061
Deoanber 5, 1988

'Ihe Honorable Hunter B. Andrews
16 S. King Street
P.O. Box B
Harrpton, VA 23669

Dear Senator Ardrews:

I am writing on behalf of Jeff Aper, a graduate student in
the Educational Researdx program here at Virginia 'Iech. Jeff is
currently engaged in irrportantrwäeardiihtoüieways inwhicfn
state policy for higher education has developed over time as well
as the ways in which such policymaybebetter informedard
implemented. Inordertoprooeedwittrtlxisreseardi, it is nec-
äsary üiat Jeff gain real irxsight into the ways in which plan-
ning, lxdgetirag, ard evaluating Virgirria’s public institutions of
higher education are carried out.

It is myhopethatycuwillbeabletofi.rdfiftee1*1rr1i.r1utes
tohalfanhcnirofymirvalrrabletirre to share with him your
insights, interests, ard conoerns regarding the state’s role in

the quality of higher education in die th.
Jeff will be ihRid1mordinJanuaryardhopestorreetvritd1ycx1
before die beginning of the new legislative session. He will be
telephonirxg your office in the next weekorsotoseeifan
appointmentdurir1gtI1efirstvaeeJ<ardahalfof January can be
arrarged.

Your assistance is genuinely appreciated. Ultimately, this
researchcanbeofrealvaluetoallofuswhoarecoricerrmedwitli
the efficiency ard effectivenäs of irstitutions of higher educa-
tion in Virginia. 'Ihank you for your time ard coqaeration.

Sincerely,

Dennis E. Hinkle
Assistant Provost ard
Director of Student t
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Letter to Other Officials

201 Burruss Hall
Virginia Polytechnic Institute

and State University
Blacksburg, VA 24061
(703) 231-6122
January 9, 1989

Dr. Sylvia Scholnick
Assistant to the Provost
Wren Building
College of William and Mary
Williamsburg, VA 23185

Dear Dr. Scholnick:

I am a doctoral student in Educational Research at Virginia
Tech, and am conducting dissertation research on the devel-
opment of planning efforts and policy making at the state
level for higher education in Virginia. Dr. Barry Dorsey
suggested that I contact you to set up an appointment to
discuss your experiences with and observations on state
planning and policy processes for higher education. I will
be telephoning your office in the next week or so to see if
an appointment can be arranged sometime between now and the
end of February.

Your help in carrying out this research is genuinely appre-
ciated. I look forward to the opportunity of talking with
you soon.

Sincerely,

Jeffery P. Aper
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Interview Guide

Institutions of Higher Education

1. When did you first become aware of what has now become

the assessment movement in Virginia?

2. In your opinion, how does student assessment affect

higher education in Virginia?

a. How does it serve the interests of the state?

Examples?

b. How does it serve the interests of institutions of

higher education? Examples?

3. Who were the key individuals or organizations in ini-

tiating Virginia's assessment policy?

a. What motivated their efforts?

4. Were any specific institutions under scrutiny by leg-

islators or others?

5. Who within the higher education community were con-

sulted when assessment policy was being discussed and

developed?

a. How did they react?

6. When assessment was initially discussed with the pres-

idents in GPAC, were concerns about instituting

assessment activities expressed?

a. What were the nature of these concerns?

b. How were these concerns laid to rest? (presidents
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seemed comfortable with both the initial resolution

calling for assessment and the recent passage of SB

534 that made assessment part of the Code of Virgi-

nia.)

7. Since you have been involved in higher education in

Virginia, what previous measures do you recall that

have called upon colleges and universities to provide

new or more detailed information to state agencies for

purposes of state level planning, budgeting, or evalu-

ation)?

a. What were the intended purposes behind these mea-

sures?

b. Who were the key individuals, agencies, or organi-

zations calling for these measures?

8. Has assessment altered SCHEV's role in state govern-

ment or its relationship with the institutions?

9. Does assessment provide SCHEV with broader authority

to coordinate higher education in Virginia?

10. What is the relationship between assessment and

SCHEV's authority to evaluate new academic programs?

11. Is there any relationship between assessment and ini-

tiatives to terminate unproductive academic programs?

a. Does assessment information help define criteria

for productivity in academic programs?

12. SCHEV has articulated a number of means by which

assessment will become a part of the regular processes
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of colleges and universities. Current plans call for

assessment efforts to continue to be tied to Funds for

Excellence grants and institutional eligibility for

funding of special programs in telecommunications,

international education, and teacher education.

a. In your opinion, how strong is the possibility that

assessment will go the way of program budgeting in

Virginia — something that seemed like a good idea to a

lot of people, but ultimately fell into disuse?

13. How do you think assessment information from colleges

and universities will affect budget and resource allo-

cation processes within institutions?

a. For example?

14. How do you think assessment information from colleges

and universities will affect budget and resource allo-

cation processes at the state level?

a. Why?

b. Why not?

15. Will assessment permit JLARC to undertake a more thor-

ough and meaningful review of higher education?

16. How do you expect assessment information to be used?

17. How, in your opinion, should this information be used?

18. If you were to change student assessment in higher

education in Virginia, what would you do?

a. Why? What are some examples?

19. Is it conceiveable, due to budgetary constraints or
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other exigencies, that the state could be compelled to

close one of its public colleges or universities? How

would such a decision be made?

a. On the basis of what evidence would institutions be

rated to decide who received the "axe"?

20. Who else do you suggest that I talk to about these

issues?

21. What documents or papers would you recommend as useful

reading to provide more background on budgeting and/or

planning for higher education in Virginia?

22. Is there anything else you would like to mention, or

that I have not asked about that you think is impor-

tant?
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Interview Guide

Executive Branch (Secretary of Education, DPB)

1. In your opinion, how has student assessment affect

higher education in Virginia? I
a. How will it affect higher_education in Virginia?

b. How does it serve the interests of the state?

Examples?

c. How does it serve the interests of institutions of

higher education? Examples?

2. Who were the key individuals or organizations in ini-

tiating Virginia's assessment policy?

a. What motivated their efforts?

3. Were any specific institutions under scrutiny by leg-

islators or others?

4. Who within the higher education community was con-

sulted when assessment policy was being discussed and

developed?

a. How did they react?

5. Since you have been involved in higher education in

Virginia, what previous measures do you recall that

have called upon colleges and universities to provide

new or more detailed information to state agencies for

purposes of state level planning, budgeting, or evalu-

ation)?

a. What were the intended purposes behind these mea-
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sures?

b. Who were the key individuals, agencies, or organi-

zations calling for these measures?

6. How does assessment compare to the development of pre-

vious requirements for information from colleges and

universities?

7. Have there been efforts since you've been involved

with higher education in Virginia to develop standard

measures of inputs into higher education?

a. Who promoted or opposed these measures?

b. Why?

c. How have these input measures been used?

8. Has there been interest in developing some kinds of

output measures for higher education?

a. Who has promoted or opposed these measures?

b. Why?

c. What kinds of output measures would be useful and

appropriate to state officials involved in planning

and budgeting activities?

9. The state planning and budget manual (pp. I-5-2 and

I-5-3) provides operational definitions for the fol-

lowing terms:

input

output

efficiency

effectiveness
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workload

benefit

a. Do these definitions provide clear criteria by

which state agencies are evaluated for budgeting and

planning purposes?

b. Do the definitions of these terms differ in any way

for higher education from those used for other state

agencies?

10. Does assessment provide the possibility of new mea-

sures of outputs, effectiveness, and efficiency for

colleges and universities?

11. Are other state agencies evaluated according to the

measurement and analysis of inputs and outputs?

a. How does assessment compare to DPB evaluation

procedures used for other agencies of state govern-

ment?

12. How do you think assessment information from colleges

and universities will affect budget and resource allo-

cation processes at the state level?

a. Why? Examples?

b. Why not?

13. Has assessment altered SCHEV's role in state govern-

ment or its relationship with the institutions?

14. Does assessment provide SCHEV with broader authority

to coordinate higher education in Virginia?

15. What is the relationship between assessment and
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SCHEV's authority to evaluate new academic programs?

16. What is the relationship between assessment and ini-

tiatives to terminate unproductive academic programs?

a. Does assessment information help define criteria

for productivity in academic programs?

17. SCHEV has articulated a number of means by which they

hope to make assessment part of the regular processes

of colleges and universities. Current plans call for

assessment efforts to continue to be tied to Funds for

Excellence grants and institutional eligibility for

funding of special programs in telecommunications,

international education, and teacher education.

a. In your opinion, how strong is the possibility that

assessment will go the way of program budgeting in

Virginia -something that seemed like a good idea to a

lot of people, but ultimately fell into disuse?

18. Will assessment permit JLARC to undertake a more thor-

ough and meaningful review of higher education?

19. How do you expect assessment information to be used?

20. How, in your opinion, should this information be used?

21. If you were to change student assessment in higher

education in Virginia, what would you do?

22. Is it conceiveable, due to budgetary constraints or

other exigencies, that the state could be compelled to

close one of its public colleges or universities? How

would such a decision be made?
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a. On the basis of what evidence would institutions be

rated to decide who received the "axe"?

23. Who else do you suggest that I talk to about these

issues?

24. What documents or papers would you recommend as useful

reading to provide more background on budgeting and/or

planning for higher education in Virginia?

25. Is there anything else you would like to mention, or

that I have not asked about that you think is impor-

tant?
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Interview Guide

Legislative Branch

1. What were the most important reasons for calling on

Virginia's colleges and universities to carry out stu-

dent assessment?

a. What did you hope would come out of it?

2. Who were the key individuals or organizations in ini-

tiating Virginia's assessment policy?

a. What motivated their efforts?

3. Were any specific institutions under scrutiny by leg-

islators or others?

4. In your opinion, how does student assessment affect

higher education in Virginia?

5. Do you think that assessment provides an opportunity

to compare institutions of higher education?

a. If not, should it?

6. Will assessment permit JLARC to undertake a more thor-

ough and meaningful review of higher education?

7. Has assessment altered SCHEV's role in state govern-

ment or its relationship with the institutions?

8. Does assessment provide SCHEV with broader authority

to coordinate higher education in Virginia?

9. What initiatives do you recall that have been under-

taken over the last decade (or two) that have sought

broader state level coordination of higher education?
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10. What kind of information will you get from student

assessment?

11. How do you expect assessment information to be used?

a. How, in your opinion, should it be used?

11. If you were to change student assessment in higher

education in Virginia, what would you do?

12. If, due to budgetary constraints or other exigencies,

the state were compelled to close one of its public

colleges or universities, how would such a decision be

made?

a. On the basis of what evidence would institutions be

rated to decide who received the "axe"?

13. Have there been efforts that have been undertaken over

the last decade (or two) to develop more standard mea-

sures of budgetary inputs into higher education?

a. How have such measures been used?

b. How do you think this kind of information should be

used?

14. Do you think there is a need for useable output mea-

sures for institutions of higher education?

a. What kinds of output measures do you think would be

useful and appropriate to state officials involved in

planning and budgeting activities?

15. Is higher education treated the same as other state

agencies in making budget decisions?

a. Should higher education be treated the same as
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other agencies?

16. How do you think assessment information from colleges

and universities will affect budget and resource allo-

cation processes at the state level?

a. Why?

b. Why not?

17. Do you think that assessment should be used to help

make decisions to terminate unproductive or poor

quality academic programs?

18. Who else do you suggest that I talk to about these

issues?

19. What documents or papers would you recommend as useful

reading to provide more background on budgeting and/or

planning for higher education in Virginia?

20. Is there anything else you would like to mention, or

that I have not asked about that you think is impor-

tant?
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Interview Guide

SCHEV and Other Higher Education Agencies

1. When did you first become aware of what has now become

the assessment movement in Virginia?

2. In your opinion, how does student assessment affect

higher education in Virginia?

a. How does it serve the interests of the state?

Examples?

b. How does it serve the interests of institutions of

higher education? Examples?

3. Who were the key individuals or organizations in ini-

tiating Virginia's assessment policy?

a. What motivated their efforts?

4. Were any specific institutions under scrutiny by leg-

islators or others?

5. Who within the higher education community were con-

sulted when assessment policy was being discussed and

developed?

a. How did they react?

6. When assessment was initially discussed with the pres-

idents in GPAC, were concerns about instituting

assessment activities expressed?

a. What were the nature of these concerns?

b. How were these concerns laid to rest? (presidents

seemed comfortable with both the initial resolution
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calling for assessment and the recent passage of SB

534 that made assessment part of the Code of Virgi-

nia.)

7. Since you have been involved in higher education in

Virginia, what previous measures do you recall that

have called upon colleges and universities to provide

new or more detailed information to state agencies for

purposes of state level planning, budgeting, or evalu-

ation)?

a. What were the intended purposes behind these mea-

sures?

b. Who were the key individuals, agencies, or organi-

zations calling for these measures?

8. Has assessment altered SCHEV's role in state govern-

ment or its relationship with the institutions?

9. Does assessment provide SCHEV with broader authority

to coordinate higher education in Virginia?

10. What is the relationship between assessment and

SCHEV's authority to evaluate new academic programs?

11. Is there any relationship between assessment and ini-

tiatives to terminate unproductive academic programs?

a. Does assessment information help define criteria

for productivity in academic programs?

12. SCHEV has articulated a number of means by which

assessment will become a part of the regular processes

of colleges and universities. Current plans call for
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assessment efforts to continue to be tied to Funds for

Excellence grants and institutional eligibility for

funding of special programs in telecommunications,

international education, and teacher education.

a. In your opinion, how strong is the possibility that

assessment will go the way of program budgeting in

Virginia -something that seemed like a good idea to a

lot of people, but ultimately fell into disuse?

13. How do you think assessment information from colleges

and universities will affect budget and resource allo-

cation processes within institutions?

a. For example?

14. How do you think assessment information from colleges

and universities will affect budget and resource allo-

cation processes at the state level?

a. Why?

b. Why not?

15. Will assessment permit JLARC to undertake a more thor-

ough and meaningful review of higher education?

16. How do you expect assessment information to be used?

17. How, in your opinion, should this information be used?

18. If you were to change student assessment in higher

education in Virginia, what would you do?

a. Why? What are some examples?

19. Is it conceiveable, due to budgetary constraints or

other exigencies, that the state could be compelled to
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close one of its public colleges or universities? How

would such a decision be made?

a. On the basis of what evidence would institutions be

rated to decide who received the "axe"?

20. Who else do you suggest that I talk to about these

issues?

21. What documents or papers would you recommend as useful

reading to provide more background on budgeting and/or

planning for higher education in Virginia?

22. Is there anything else you would like to mention, or

that I have not asked about that you think is impor-

tant?
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' SENATE IOINT RESOLUTION NO. l25

- Requesrrhg th: SILKE COUHCZZ of Erl?/‘KHf' Eé'¤C¤!!bH tc study Utz qudlfty cf higher e:°3ee:;bh
bt t/ze Commcrzwealt/2.

Agreed to by the Senate, February 22, 1985
Agreed to by the House ot Delegates, February 20, 1985

WHEREAS. Virginia's public institutions of higher education are a source of pride to the
Commonwealth and the basis tor the State's continued economic and cultural growth: and

WHEHEAS, Vlrglnia has an investment in excess ot $1 billion in physical plant and over
$300 million in equipment in its institutions ot higher education; and

WHEREAS, Virginia bistorically devotes over seventeen percent ot its general tunds in
the biennlai budget to higher education, which amounts to over $1.3 billion in general
iunds ln the current bienniuxn; and

WH.'·E1-EE.=5. continued, broad public support tor VirgLnia’s system of higher educadon is
essential to the system's growth and wel1·being; and t

_ WHEZ-ZEAS. various studies ot higher education have raised questiors about cuäculum
requiremens. quality ot insttuction, and student achievement in the nation's colleges and
uhiversities: now, therefore, be it

RESOLTED by the Senate, the Heise ot Delegates concuräng, That the Staze Ceuncii ot
Higher Education ccnduct a study on student achievement in Virgi::ia’s public higher
education sstem. and to investigate mears by which student achzevement may be
meäured to assure the citizers of Virginia ot the contjnuing high quality ot higher
education in the Commonwealth.,

In ccnducting is review, the Council is requesed to seek acitice trom W:;nia’s
colleges and univemxties.

'lize Council should submit its tindings and recommendations to the 1956 Session of the
Genezril Assembly.

Die cos: ot this study, including direct and indirect costs, are estimated to be $15.410.
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1986 SESSION
‘

LDl746l28 -

:·-.•;.<<e SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION NO. 83
‘

·:°·=.=2= Qffered January Z1. 1986 . _ l

Rcgardirzg the rccommc·nd¤ti0r1S of UH! Slate Council of regarding

muu.vurcmcnt.v of student achievement:.

. Patron-Lambert

Reterred to Committee on Rules

WHEREAS. Senate Joint Resolution No. 125 ot the 1985 Session ot the General

Assembly requested the State Council ot Higher Education tor Virginia to study the means

by which student achievement may be measured to assure the citizens ot Virginia the

continuing high quality ot higher education in the Commonwealth; and

WHEREAS. the Council study determined that all public colleges and universities should

establish procedures and programs consistent with each institutions mission and educational

objectives to measure student achievement: and

WHEREAS. the Council study determined that the best programs to measure student

achievement are related directly to teaching and leaming in the classroom, include

assessments ot entry·level skills ot students who might have ditticulty doing college work.

identity a minimum threshold ot achievement tor students to quality tor college

degree-credit courses, and establish standards for student progress to higher levels ot the

curriculum: and
WHEREAS. the Council proposes the establishment ot an advisory committee to develop

guidelines tor designing good assessment programs. to help the institutions develop

programs, and to advise the Council based on annual reports by the institutions ot concrete.

quantitiable intormation on student achievement; now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED by the Senate. the House ot Delegates concurring, That the General

Assembly accepts the recommendations ot the Council study and attimis its conviction that

student achievement should be measured as a mearm to assure the continuing high quality

ot higher education in the Commonwealth; and. be it

RESOLVED FURTHER. That the institutions and their boards ot visitors are requested

to establish assessment programs to measure student achievement: and that the Council. in

cooperation with the state·supported colleges and universities, should establish guidelines tor

designing good ßsessment programs and report to the public results ot institutional ettorrs

to measure student achievement in is biennial revisions ot The Virginia P!em·•for Higher

Education .
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1989 SESSION
A LD6072128

SENATE BILL NO. 534 _
Offered January 17, 1989 ‘

A BILL to amend und reenact § 23-.9.6I·I 0/ the Code 0/ Vügzhia, relatürg to duties 0/
Courtcü.

‘
·Pat1·on-Lambert

Ü

Ü
Referred to the Committee on Education and Health

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia: Ü

A 1. That § 23-9.6:1 cf the Code of Virginia is amended and reenacted as follows:
§ 23-9.6:1. Dutles of Council generally.—In addition to such other duties as may be

prescribed elsewhere, the Council of Higher Education shall have the duty, responsibility
and authorityt

(a—) 1. To prepare plans under which the several state-supported Institutions of higher
education of Virginia shall constitute a coordinating system; In developing such plans. the
Council shall consider the future needs for higher education In Virginia at both the
undergraduate and the graduate levels, the mßsion, programs, facilities and location of
each of the existing institutiors of higher education, in addition to such other matters as
the Council deems appropriate. The Council shall revise such plans biennially in each
odd—numbered year and shall submit within the time prescribed by § 2.1-394 of the Code of
Virginia the plans as revised to the Governor and the General Assembly together with such
recommendations as are necessary for their implementation.

eb-) 2. To review and approve or disapprove any proposed change in the statement of
mission of any presently existing public irrstitutlon of higher education and to define the
mission of all public Institutions of higher education created after the effective date of this
provision. The Council shall, within the time prescribed in ta-) above subdivtlriorr 1 ei this
section , make a report to the Governor and the General Assembly with respect to its
actions hereunder ; provide; bervevera ne . No such actions shall become effective until
thirty days after adjournment of the session of the General Assembly next following the
filing of such a report. Nothing contained in this provision shall be construed to authorize
the Council to modify any mission statement adopted by the General Assembly, nor to
empower the Council to affect. either directly or lndirectly, the selection of faculty or the
standards and criteria for admission of any public institution, whether related to academic
standards, residence or other criteria, it being the Intention of this section that faculty
selection and student admission policies shall remain a function of the individual
Institutions.

(c-1 3. To study any proposed escalation of any public institution to a degree granting
level higher than that level to which it is presently restricted and to submit a report and
recommendation to the Governor and the General Assembly relating to the proposal. The
study shall include the need for and benefits or detriments to be derived from the
escalation. No such institution shall lmplement any such proposed escalation until the
Council's report and recommendation have been submitted to the General Assembly and
the General Assembly approves the institution's proposal.

ed-} 4. To review and approve or disapprove all enrollment projections proposed by
each public lnstitution·of higher education. The Council's projections shall be in numerical
terms by level of enrollment and shall be tßed for budgetary and fiscal planning purposes
only. The student admissions policies for the Institutions and their specific prograns shall
remain the sole responsibility of the individual boards of visitors.

(»e-I- 5. To review and approve or ·d1sappr¤ve all new academic programs which any
public institution of higher education proposes. As used herein. "academic programs"
include both undergraduate and graduate programs. ·. °

(4-} 6. To review and require the discontinirance of any academic program which is
presently offered by any public institution of higher education when the Council determines
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that such academic program ls nonproductive in terms of the number of degrees granted,
the number of students served by the program and budgetary considerations. As used
herein, °'academic programs" includes both undergraduate and graduate programs. The
Council shall make a report to the Govemor and the General Assembly with respect to the
discontlnuance of any academic program 5 provided-, however, no . No such dlscontinuance
shall become effective until thirty days after the adjoumment of the session of the General
Assembly next following the Illing of such report.

(-g-) 7. To review and approve or disapprove the creation and establishment of any
. department, school, college, branch, division or extension of any public Institution of higher

education which such institutlon proposes to create and establish. This duty and
responsibility shall be applicable to the proposed creation and establishment of
department:. schools, colleges, branches, dlvisions and extensions whether located on or off
the main campus of the lnstitut.ion ln question 5 provided, however, that LS . If any J
organizational change is determined by the Council to be proposed solely for the purpose
of lntemal management and the lnstitution's curricular offerings remain constant, the
Council shall approve the proposed change. Nothing in this provision shall be construed to
authorize the Council to disapprove the creation and establishment of any department
school. college, branch, division or extension of any institutlon which has been created and
established by the General Assembly. ·

th-) 8. To develop a uniform comprehensive data lnforrnation system designed to gather
all information necessary to the performance of the Council's duties. Sa-i-4 The system shall
include information on admissions, enrollments, personnel, programs, financing, space
inventory, facilities and such other areas as the Council deems appropriate.

.9. To develop rh cooperation with institutions of higher education gurdeli.-ze: for the
assessment of student achievement. An institution shall use an approved program which
complies with the guidelines of the Counctl and Ls consistent with the ih:titut:'on's mission
and educational ob;ectives in the development of such assessment. The Council shall .
report the institutions' assessment: of student achxevement th the biennial revision: to the
state': master plan for higher education. _

Q) 10. To develop in cooperation with the appropriate state financial and accounting
officials and to establish uniform standards and systems of accounting, record keeping and
statistical reporting for the public institutions of higher education.

Q-)- 11. To review annually and approve or disapprove all changes ln the inventory of
educational and general space which any public institutlon of higher education may propose
and to make a report to the Govemor and the General Assembly with respect thereto 5

however, no . No such change shall be made until thirty days after the
adjoumment of the session of the General Assembly next following the Illing of such
report.

(-lr} 12. To visit and study the operations of each of the public institutions of higher
education at such times as the Council shall deem appropriate and to conduct such other
studies in the field of higher education as the Council deems appropriate or as may be
requested by the Govemor or the General Assembly.

Q-)- 1.7. To provide advisory services to private, accredited and nonprofit institutions of
higher education, whose primary purpose is to provide collegiate or graduate education and
not to provide religious training or theological education, on academic, administrative,
financial and space utilization matters. The Council may also review and advise on joint
activities. including contracts for services, between such private institutions and public

, · institutions of higher education or between such private institutions and any agency ot the
· Commonwealth or political subdivision thereof. _

(-ra-} 14. To adopt such rules and regulations as the Council believes necessary to
lmplement all of the Council's duties and responslbllltles as set forth ln this Code. The
various public institutions of higher education shall comply with such rules and regulatloris.

tn} I5. In carrying out its duties and responsibilitles, the Council. insofar as practicable.
shall preserve the indlviduality, tradltions and sense of responsibility of the respective
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Institutions. The Council, Insotar as practicable, shall seek the assistance and advice ot the

respective Institutions in Iultilling all ot Its duties and responsibilities.
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CHAPTER 1.1:

CODE OF VIRGINIA
STATE cOuNcIL OF HIGHER EDUCATION ·

§23-9.3. Creation and ¤ur¤ose; membershin; terms;
officers. - (a) There is hereby created a State Council of Higher
Education for Virginia, hereinafter sometimes referred to as the
Council. The purpose of the Council shall be, through the

- exercise of the powers and performance of the duties set forth in
this chapter, to promote the development and operation of an
educationally and economically sound, vigorous, progressive, and
coordinated system of higher education in the State of Virginia.
The Council shall be composed of persons selected from the State
at large without regard to political affiliation but with due

”

consideration of geographical representation. Appointees shall
be selected for their ability and all appointments shall be of
such nature as to aid the work of the Council and to inspire the
highest degree of cooperation and confidence. No Officer,
employee, trustee or member of the governing board of any
institution of higher education, no employee of the Commonwealth,
except the Superintendent of Public Instruction, or member of the
General Assembly or member of the State Board of Education shall
be eligible for appointment to the Council except as hereinafter
specified. All members of the Council shall be deemed members at
large charged with the responsibility of serving the best
interests of the whole State. No member shall act as the
representative of any particular region or of any particular
institution of higher education.

(b)The Council shall consist of eleven members appointed
by the Governor subject to confirmation by the General Assembly
at its next regular session. Of the first members of the Council
appointed by the Governor, two shall be appointed for terms ci
four years, two for terms of three years, two for terms of two
years, and two for terms of one year; one of the appointments made
during the year nineteen hundred seventy to increase the size of
the Council shall be for a term of two years, one for a term of
three years, and one for a term of four years. Successors to the
persons so appointed shall be appointed for terms of four years.
All terms shall begin July one. Appointments to fill vacancies
occurring shall be for the unexpired term.

(c) No person having served on the Council for two
terms of fours years shall be eligible for reappointment to the
Council for two years thereafter.

(d) [Repealed.I
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(e) The Council shall elect a chairman and a
vice·chairman from its own membership and appoint a secretary and
such other officers as it deems necessary or advisable, and shall
prescribe their duties and term of office. (1956, c. 311; 1964,
c. 597; 1970, c. 117; 1972, c. 210; 1974, c. 544; 1980, c. 728.)

§23-9.4. Emoloyment of director and other personnel.

· The Council shall employ and appoint a director who shall be the
chief executive officer of the Council, and such personnel as may
be required to assist it in the exercise and performance of its
powers and duties. (1956, c. 311; 1974, c. 544.) ,

- §23—9.5. coordinating council for State-supported
institutions of higher education. · The Council shall constitute
a coordinating council for the College of William and Mary in
Virginia, George Mason University, Longwood College, James Madison
University, Mary Washington College, Norfolk State University, Old
Dominion University, Radford University, the University of
Virginia, Virginia Commonwealth University, Virginia Military
Institute, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University,
Virginia State University, Christopher Newport College and the
Virginia Community College System, branches, divisions or colleges
of any of the foregoing, and such other State—supported
institutions of higher education as may in the future be
established. (1956, c. 311; 1974, c. 544; 1977, cc. 296, 319, 413;
1979, cc. 2, 136, 145.)

§23—9.6:l. Duties of Council generallv. - In addition
to such other duties as may be prescribed elsewhere, the Council
of Higher Education shall have the duty, responsibility and
authority:

1. To prepare plans under which the several
state-supported institutions of higher education of Virginia shall
constitute a coordinating system. In developing such plans, the
Council shall consider the future needs for higher education in
Virginia at both the undergraduate and the graduate levels, the
mission, programs, facilities and location of each of the existing
institutions of higher education, in addition to such other
matters as the Council deems appropriate. The Council shall
revise such plans biennially in each odd-numbered year and shall
submit within the time prescribed by §2.1-394 of the Code of
Virginia the plans as revised to the Governor and the General
Assembly together with such recommendations as are necessary for
their implementation.

2. To review and approve or disapprove any proposed

change in the statement of mission of any presently existing
public institution of higher education and to define the mission

of all public institutions of higher education created after the

effective date of this provision. The Council shall, within the
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time prescribed in subdivision 1 of this section, make a report
to the Governor and the General Assembly with respect to its
actions hereunder. No such actions shall become effective until
thirty days after adjournment of the session of the General

. Assembly next following the filing of such a report. Nothing
* contained in this provision shall be construed to authorize the

Council to modify any mission statement adopted by the General
~ Assembly, nor to empower the Council to affect, either directly

or indirectly, the selection of faculty or the standards and
criteria for admission of any public institution, whether related
to academic standards, residence or other criteria, it being the

°

intention of this section that faculty selection and student
admission policies shall remain a function of the individual

- institutions.

3. To study any proposed escalation of any public
institution to a degree granting level higher than that level to
which it is presently restricted and to submit a report and
recommendation to the Governor and the General Assembly relating
to the proposal. The study shall include the need for and benefits
or detriments to be derived from the escalation. No such
·institution shall implement any such proposed escalation until the

’
Council's report and recommendation have been submitted to the
General Assembly and the General Assembly approves the
institution's proposal.

4. To review and approve or disapprove all enrollment
projections proposed by each public institution of higher
education. The Council's projections shall be in numerical terms
by level of enrollment and shall be used for budgetary and fiscal
planning purposes only. The student admissions policies for the
institutions and their specific programs shall remain the sole
responsibility of the individual boards of visitors.

S. To review and approve or disapprove all new academic
programs which any public institution of higher education
proposes. As used herein, "academic programs" include both
undergraduate and graduate programs.

6. To review and require the discontinuance of any
academic program which is presently offered by any public
institution of higher education when the Council determines that
such academic program is nonproductive in terms of the number of
degrees granted, the number of students served by the program and
budgetary considerations. As used herein, "academic programs"
includes both undergraduate and graduate programs. The Council
shall make a report to the Governor and the General Assembly with
respect to the discontinuance of any academic program. No such
discontinuance shall become effective until thirty days after the
adjournment of the session of the General Assembly next following
the filing of such report.
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7. To review and approve or disapprove the creation and

establishment of any department, school, college, branch, division

or extension of any public institution of higher education which

such institution proposes to create and establish. This duty and

responsibility shall be applicable to the proposed creation and

establishment of departments, schools, colleges, branches,

divisions and extensions whether located on or off the main campus

of the institution in question. If any organizational change is

determined by the Council to be proposed solely for the purpose

of internal management and the institution's curricula offerings

remain constant, the Council shall approve the proposed change.

Nothing in this provision shall be construed to authorize the

Council to disapprove the creation and establishment of any

- department, school, college, branch, division or extension of any

institution which has been created and established by the General

Assembly.

8. To develop a uniform comprehensive data information

system designed to gather all information necessary to the

performance of the Council's duties. The system shall include

information on admissions, enrollments, personnel, programs,

financing, space inventory, facilities and such other areas as the

Council deems appropriate.
‘

9. To develop in cooperation with institutions of

higher education guidelines for the assessment of student

achievement. An institution shall use an approved program which

complies with the guidelines of the Council and is consistent with

the institution's mission and educational objectives in the

development of such assessment. The Council shall report the

institutions' assessments of student achievement in the biennial

revisions to the state's master plan for higher education.

10. To develop in cooperation with the appropriate

state financial and accounting officials and to establish uniform

standards and systems of accounting, record keeping and

statistical reporting for the public institutions of higher

education.

ll. To review annually and approve or disapprove all

changes in the inventory of educational and general space which

any public institution of higher education may purpose and to make

-a report to the Governor and the General Assembly with respect

thereto. No such change shall be made until thirty days after the

adjournment of the session of the General Assembly next following

the filing of such report.

12. To visit and study the operations of each of the

public institutions of higher education at such times as the

Council shall deem appropriate and to conduct such other studies

in the field of higher education as the Council deems appropriate

or as may be requested by the Governor or the General Assembly.
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13. To provide advisory services to private, accredited
and nonprofit institutions of higher education, whose primary
purpose is to provide collegiate or graduate education and not to
provide religious training or theological education, on academic,
administrative, financial and space utilization matters. The

I

Council may also review and advise on joint activities, including
contracts for services, between such private institutions and
public institutions of higher education or between such private
institutions and any agency of the Commonwealth or political
subdivision thereof.

14. To adopt such rules and regulations as the Council

- believes necessary to implement all of the Council's duties and
responsibilities as set forth in this Code. The various public
institutions of higher education shall comply with such rules and
regulations.

15. In carrying out its duties and responsibilities,
the Council, insofar as practicable, shall preserve the
individuality, traditions and sense of responsibility of the
respective institutions. The Council, insofar as practicable,
shall seek the assistance and advice of the respective
institutions in fulfilling all of its duties and responsibilities.
(1974, c. 544; 1979, c. 619; 1989, c. 105.)

§23-9.8. Cooberation with State Board of Education. -
The Council shall cooperate with the State Board of Education in
matters of interest to both the public school and the
state—supported institutions of higher education, particularly in
connection with coordination of the college admission requirements
and teacher training programs with the public school program.
(1956, c. 311.) .

§23-9.9. Preoaration of budget requests; submission of

budget requests to Council; coordinating requests; submission of

recommendations to Governor and General Assembly. · The Council
of Higher Education shall develop policies, formulae and
guidelines for the fair and equitable distribution and use of
public funds among the public institutions of higher education,
taking into account enrollment projections and recognizing
differences as well as similarities in institutional missions.
Such policies, formulae and guidelines as are developed by the
Council shall include provisions for operating expenses and
capital outlay programs and shall be utilized by all public
institutions of higher education in preparing requests for
appropriations. The Council shall consult with the Division of
the Budget and the Division of Engineering and Buildings in the
development of such policies, formulae and guidelines to insure
that they are consistent with the requirements of the Division of
Budget.




